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ABSTRACT
Many new and emerging applications of glass rely critically on surface properties,
and have led to an ever-increasing demand for methods to controllably modify glass
surfaces as a pathway to enhanced properties. The genesis of this thesis arose from such
pursuits, wherein the thermo-electric poling of glass—encompassing treatment with high
voltage and blocking electrodes at moderate temperatures—was found to provide a fertile
research area. Versatile in its application to a variety of glasses, as well as the diversity
of phenomena it produces, several novel approaches to the thermo-electric treatments of
multicomponent glass are carried out in this work. This included (1) poling to produce
normally-forbidden, second-order nonlinearity in high breakdown strength glasses as a
potential avenue to greater nonlinear coefficients; (2) capitalizing on poling-induced
modifications toward the novel end of manipulating the observed breakdown strength of
glass; and (3) venturing outside the “typical” parameter space of poling treatments in
order to realize even greater modifications to surface composition and structure by
electrolyzing the glass network. The primary outcome for the first study indicates that,
contrary to the usual assumption, the stored internal field from poling is limited to a
substantial fraction of the intrinsic breakdown strength, and seemingly in a broad range of
glass systems. This is most likely due to nonlinear conduction effects at the high poling
temperatures. Meanwhile, the results of the second study indicate that the observed
breakdown strength of glass is minimally influenced by the presence of a stored space
charge field, and is likely attributable to the presence of the modified surface layer
concentrating the applied voltage. The results of the last study provide the most
intriguing possibilities for extensive and stable surface modification. Applied to a model
alkali-free glass, a nanoscale layer is formed adjacent to the anodic surface composed of
essentially only network-forming elements, and whose formation is attributed to the
electrolytic migration of both cationic and anionic species within the glass network. This
technique has significant potential for creating novel surface structures and compositions,
anticipated applicability to a wide variety of glass compositions, and extensively
modified transport and corrosion-resistance properties.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES
The cutting edge of glass science and technology resides firmly in the field of
surface properties. New and emerging applications of glass include uses in the fields of
biotechnology[1-4], microfluidics[5], energy storage[6, 7], and all manner of photonic
devices[8-11], each of which routinely and critically depend on the properties of glass
surfaces and interfaces. While such applications require a thorough understanding of
glass surface properties in general, they have also created a burgeoning demand for new
and versatile methods of controllably modifying the properties of the surface. Many
strategies for modifying glass surfaces have thus been developed, including examples of
applying plasma or dielectric barrier discharges[12-14], manipulation of near-surface
chemistry by heat-treatment in reducing or oxidizing atmospheres [15], wet chemical or
etching techniques; irradiation with high energy particles and/or lasers[16, 17]; and a host
of chemical functionalization methods [13, 18, 19].
In this context, a prime objective of this thesis was the evaluation of novel
approaches and methods for modifying glass surfaces, to the ultimate end of producing
controllable and long-lasting alterations to the composition, structure, and attendant
properties of glass surfaces. A parallel goal that sets this work apart concerns a focus on
how such methods would apply to “real-world” glass systems, specifically
multicomponent inorganic oxide glasses containing potentially a variety of modifiers,
network-formers, and/or fining agents. It was anticipated that such work could not only
provide scientific insight into the mechanisms of glass surface modifications, but also
practical elements for pushing the cutting-edge of glass technology toward novel valueadded treatment methods. While this actually represents a very wide base of materials to
select from, in the course of this work an informal focus on nominally “alkali-free”
multicomponent glasses was developed as a particularly intriguing model system. These
glasses contain primarily alkaline-earth modifiers with a mix of B, Al and Si networkforming elements, and structure/transport properties that are not nearly as well
understood compared to alkali-bearing counterparts. These glasses are also extremely
relevant to modern technology such as flat panel display, providing a ready supply of
high-quality samples suitable for optical and dielectric study. Our work has also shown
these glasses to exhibit remarkably high breakdown strength, which has direct relevance
for applications of glass as a high energy dielectric material, and provides a unique basis
for the study of such glasses by thermo-electric treatment methods.
One of the most intriguing advents in the past few decades has been surface
modifications by thermo-electric treatments and the attendant realization of substantial
second-order nonlinear (SON) activity in glass. Such treatments modify glass surfaces
through ion-migration processes inherent to most all inorganic glasses, and have since
been shown to be exceedingly versatile at producing effects of both scientific and
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practical significance. Despite this large body of research, however, there is still much
that is not understood about these treatments, including certain aspects of the ion
migration process and the role of glass composition in the observed phenomena. There is
also an incomplete picture of the structure and compositional modifications to the surface
region achievable by such processes. Thermo-electric treatment methods were thus
chosen, both as an area ripe for contribution, as well as a platform with significant
potential for realizing substantial modification of glass surfaces. We begin in Chapter 2
with a review of this intricate and fascinating field of study, with the goal of familiarizing
the reader with critical aspects of such treatments, and setting a context for the
contributions of this thesis to the field. This chapter will introduce the terminology and
phenomenology of thermo-electric treatments, and review the recent surge of research in
poling glasses for SON with a mind to describe how parameters such as electrode
interfaces and glass composition influence effects observed during poling.
Virtually nothing has been reported on the response of alkali-free multicomponent
glasses to thermo-electric treatments. However, the literature on poling mechanisms has
consistently advanced a connection between the magnitude of the second-order nonlinear
coefficient and the intrinsic breakdown strength of glass—the former being limited by the
latter[20-23]. A natural hypothesis that followed was whether the current glasses—
known to exhibit among the highest breakdown strengths ever reported for a bulk
glass[6]—could be induced to exhibit correspondingly high internal fields and SON
coefficients. Although much has been done to enhance χ(2) with the use of high-χ(3)
glasses, there has been no reported attempts to increase χ(2) by using glass of higher
breakdown strength. Such a discovery would greatly help to advance the frontier of this
surface modification technology, as relatively low values of χ(2) in poled glasses has
limited their realization as the active medium in SON devices. Chapter 3 of this
dissertation presents results on such a study for the thermal poling behavior of two
different alkali-free multicomponent display glasses, reporting both quantitative
evaluations of nonlinear coefficients and contrasting the findings with the expectations
based on independent breakdown strength data. To our knowledge, no such similar
quantitative study has been attempted to date. At its conclusion, a significant
improvement in SON was not realized, but the knowledge derived from this study
provides critical direct evidence into the nature of the poling process, with a prime
finding being that the internal field is limited—not by the intrinsic breakdown strength of
glass—but much more likely by nonlinear conduction effects at high voltage and
temperature. This chapter also lays a foundation by establishing thermo-electric
treatment parameters specific to these alkali-free glasses, wherein specific regimes of
poling temperature are intentionally implemented to evaluate hypothesized surface
modification effects throughout the rest of this work.
In Chapter 4, results are presented for another novel approach to thermal poling as
a surface modification strategy. In this work, we ask the question: can the high internal
field induced by poling be used to improve or otherwise influence the observed dielectric
breakdown strength of glass? The breakdown strength of such “electret” systems has
never been studied in glass, and only sparsely studied in dielectric polymers. It was
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anticipated that the high quality and near-intrinsic breakdown strengths experimentally
observed with the bulk glass—even at room temperature and slow voltage rise rates—
could allow the direct observation of such effects. The results of this study include a
comparison of breakdown behavior in both poled and unpoled variants of a high
dielectric-strength barium boroaluminosilicate glass (Schott AF45). Specialized methods
were developed to prepare poled samples of ultra-thin (12-47µm) dimensions suitable for
dielectric breakdown testing, and shown to be successfully poled by measurements of
SON activity, corresponding to very high fields ~108-109 V/m localized to the nearsurface region of the glass. Subsequent breakdown testing showed that the strength
distribution was not detectably influenced by the static space-charge polarization inherent
to such samples. Extrinsic surface defects from the poling process played a minor role in
causing a slight strength loss, but the distortion of the applied voltage due to the layer
was concluded to play a much more substantial role in ultimately obscuring the influence
of the static field on breakdown. Although this finding subverts the hypothesis that
poling can be used to control or improve breakdown strength, it also provides promising
indications of remarkable stability in such glasses against space-charge effects that might
otherwise be expected to detract from breakdown performance. In other words, even
when pre-processed under aggressive high-temperature/high-voltage poling conditions—
confirmed by SHG measurements to induce an altered charge distribution and high
internal field near the surface—virtually no effect on apparent breakdown strength was
realized. This can have important implications for glass in high-temperature, high-energy
density dielectric applications, and paves the way for further testing using accelerated life
methods.
In both of the previous chapters, the thermo-electric treatment parameters were
designed to maximize second-order nonlinearity, and understand the fundamental
interrelations of the near-surface internal fields with breakdown strength. Chapter 5 of
this thesis marks a significant departure from these strategies, and instead proposes a very
novel approach to surface modification based on electrolytic modification of glass
composition and structure. Scattered evidence has been reported in the literature to
indicate that very substantial modifications can be achieved by the migration of oxygen
anions in oxide glasses, though this mechanism has also been generally debated. An
important background understanding on the role of process parameters relevant to this
hypothesis are given separately in Chapter 2, while the bulk of Chapter 5 is devoted to a
detailed study of modified composition and structure in the electrolyzed surface layer of
an alkali-free barium boroaluminosilicate glass. Given the correct combination of
process parameters for a given glass, we hypothesized it should be possible to observe
electrolytic effects on glass surfaces, to the advantage of both tailoring glass surface
composition/structure/properties, as well as being able to apply direct analysis using
surface-sensitive techniques to understand the nature of the modification. Such a process
would encompass the extensive depletion of both cations and anions from the network,
with a corresponding major modification of the glass structure expected in the
electrolyzed layer. These ideas were evaluated using direct structural and compositional
interrogation of the surface/interfaces to the end of showing that (1) the anodic electrode
interface does indeed oxidize during poling, with the oxygen being derived from the glass
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as a result of the poling process; (2) the modified surface layer at the anode is composed
of essentially only network-forming species, with minimal compensation from ions
extrinsic to the glass (e.g. H+) to satisfy its structural requirements, and (3) the glass in
the anodic layer is not only heavily altered in composition, but presents structural
characteristics indicative of anion migration. This last point is key, as some local
relaxation/rearrangement would be required in the vicinity of anionic sites to stabilize the
network, and this effect is qualitatively confirmed. To our knowledge, this is the first
demonstration of electrolytic migration of both divalent cations (Ba2+) and anions (O2-) in
concert, and no similar study has ever been attempted with alkali-free multicomponent
glasses. While the acute novelty of this approach leaves many as-yet unanswered
questions, its implications are decidedly far-reaching, and indicate a versatile intrinsic
method for glass surface modification that we are only now beginning to realize fully. If
any is to be expected, the results of this chapter will likely provide the largest lasting
impact of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND REVIEW

2.1. INTRODUCTION
The electrical properties of glass have been studied for well over a century, and
early on it had become clear that the glassy state offered a number of unique and
interesting properties that sets it apart from other materials. First, one of the most salient
features in the electrical response of glass is its propensity to conduct electricity by way
of ions rather than electrons. This fact had been experimentally established as early as
1884, when Warburg demonstrated transport of sodium ions between amalgam electrodes
across a glassy membrane [24]. Glasses had consequently been described as an
electrolyte, defined by the transport of charge via the dissociation of ionic species—and
has been noted as a rather universal feature of most glasses through an exceptional range
of compositions.
A modern understanding of glass structure has helped to rationalize this tendency
to ionic conduction. Being an amorphous solid, a certain degree of free volume is
necessary within the structure to accommodate the disordered network, which facilitates
the movement of large ions. Certain models of glass structure even further highlight
ionic conduction, as in modified random network models of glass structure where mobile
ions are distributed in a disordered-but-non-uniform way to create channels
structures[25]. In either case, it is the loosely-bound modifier cations that provide the
primary basis for charge transport, and can be thought to dissociate from their
corresponding anions—a typical example being non-bridging oxygens (NBO) within the
glass network. Reviews of the ionic transport properties of glass abound [26-28].
Electrolyte theories have been applied to account for the observed properties of glass, the
most cited being the model of Anderson and Stuart[29]. This “weak electrolyte” model
postulates that not all carriers are available for conduction in the network, and provides a
basis for understanding the ionic conductivity of different cations in glasses in terms of
different contributions to activation energy for conduction: (1) a Coulombic energy terms
accounting for dissociation of the cation-anion bond, and (2) a strain energy term, which
accounts for the reduced mobility of large cations as they attempt to move through the
disordered network under an applied field. These concepts in the ionic conductivity of
glass have been reviewed by Martin[30]. Meanwhile, electronic contributions to
conductivity are understood as being highly suppressed in oxide glasses, not only due to
their typically wide band-gap, but also to the inherent localization/trapping effects of
structural disorder on electronic mobility[31]. A noteworthy exception occurs when a
substantial concentration of variable-valence elements (e.g. Fe) are present in oxide
glasses that can facilitate electronic hopping between gap states. Semiconducting glasses
also exist, but are held separate from this discussion.
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The thermo-electric treatment of glass capitalizes on these rather “universal”
transport properties of glass, and constitutes a broad umbrella of methods that generally
entails the simultaneous application of heat and electric fields—the former to activate the
motion of ions in the glass, and the latter to induce a net drift of ions. With electrodes
that do not supply ions to the glass—so-called “blocking electrodes”—early evidence for
such treatments modifying glasses came about through observations of space-charge
development. Proctor and Sutton summarized the general behavior of many glasses in
the following excerpt:
“If the electrolyte theory of conduction in glass is valid, it should be consistent with the
other dielectric properties. In particular glass, as well as other dielectric materials,
exhibits the phenomenon known variously as “dielectric absorption,” “anomalous
conduction,” or “absorption current.” This is a current exhibited on charging a capacitor
which differs from the usual charging and conduction currents of ordinary circuit theory.
The anomalous current is smaller than the charging current and larger than the conduction
current, and it decays to zero with a time constant long relative to the usual RC time of the
circuit. The absorption current is reversible and, like conduction, is affected by the state of
compaction (anneal) of the glass structure. If the absorption current is to be described by
the electrolyte theory of conduction, one must postulate an ion flow which diminishes with
time. This implies a charge pile-up for “blocking” electrodes (that is, electrodes which
neither furnish nor accept ions of the mobile variety).” [32]

Proctor and Sutton went on to develop working models for the development of
space charge and electrode polarization in glass [33, 34], which has often served as the
starting point for interpreting the poling effect in glasses [35, 36].
Interest in thermo-electric treatment methods of glass has found a resurgence in
the past few decades. This can be largely attributed to two discoveries, ultimately linked
in principle, which demonstrated that silica glasses can be modified to produce secondorder nonlinearity (SON). These properties are otherwise forbidden due to macroscopic
inversion symmetry in glass, and—coupled with the superior linear optical properties of
glass—has generated great interest for glass as an active medium in nonlinear devices.
The first discovery was published by Osterberg and Margulis in 1986[37], wherein they
reported on the (inadvertent) observation of efficient frequency-doubling in a singlemode optical glass fiber on extended irradiation with a high-energy Nd:YAG laser. The
second discovery was proffered by Myers and Murkherjee in 1991 [38] when they
attempted to pole a thin polymer film on a silica substrate at high voltage and 300±C. On
probing with a laser, a second-harmonic signal was observed as expected, but was
subsequently found to have arisen from the silica substrate and not the polymer film as
intended. These two methods for inducing SON in glass became respectively known as
“optical poling” and “thermal poling.” Furthermore, although the SON created in
thermal poling and optical poling clearly arise from distinct sources of energy, it is
generally accepted that both methods function on essentially the same principle: a DC
electric field that is stored/encoded within the glass structure due to the treatment. Of
these methods, thermal poling has been found to be much more efficient, but virtually
any method may be used to induce SON in glass as long it redistributes charge in
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effectively creating an internal DC field, for example, e-beam irradiation [39, 40], CO2
laser heating[41], and proton implantation, to name just a few.
In the intervening years, the efficient production of SON has been demonstrated
in an extremely wide range of glass compositions, from common silicates, to borates,
phosphates, germanates, chalcogenides, tellurides, halides, mixed-network-former glasses
of all kinds, and even metal-nanocomposite[42] and semiconductor-doped glasses[43,
44]. The list also ranges from glasses of the highest synthetic purity with virtually no
mobile ions (<1ppm sodium), to “soft” glasses with the mobile ions as a major
component in the network (e.g. 24 mol%Na2O in Schott IOG-1), as well as from the
purest silica to complex commercial glass compositions with 8 or more major
components. The versatility of this treatment process is self-evident, and its evaluation in
such a wide variety of glasses has been driven mainly by attempts to achieve higher
nonlinear coefficients. The second-order susceptibility, (2), induced by thermal poling is
typically on the order of 0.1–1 pm/V, which is relatively low in practical terms, and has
presented a challenge for its commercial implementation. Coefficients of this order can
be acceptably used for certain fiber applications, where periodic poling can allow for
quasi-phase matching and thus the ability to take advantage of long interaction lengths to
compensate for the low (2). However, in other compact devices, this level of
nonlinearity is simply too low, and a nonlinearity of at least 5 pm/V would be
desired[45]. For use in devices, a high second-order nonlinear coefficient can afford not
only photonic effects such as frequency conversion, but also other useful second-order
applied-field phenomena, such as the linear electro-optic effect and the piezoelectric
response [46-49]. Much of the recent work on thermal poling of glass has therefore been
directed at understanding essential aspects of the poling process in order to achieve
higher induced nonlinearity.
With this context in place, the remainder of the discussion in this chapter delves
into the details specific to the thermo-electric treatment of oxide glass, mainly thermal
poling and anodic bonding phenomena. The aim is to (1) review key concepts and
process considerations in the phenomenology of thermo-electric treatment, (2) provide a
perspective on the material science of poled glass compositions, and accordingly
establish the relevance of this thesis within the field, and (3) define a hypothesis for
substantial surface modification of multicomponent oxide glasses by electrolysis
(subsequently evaluated in Chapter 5 of this volume). For further details outside the
scope of this chapter and additional historical perspective on the evolution of research in
this field, a number of helpful review papers may be consulted.[50-56]
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2.2.1. ELECTRODE AND ATMOSPHERE CONSIDERATIONS
In applying thermo-electric treatments, design of the interface by the choice of
electrode material plays a very noteworthy role, particularly in its “blocking” ability. The
term “blocking” may be applied most generally to charge (from any source) being unable
to cross the electrode interfaces—also known as the “blocking electrode” condition.
With charges neither entering nor exiting the sample, neutrality is assumed to be strictly
maintained at all times, and is usually made as a simplifying assumption for modeling
space charge polarization. In the case of poled glass, however, blocking electrodes often
take on the specific meaning of being ion-blocking i.e. electrodes which neither furnish
nor accept mobile cations. Electronic charge may or may not still cross the interface (and
in fact often clearly does), but with ion-blocking electrodes, the migration of modifier
cations in the glass structure is not “back-filled” by cations of the mobile variety from an
extrinsic source at the interface.
The above description stands in opposition to thermo-electric methods with “nonblocking” electrodes—treatments that either specifically or inadvertently inject foreign
cations into the glass to effect a net ion-exchange within the network. Many electrode
schemes can be readily expected to inject ions of the mobile variety into glass, and can be
used for that specific purpose. If the mobile ion supplied at the electrode is the same as
the native ion—e.g. sodium amalgam electrode used with sodium-rich glasses—the
exchange is a null process and can aid in conduction experiments to minimize electrode
effects[61]. If the ion supplied is different from the native one—e.g. silver electrodes on
sodium-rich glasses—the net exchange of the foreign ions within the structure can be
used to modify properties such as refractive index[62]. This process is known as “fieldassisted ion-exchange.” A similar effect occurs in “electrolyzed” or electrolyticallyaltered glass surfaces, where water is a prime component of the electrode and is
deliberately dissociated and injection into glass as a protonated species (H+/H3O+)[63,
64]. The net exchange of extrinsic H+/H3O+ in large concentrations for native cation
species is very similar to the results of leaching interactions in glass corrosion, and is
used in the preparation of glass electrodes, as described in detail in Ref. [64]. However,
all of these treatments function by active replacement of ions in the network—a
phenomenon held as separate from the electrolytic ion migration processes of interest to
this thesis.
The inadvertent introduction of small concentrations of mobile ions is a more
pervasive effect, and occurs both often, and without strict definition as to when it is no
longer negligible. Many concerns with this center around the ubiquitous presence of
water, either on glass surfaces or in the poling atmosphere, with the consequent injection
of H+/H3O+ species into the glass. An extremely common example is thermal poling in a
hydrated atmosphere such as air. The injection of H+/H3O+ has been proven repeatedly in
thermo-electric experiments[65-69], with significant ramifications on ion migration
dynamics[70-75]. The failure of single-carrier migration models is quite often attributed
to the injection of such protonated species, where the recognition of at least one
additional mobile species (H+) of lower mobility than the primary mobile ion (usually
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Na+) is required to satisfactorily describe poling dynamics[76-79]. In certain situations,
the injection of protonated species from the atmosphere may be so severe as to effectively
mitigate all of the induced polarization and lead to virtually no SON activity—a ready
example being corona-poled glass[80, 81].
Besides H+/H3O+, the inadvertent
introduction of mobile positive charges may also occur with the migration of ions from
the electrode material as well, some examples being Cu, Ag, or even a more conductive
glass[66, 82, 83].
These lessons from the literature show the critical necessity for prospective design
of the poling/electrode/atmosphere scheme in order to evaluate with any confidence what
is occurring within the glass structure. Although it may be difficult if not impossible to
avoid the injection of H+ from adsorbed water completely, studies have shown that the
injection of foreign species may be contained to negligible levels with proper
precautions, such as hydrogen-blocking Al/Cu bilayer electrodes[65, 66] and/or poling in
high vacuum or dry, inert atmosphere[84, 85]. The potential danger of not accounting for
such effects is highlighted in Figure 2-2, which shows the dramatic differences in
migration effects in a poled soda-lime glass. In the most extreme case of Figure 2-2(a)
without any efforts to mitigate H+ injection, an approximate 1:1 replacement of Na is
observed in the depletion layer is observed. With specific measures taken to combat this
effect, the H+ profile can be limited to solely an inward drift of pre-existing water on or
near the glass surface, with the difference between Figure 2-2(a) and Figure 2-2(b) being
a pre-etch to remove a hydrated surface layer common to alkali-rich glasses.
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2.2.2. ION-MIGRATION PROCESSES IN GLASS WITH BLOCKING ELECTRODES
With appropriate blocking electrodes, the basic ion migration processes during
thermo-electric treatment of oxide glasses are depicted in Figure 2-3. The high applied
voltage induces a drift of mobile cations away from the anode toward the cathode, and a
substantially reduced concentration of cations develops in a layer adjacent to the anodic
interface—a “depletion” region. The dearth of mobile ions near the anode leads to a
substantial decrease in its (ionic) conductivity, with the effect of locally concentrating the
applied field in this region. The cations can be envisioned to migrate collectively within
the glass structure such that the ions depleted from the anode “pile-up” at the cathode,
where in practice it is observed that they discharge and can even plate out as the
corresponding metal. The depletion of mobile charge from the anode layer combined
with the concentration of the applied field in the same layer leads to the strong decay of
current with time, as indicated in Figure 2-1, where the passage of current approaches a
steady-state minimum in a fashion that reflects the anomalous “dielectric absorption” of
Proctor & Sutton[32]. The concentration of the field in a thin anodic layer explains the
insensitivity of poling phenomena to the total thickness of the glass, as well SON
coefficients proportional to the applied voltage rather than the (average) field. Dielectric
relaxation studies of poled glasses have confirmed the high ionic resistivity of the anodic
depletion layer, leading to a clear two-layer dielectric response [22, 86].
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mobility and essentially locking in the altered charge distribution. The result is an
“electret”—the electrical analog of a magnet—with a long-lived remnant polarization set
up by the displaced charges. This is the basic scheme of thermal poling for second-order
nonlinearity: the static field encoded in the glass breaks symmetry and can participate in
nonlinear processes.
The alternate case of Figure 2-3(b) occurs if anions have non-negligible mobility
and can counter-propagate toward the anode. Due to the typically much lower mobility
of anions1, this effect usually is restricted to the high-field region near the anode,
particularly in oxide glasses where the anion (O2-) is divalent and thus is more connected
in the network. Oxygen anions migrated to the anodic interface will discharge and can
result in oxidation of the electrode material. As the oxide is synthesized directly at the
glass-electrode interface, it is possible to form strong covalent bonding between the glass
and the anodic electrode via the oxide layer. This is the basis for anodic bonding, also
known as “field-assisted glass-to-metal sealing,” “electrostatic bonding,” or “Mallory
bonding” [56, 91]. Its most common application is for bonding of silicon to Pyrex-like
glasses in the semiconductor industry, and the resultant SiO2/glass bond is extraordinarily
strong such that it invariably fails away from the interface if stressed. This dissociation
and counter-migration of cation-anion pairs native to the glass is the hallmark of genuine
electrolysis in the anode layer.
The inherent difference in the schemes of Figure 2-3(a) vs. Figure 2-3 (b) can be
expected to produce very substantial differences in the nature and properties of the
depletion layers.
In the former case typical of thermal poling, a static DC field is
generated that is localized to the anode layer, and results in SON-activity just in this
layer. Assuming a minimal degree of anion migration or cation injection, the glass
structure can be envisioned to have correspondingly limited degree of alteration—to first
order, resembling a “relic” network, with original cation sites preserved in the network by
the pinned anion sites, and the local violation of electroneutrality for these structural
units. The altered cation distribution is “quenched-in” by cooling under voltage.
However, due to finite cation mobility at room temperature, the internal field and SON
activity will decay over time, and can also be eliminated by heat-treatment (“depoling”).
The electrolyzed layers in Figure 2-3(b) behave much differently. Polarization
studies of anodic bonding indicate that these layers are charge-neutral[87], in accord with
the near-complete compensation of space-charge by way of electrolysis. As oxygen
anions are removed from the network, extensive structural rearrangement would be
expected to occur in order to maintain the coordination and charge-balance requirements
of network-forming elements in the glass—in this scenario with the network being much
closer to local electroneutrality. The rearrangement can be envisioned to help achieve a
lower energy configuration, schematically similar to the structural relaxation of oxygen1

Monovalent halide ions present an interesting exception, as they can be substantially more mobile than
oxygen. In the absence of mobile cations, this can lead to significant anion conduction[88, 89], and can
even form anion‐depleted regions near the cathode to produce SON in halide‐rich glasses[90].
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deficiency defects in glass. The final result, however, is quite distant from the “relic”
network mentioned above. Since both cations and anions are removed from the system,
the process is also essentially irreversible[92]. In anodic bonding, the interfacial strength
does not decay with time, and bonded articles are stable to high-temperature heattreatment. There is also generally no need to cool to room temperature with the voltage
still applied in anodic bonding, hence they rarely are. Anodic bonding can even be
performed in alternating fashion, where for example, Si is anodically bonded to one
surface of a glass wafer, then the stack is flipped and a second Si wafer is bonded to the
opposite side. Evidence has been shown that the modifications induced during the initial
electrolysis of the glass are not “undone” with the second treatment, which speaks to the
extensive modification of the structure in this layer[56].
The relative contributions of the mechanisms in Figure 2-3 under a given set of
poling conditions will be largely dictated by the nature of the starting glass, including the
number and nature of cations/anions and the attendant transport properties of these ions
through the network. For fixed starting glass composition, the exact poling parameters—
particularly poling temperature—can also be expected to play a strong role in the
competition between the space-charge and electrolysis effects. Despite the many
consistencies in ionic conduction properties of various glasses, at this time, there are no
quantitative models suitable to predict the interplay of space-charge and electrolysis
effects in an arbitrary glass, nor a suitable model for describing the temperature
dependence of SON to help guide the development of such a model. The challenge
currently seems to be both a lack of sufficient information on ion-migration processes—
especially anionic mechanisms—the complex internal field distribution inherent to such
systems, and the highly multi-dimensional nature of thermo-electric processing that
makes systematic comparisons difficult. Electrolysis effects also introduce the challenge
of electrochemical interactions at the interface participating in the depletion dynamics
(see Chapter 5), and under conditions that are generally far from the idealities present in
standard electrolysis cells with highly conductive media.
In Section 2.3, we focus on the migration mechanism depicted in Figure 2-3(a),
reviewing select concepts specific to the thermal poling of glass. This includes how
thermal poling ultimately manifests as SON and a review of aspects relevant to a
glass/material science perspective. The information in this section provides background
most specific to Chapters 3 and 4 of this work, where thermal poling strategies are
applied to modify alkali-free glasses for novel purpose. In Section 2.4, the focus is
brought upon observations of structure modification in the near-surface region, first with
selections from the thermal poling/SON literature, and then broadened to its observation
in thermo-electrically treated glass in general. This last section provides an introductory
basis for much of the work performed in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
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2.3. THERMAL POLING FOR SECOND-ORDER NONLINEARITY
The principle behind second-order nonlinearity is briefly summarized as follows:
With the application of an intense electric field (such as that of a high-energy laser pulse),
it is possible to probe nonlinear effects arising from the higher-order polarization
response of materials:
∙

∙

∙

⋯

(2-1)

where  represents the susceptibility tensor of given order that relates the polarization to
the driving field(s). The first-order susceptibility relates directly to the dielectric constant
and represents the standard linear dielectric response, while (2) and (3) represent the
second- and third-order susceptibilities, respectively. Second-order polarization effects
include the linear electro-optic (Pockel’s) effect, sum- and difference-frequency
generation (SFG and DFG, including second-harmonic generation or SHG), and the
piezoelectric effect, to name just a few. Some examples of third-order polarization
phenomena include the quadratic electro-optic (Kerr) effect, self-focusing/defocusing,
two-photon absorption, and third-harmonic generation. It is also important to note that
all materials possess a finite (3), and will therefore manifest the third-order effects.
However, even-order effects like those arising from (2) are forbidden in centrosymmetric
systems, hence the (2) of isotropic glasses is (exactly) zero.
In thermally-poled glass, it has been largely accepted that the primary
contribution to SON activity is that of the ion-migration process previously summarized
in Figure 2-3(a). With limited compensation present, a large static electric field, Edc, is
therefore stored in the glass, and the central idea for SON is that Edc acts as one of the
driving fields for nonlinear polarization. This breaks the centrosymmetry of the system
and allows for second-order effects to be realized. Although the intrinsic (2) is still
technically zero, the third-order nonlinear polarization has a component that oscillates at
angular momentum 2w and therefore yields an effective nonzero second-order
susceptibility[53]:
∙
∙
where

(2) = 3∙(3)∙Edc

(2-2)

The component of third-order susceptibility relevant for this process is polarizations of
the type (3)(2w,0,w,w), and the factor of 3 arises from degeneracy considerations in the
susceptibility tensor. This formulation for the effective χ(2) in poled glass directly
proportional to χ(3) and Edc is commonly referred to as the rectification model of thermal
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poling[93]. Applied to second-order processes like SHG, the mechanism is a more or
less a direct analog of the so-called electric-field induced second-harmonic generation
(EFISH) process, only instead of an externally-applied electric field, the field is stored
within the glass structure itself.
A second possible contribution to SON in glass proposed was the presence of
reorientable dipoles within the glass structure that will align with the poling field and lead
to a macroscopic contribution to the second-order nonlinear susceptibility. The effect on
SON would follow from:
(2)orient = N L E βeff

(2-3)

where N is the concentration, βeff is the effective hyperpolarizability, and L(E) represents
an orientation factor for the alignment of such entities[94]. This process has been shown
to be non-negligible in certain defect-rich glasses, such as chalcogenides [95, 96] [97, 98]
or irradiated silicas [99-101], but these are generally exceptional instances to the wider
body of data on poled glasses.
Due to the typical characteristic of high cation mobility, SON activity is virtually
always localized to the anode-side surfaces of poled glasses. The absolute nonlinearity
profile in the anode region has been investigated by methods such as prism-based and
noncollinear SHG analysis, as well as cross-sectional SHG imaging [94, 102-104]. An
example of the SON activity restricted to the anode layer is illustrated in the SHG
composite image in Figure 2-4. The thickness of the nonlinear layer can be measured this
way, or can also be estimated from methods such as Stack Maker fringe analysis[105,
106]. By any such method, micron-scale depletion layers—commonly in the range of 414µm—have been consistently observed. In a similar vein, the electric field profiles in
poled glasses have been investigated[72], indicating in most cases a relatively uniform
field distribution in the anode layer of the order of 108109 V/m overlapping the
depletion layer. Both the anode localization and the field magnitudes support the
dominant role of cation migration and its generation of SON per the rectification model.
Meanwhile, the functional dependence of SON on poling voltage has been debated, with
nonlinear coefficients being observed to increase either linearly or quadratically with
Vpole, and scattered evidence for a voltage “threshold” (~950V for silica[94]) below
which nonlinearity is suspected to be incapable of forming due to the recombination of
ionic charge carriers. At high enough voltages, saturation of the SON coefficient has
been reported[93].
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conduction corresponds well with the onset of space-charge migration at lower
temperature. Glasses studied in this thesis are included in the plot, and are generally
quite resistive, leading to relatively high poling temperatures of 400-450°C needed to
optimize SON.
The remarkable consistency of χ(2) across glasses with such substantially different
transport properties is qualitatively understood from the rectification model, with the
suggestion that the glass matrix across such varied compositions can only inherently
support a certain field magnitude in the depletion region. This upper limit on Edc has
been intuitively ascribed to the intrinsic dielectric breakdown strength of glass, and is
consistent with the order of magnitude of the internal fields measured by independent
methods. The limit is believed to be imposed as the electric field concentrates strongly
within the thin layer close to the anode surface: if the field becomes high enough and
begins to exceed this threshold, a dynamic discharge is initiated within the high-field
layer that consequently reduces the internal field back to the breakdown field in a selflimiting manner. The strongest example where intrinsic breakdown has been forwarded
as an upper limit on Edc and (2) is fused silica, where an intrinsic breakdown strength
~109 V/m is often cited. Given a third-order nonlinearity of ~2 x 10-22 m2/V2 for
silica[94, 114, 115], a maximum possible (2) of 0.6 pm/V can be inferred—an upper
limit that agrees well with observation [45]. In Chapter 3, the validity of this concept is
explored quantitatively in the evaluation of nonlinear coefficients and comparison with
independent measurements of intrinsic breakdown strength in alkali-free glasses.
In terms of glass compositions, comparatively much more has been done to
increase χ(2) by way of increasing the third-order susceptibility, χ(3). As opposed to
properties like intrinsic breakdown strength, χ(3) generally exhibits a much wider range in
glasses, and has been inherently correlated to the linear electronic susceptibility[116].
Accordingly, the incorporation of significant concentrations of highly polarizable ions in
the glass structure can yield marked increases in SON. Examples include extensive
studies of bismuth zinc borate[20, 93] and niobium borophosphate systems [117-121], as
well as lead-rich silicates[122].
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As a final comment, besides SON, there may be other potential properties of
interest to explore for the modified surface of poled glass. The depletion of alkali from
the surface—especially in alkali-rich systems—can lead to marked decreases in refractive
index [104], suggesting a potential method for tuning the optical properties of glass
surface. Changes in surface morphology—particularly surface roughness—have also
been reported due to the poling process[124], though this has not been corroborated in
other similar works. Due to the surface polarization present—also directly observed in
poled silica[125]—the bioactivity of poled glass surfaces also has garnered interest.
Obata has evaluated the osteoconductive precipitation of calcium phosphate crystals from
simulated body fluid, with notable changes in film morphology attributed to the static
surface charge of the modified glass[126-128]. A similar effect has been anticipated for
bioactive soda-lime phosphosilicate and biosorbable soda-lime phosphate glasses,
prompting studies of their poling behavior[22]. In Chapter 4 of this thesis, we pursue a
similarly novel application of thermally-poled glass, to probe for the possibility of
controlling the observed breakdown strength of glass via the large internal field localized
near the anodic surface.

2.4. STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION BY THERMO-ELECTRIC TREATMENT
Within the literature of poled glasses for optical nonlinearity, there are relatively
few studies of glass surface structure. Among the studies that do exist, however, several
indicate evidence of structural rearrangement.
Depending on the glass, these
modifications can range from quite subtle to more extensive suggestions of ordering
and/or reorganization of the network.
The most heavily studied system of thermally-poled glass is fused silica, and there
has been evidence of structural modification present in the poled anode layer. Alley has
studied dynamic aspects of the poling process in SIMS, which suggests at least some
degree of irreversibility in poled silica by way of modified surface composition and
structure[71]. Cabrillo subsequently showed evidence of heterogeneous ordering on
some scale in neutron diffraction and inelastic neutron scattering studies of poled SiO2, as
well as a slight opening of Si-O-Si bond angles[129]. Evidence of partial crystallization
was also indicated by electron diffraction[130]. Nazabal interrogated the structure of
poled silica by O K-edge XANES and IR reflectance, with indications of Si-O-Si bonds
broken and partially restored during the poling process [131].
Separately from silica, some of the most systematic studies for the effect of glass
composition and subsequent structural modification have been reported for a series of
niobium borophosphates [117, 120, 121, 132]. While all of these works will not be
reviewed here, a general conclusion is that most of the modifications observed are subtle
under conditions optimized for SON. Of the compositions studied, including calcium,
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barium, and sodium-rich variants seem to express the most significant modifications to
surface structure.
Broadening the discussion, literature was also sought from outside of the realm of
glass poled for SON, as the studies of the latter are inherently optimized for space-charge
polarization rather than structure modification. Particular interest was paid to studies with
conditions apparently suitable for the counter-migration of anions and cations—what we
have referred to as “network electrolysis”—which might be applied toward the goal of
substantial surface modification of glass.
From the discussion in Section 2.2, at least one situation where network
electrolysis readily seems to occur is in anodic bonding. Although there are extremely
few studies of glass structure for modified layers in anodic bonding (most focusing on
bonding strength), the literature consistently confirms the presence of an electrolytic
mechanism in various multicomponent oxide glasses. TEM cross-sectional analyses have
shown the formation of nanoscale interfacial layers, including both the oxidized layer at
the electrode, and the electrolyzed layer in the glass[56, 133]. Anodic bonding and
interfacial oxidation studies of Pyrex[134, 135], as well as in-situ studies of anodic
bonding in TEMPAX[67] likewise both corroborate the presence of anodic oxidation
consistent with electrolysis of the glass. Although there is much less of range for glass
compositions in these studies, Knowles has also indicated an empirical “requirement” of
a significant alkali percentage in the glass to achieve good bonding[56].
There have also been a few important works done with thermo-electric treatments
of glass separate from any focus on either second-order nonlinearity or anodic bonding.
One of the most definite instances for the network electrolysis concept was shown by the
work of Carlson and collaborators[35, 84, 136]. They published a series of papers
showing the viability of electrolytic surface modification in an assortment of alkali-rich
silicates given a judicious selection of thermo-electric treatment conditions. Evidence
was presented for significant structure and compositional modification toward a networkformer-rich layer (essentially SiO2), with a conclusion of significant electrolysis and
anion migration of the silicate network. A schematic of the process depicted by Carlson
is shown in Figure 2-6, along with the detectable evolution of O2 gas using a mass
spectrometer. A decrease in physical dimension of the poled region, indicating
densification and restructuring of the network as a result of an electrolysis mechanism
was also reported in that study. A separate paper highlighted the modified properties of
such surfaces, with significant changes in the IR spectrum to resemble silica, and
markedly enhanced corrosion resistance in hydrofluoric acid and alkali salts at high
temperature[136].
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float glass in the case of a fully blocking electrode in dry inert atmosphere (Ar)—findings
similarly suggestive of oxygen anion migration[138].
Apart from silicates, an electrolytic mechanism has also been observed in alkalirich borates, first studied by Baucke and Duffy[85, 140] and recently reviewed by
Duffy[141]. In that work, Pb electrodes provided the requisite blocking ability at the
anode, forming an interfacial PbO layer and modifier-depleted layer composed of
essentially only B2O3. These surfaces were largely studied by ion-scattering and optical
basicity techniques, and, similar to Carlson, the conclusion was that charge-compensation
anionic sites must themselves migrate to the anodic interface. A “structure-switching”
transport mechanism was proposed, wherein the O2- species propagate toward the anode
by locally changing the coordination of network B from [BO3] Ø [BO4]- [85].
Evidence for the electrolytic mechanism was also reported by Gadkaree in anodic
bonding of alkali-free display-type glass in the Corning single-crystal silicon-on-glass
(“SiOG”) process[133]. In that work, a “barrier” layer depleted of all modifier cations
(Ca, Mg, Sr, and Ba) was discerned in an aluminoborosilicate glass by SIMS and TEM
analysis, along with a much thinner SiO2 layer at the immediate Si-to-glass interface
indicative of oxygen migration. The composition of the depletion layer in the glass was
essentially purely Al2O3-B2O3-SiO2, which they reported as being “unable to be
synthesized by any other known glass-forming processes.”
Drawing largely from this reading, a window of possibility for glass surface
modification was formulated. Given the correct combination of process parameters and
material characteristics, it was hypothesized it should be possible to observe substantial
restructuring of an arbitrary free-standing multicomponent oxide glass surface due to
network electrolysis. Key to the successful evaluation of this hypothesis would be a
critical mix of poling conditions, optimally designed to activate oxygen anion migration,
while both suppressing anodic bonding, and mitigating alternative compensation
mechanisms that might occur with greater ease and thus could supplant anion migration
(e.g. H+ injection). The “recipe” for such a treatment is summarized in the introduction
to Chapter 5 of this work, where we subsequently test this hypothesis in an alkali-free
barium boroaluminosilicate glass.
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2.5. SUMMARY
The primary concepts presented in this chapter may be summarized as follows:


In the thermo-electric treatment of glass, ion migration effects internal to the
structure can vary substantially depending on the nature of the electrode scheme.
Electrodes that are inherently “non-blocking” will inject cations into the glass and
will essentially yield an ion-exchange modification. The use of “blocking”
electrodes, in contrast, will lead to substantial space-charge development and/or
electrolysis effects. The latter are of interest to this thesis.



The injection of protonated species derived from water (H+/H3O+) is a pervasive
issue similar to non-blocking/ion-exchange interaction, warranting consideration
of methods by which it can be mitigated or minimized through prospective
measures.



Poling with blocking electrodes leads to the formation of micron-scale, cationdepleted surface layers near the anode which are much more resistive, and in
which the applied voltage is highly concentrated. Hallmarks include a current
decay with time, as well as insensitivity to inter-electrode glass thickness.
Cations generally migrate collectively to the cathode where they pileup/discharge.



An essential difference in ion-migration processes will arise from the mobility of
anions in the structure. If anions are virtually immobile, space-charge effects will
dominate the observed behavior; if anions have appreciable mobility, electrolysis
effects will be more readily observed. For a given glass composition, poling
temperature appears to be a critical factor in determining the relative balance of
the two extremes.



Both of the space-charge and electrolytic effects have been observed in glasses of
widely different composition, in accord with the very consistent prevalence of
ionic conduction in most glasses.



When space-charge effects dominate ion migration, characteristics include:
o An ability to “quench-in” the altered ion distribution and polarization
field, leading to an internal DC field within the glass and concentrated in
the anode layer. The field decays over time, with a time constant
dependent on the glass; it can also be eliminated by heat-treatment
(“depoling”)
o The poling-induced internal field is largely responsible for second-order
nonlinearity (SON) through a rectification process (χ(2) = 3χ(3)Edc), with
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limitations on maximum internal field ascribed to intrinsic breakdown
strength in the literature (see Chapter 3). Studies of SON in glass
generally fall under the nomenclature of “thermal poling.”
o With the process optimized for second-order nonlinearity, modest
structural reorganizations are typically observed.


If anion migration and electrolysis effects dominate ion migration, the end results
are quite different. Characteristics of the glass surface include:
o A charge-neutral anode layer and greatly reduced SON, in accord with the
substantial compensation of space-charge by electrolysis.
o Extensive structural rearrangements accompanying the removal of both
cations and anions from the structure.
o A high level of irreversibility/permanency. Such layers are stable to heattreatments, do not need to be cooled under voltage, and cannot be undone
by reverse-biasing.
o With the accumulation of oxygen at the anode interface, oxidation of the
electrode may be observed, and is the basis for strong “anodic bonding” of
glass to metals.



A hypothesis is proposed that network electrolysis can be induced on a
multicomponent oxide glass surface, with extensive concomitant effects on
surface structure. Key to the successful evaluation of this hypothesis would be a
critical mix of poling conditions, optimally designed to activate oxygen anion
migration, while both suppressing anodic bonding, and mitigating alternative
compensation mechanisms that might occur with greater ease and thus could
supplant anion migration (e.g. H+ injection).
.
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CHAPTER 3: THERMAL POLING OF ALKALI-FREE DISPLAY GLASSES WITH
HIGH BREAKDOWN STRENGTH

3.1. ABSTRACT
Per the rectification model of thermal poling, it has been proposed in the literature that
intrinsic breakdown strength plays a strong limiting role in the internal DC fields
supported by the glass from the poling process. One might therefore hypothesize
proportionately larger second-order nonlinearity (SON) in glasses with high dielectric
breakdown strength. We test these ideas by thermal poling of two different commercial
alkali-free multicomponent display glasses—namely AF45 from Schott, and OA-10G
from NEG. Not only are such compositions relevant from a commercial standpoint, they
are also interesting in that they have been recently shown to exhibit remarkably high
intrinsic dielectric breakdown strengths of 1114 MV/cm, and are candidates for high
energy-density applications.
Quantitative Maker fringe and Stack Maker-fringe
measurements provide an accurate evaluation of the SON coefficients, and indicate
maximum (2) values of 0.44 and 0.26pm/V in these glasses comparable to silica and
other lower-strength glasses. Subsequent application of the rectification model indicates
internal fields of 24MV/cm—values well below the measured intrinsic breakdown
strengths. Discussed in light of published trends in breakdown strength and internal fields
for a variety of glasses, the most plausible explanation for the discrepancy is nonlinear
conduction effects taking place within the depletion region at the poling temperature,
limiting internal fields to a substantial fraction of the breakdown strength.

3.2. INTRODUCTION
Interest in thermal poling of glass has grown substantially over the past two
decades due to the exciting prospect of large, second-order nonlinear (SON) effects in
glass—effects not otherwise observable without poling due to the inherent symmetry of
glass. Stated briefly, the poling process comprises equilibrating a glass sample at
modestly high temperature (200-450°C), with the subsequent application of a large
voltage (1-6kV) for a short duration (5-60min.). During this time, mobile ions within the
glass network drift under the applied voltage, leading to the formation of a micron-scale,
cation-depleted region near the positively-biased anode surface. Upon cooling to room
temperature with the voltage still applied, the altered distribution of ions in the glass is
effectively “quenched in,” and results in a semi-permanent internal DC field, Edc, within
the glass network and localized primarily to the anode side surface of the sample.
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According to the largely-accepted rectification model of poling, it is this internal field
that couples with the third-order susceptibility to produce an effective second-order
susceptibility, via:
3

(3-1)

A major hurdle in the application of this technology is the relatively low SON
coefficients achieved—typically in the range of 0.1–1pm/V—in the majority of glass
systems. Per the rectification model, one obvious solution is to select glasses that exhibit
higher third-order nonlinear coefficients—an approach that has shown merit [20, 93, 97,
142, 143]. However, the selection of glasses with a mind to increasing the magnitude of
Edc is another potential option. Although for a given glass Edc and (2) can vary
significantly depending poling conditions[73, 80, 144], it has also been shown that (2)
will typically saturate as the glass matrix can only inherently support a certain field
magnitude within the depletion region—an upper limit that has been intuitively linked to
dielectric breakdown strength in the literature. Its manifestation is envisioned as the
electric field concentrates strongly within a thin layer close to the anode surface, wherein,
if the field becomes high enough and begins to exceed this threshold, a dynamic
discharge and compensation process is initiated within the high-field layer that
consequently reduces the internal field back to the breakdown field in a self-limiting
manner. The strongest example where intrinsic breakdown has been forwarded as an
upper limit on Edc and (2) is fused silica, where an intrinsic breakdown strength ~109
V/m is often cited. Given a third-order nonlinearity of ~2 x 10-22 m2/V2 for silica[94,
115], a maximum possible (2) of 0.6 pm/V can be inferred—an upper limit that agrees
well with observation [45].
An open question is whether the dielectric strength one can experimentally
measure for an arbitrary glass is quantitatively linked to the maximum Edc achievable by
poling. If true, such knowledge could be used to optimally design new glasses for larger
SON based on maximizing both (3) and Eb. The magnitude of the internal DC field
stored in poled glasses can be deduced from Equation (3-1) given an accurate evaluation
of (2) and knowledge of (3), though other methods have also been used (e.g. inferred
from HF etch rates; approximated from layer depths) [20-22, 60, 66, 145]. By any of
such methods, values of ~108–109 V/m are routinely reported for Edc, which is the correct
order of magnitude for breakdown strength in thin glass layers, but to our knowledge has
never been thoroughly compared with real experimental data on breakdown strength.
To test these ideas, we apply thermal poling strategies to the two different alkalifree display glasses—namely AF45 from Schott, and OA-10G from NEG. Not only are
such glasses highly relevant from a commercial standpoint, they are also interesting in
that they have been recently shown to exhibit remarkably high intrinsic dielectric
breakdown strengths (~11-14 MV.cm), and are therefore candidates for next-generation
high energy-density applications[6, 146]. To date, this family of glasses has only been
sparingly studied for poling behavior. Deparis[112] performed a study of the relaxation
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behavior of poled glasses and has shown that, due to the reduced alkali mobility in such
systems, the induced (2) can be orders of magnitude more stable than silica over the
lifetime of a device. In the same study, initial estimates of the magnitude of (2) in an
alkaline-earth display glass (NA35; NH Techno Corp.) suggested a SON coefficient
comparable to silica at ~0.1pm/V. Okada[81] evaluated a series of RF-sputtered alkalifree glass thin films (7059; Corning Inc.) by corona-poling, with mixed results depending
on the substrate selected. In their study, 7059 films deposited onto 7059 or SiO2
substrates and poled showed little to no SON, while use of alkali-bearing substrates
(Pyrex or soda-lime glass) led to significant nonlinear coefficients ((2) º 0.20 to 0.50
pm/V).
With this work, we test the hypothesis that the higher dielectric strengths directly
observed in these systems might translate into higher SON coefficients under optimal
poling conditions. Quantitative Maker fringe and stack-Maker-fringe second-harmonic
generation measurements are used to accurately evaluate the maximum (2) from poling.
The results are discussed in terms of the magnitude of the internal field via the
rectification model, and are contrasted with independent experimental values of intrinsic
breakdown strength for these systems. We also evaluate the physical origins of SON in
such glasses by surface compositional analyses to confirm the nature of the mobile
species and interrogate the mechanism of poling-induced nonlinearity. Since dielectric
breakdown and thermal poling are both highly multi-dimensional issues, this study may
be considered a first step toward a more quantitative understanding of the intersection
between the two phenomena—an intersection that will likely require even further probing
as we continue to push the bounds toward higher SON in poled glasses.

3.3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The two glasses represented in this study were AF45 (400μm thick; Schott) and
OA-10G (700μm thick; Nippon Electric Glass). These two glasses were chosen since
they have been well-characterized for breakdown strength and highlight the extremes of
composition for this family of display glasses—AF45 being a more simple quaternary
boroaluminosilicate based on BaO, with OA-10G being a more complex, multi-alkalineearth composition representative of many of the newer glasses in this market. Both are of
the primary composition RO-B2O3-Al2O3-SiO2, but also include fining agents such as As
and Sn that are added in minor amounts during the manufacturing process to improve the
quality of the glass. Additionally, although these glasses are “alkali-free” in synthesis,
there is also some trace content of alkali (specifically Na) nevertheless incorporated in
the final glass product in finite concentration, either from raw materials or from the
manufacturing process. The compositions of these glasses, including major, minor, and
trace components are reported in Appendix A, where they are compared for reference
with other commercially available alkali-free display glasses. Compositional data was
obtained and cross-verified using a combination of electron microprobe analysis
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(EMPA), vacuum-fracture x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and inductivelycoupled plasma spectroscopy techniques (ICP-ES, ICP-MS)—the last being especially
important in establishing the trace alkali impurity content. In order to probe the
physicochemical origins of the second-order nonlinearity in these glasses, the anode and
cathode surfaces of poled samples were also evaluated by XPS using a Kratos Analytical
Axis Ultra instrument equipped with a monochromatic Al Kα (1486.6eV) x-ray source.
To minimize potential effects of surface charging, a low energy electron flood gun was
directed at the surfaces during spectral acquisition. High-resolution scans of signal peaks
were performed at 20eV pass energy over narrow binding energy ranges corresponding to
the elemental peaks for the two glasses and quantified using appropriate relative
sensitivity factors. All analyses were performed using CASA-XPS software, and surface
compositions were subsequently corrected for the presence of adventitious carbon
overlayer using the method proposed by Smith[147].
Thermal poling was performed in high vacuum (0.5-3 x 10-6 torr) to mitigate the
possibility of flashover around the sample as well as the injection of charge-carrying
species from the atmosphere (e.g. H+) at the anode interface. Poling was performed at
temperatures ranging from 300° to 600°C using press-contacted Pt film electrodes on the
anode side. The Pt film electrodes were prepared by sputter-depositing 100nm of Pt onto
thermally pre-oxidized Si wafer substrates (1μm thermal SiO2) to form a stable Pt
electrode without sputtering directly onto the glass. This setup allowed for a smooth,
high-quality interface between the glass and the electrode, facilitating removal without
complex etch steps and preserving the surface for XPS analysis. Due to the lower
thickness of the AF45 stock and problems with high leakage currents, the AF45 samples
were poled in series with a thicker 1mm segment of the same glass as a (non-blocking)
cathode—a solution which has been shown to be feasible due to the thicknessinsensitivity of the poling process[38]. For the OA-10G samples, high-purity carbon foil
(ESPI; Super-Conductive grade) was similarly used to provide a non-blocking (ionaccepting) material at the cathode.
Maker fringe second-harmonic generation (SHG) was used to quantify the
or simply (2), of poled glass samples. The
nonlinear optical susceptibility, 
nonlinear coefficients were quantified relative to y-cut a-quartz (d33=0.3 pm/V;
 =2ÿd33= 0.6pm/V)[148]. A Q-switched, 1064nm Nd:YAG laser (Quanta-Ray Pro
170; Spectra-Physics) with 10-ns pulses and a 10Hz pulse repeat rate was used as the
fundamental for the SHG measurement. A schematic of the optical system is shown in
Figure 3-1:
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The functional form of the Maker fringe pattern arises primarily from the sin2
term, wherein Y represents the phase mismatch accumulated as function of incident
angle, equal to:
ψ

2

(3-3)

where Ld is the thickness of the nonlinear layer, lw is the fundamental wavelength, and
qw, 2w are the internal refraction angles at w and 2w inside the sample. The projection
factor for poled glass specimens under this experimental geometry took the form[150]:
p θ

cos θ

sin θ

sin θ

2 cosθ sinθ cosθ

(3-4)

where a is the ratio of d31:d33 under the assumption of Kleinmann symmetry, and is taken
to be 1:3[111]. The projection factor for y-cut quartz under the same geometry is p() =
cos(3) [148].
In general, the thickness of the nonlinear layer in poled glasses is on the scale of
several microns, and is often less than a single coherence length. As a result, the first true
“fringe” in the pattern as a function of angle is not resolved, and prohibits the
independent determination of both layer thickness and nonlinear coefficient from the
pattern alone. Therefore, the magnitude of the SON coefficient cannot be reliably
determined without an independent determination of the layer thickness. The Stack
Maker fringe technique [105] provides a straightforward and nondestructive method to
independently evaluate the nonlinear layer thickness based on the symmetry of the SHG
process in poled surface layers. Briefly stated, this technique involves placing two
identically-poled samples (or two portions of the same sample) in intimate contact such
that they are arranged anode-to-anode. The Maker fringe pattern of the stacked pair is
then measured in transmission through the stack, and the ratio of SH signal from stack
versus single layer has been shown to be proportional to the single layer thickness per:
4

1
2

(3-5)

where Ld is again the nonlinear layer thickness. Data obtained in this analysis were
evaluated at absolute angles of incidence in the range of 20±–50±, wherein the signal-tonoise ratio provides for reasonable data evaluation. A limitation of this technique arises
for layer thicknesses approaching the coherence length, wherein the layer thickness can
no longer be evaluated from Equation (3-5). For further details of this technique and a
full derivation, the reader is referred to the original exposition [106].
For use in the expressions above, refractive indices at w and 2w for the glasses of
interest were evaluated using a prism coupler (Model 2010/M; Metricon). By this
method, refractive indices were directly determined at three different laser wavelengths
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(403nm, 633nm, 1541nm) via measurement of the critical angle inside a prism
mechanically coupled to the planar surface of a glass sample. A routine refractive index
resolution of ±0.0003 and an accuracy of ±0.0005 are cited for this instrument A
dispersion curve was fit to the data using the Cauchy relation: n = A + B·λ-2 + C·λ-4, and
refractive indices at 1064nm and 532nm were subsequently calculated from this
dispersion data. For the y-cut quartz standard, refractive indices were taken as
nw=1.53415 and n2w=1.54688, as calculated from literature dispersion data [151] and
corresponding to the p-polarized beam propagating as an ordinary wave in the crystal.

3.4. RESULTS
The results of prism coupler measurements of refractive indices for AF45 and
OA-10G glasses are shown in Figure 3-2, along with the Cauchy best fit lines to the data.
The fit parameters are reported in the same figure, and the dispersion curves are
compared with specification data for the two glasses provided by the respective
manufacturers. The differences in the dispersion curves follows directly from the
compositional differences between AF45 and OA-10G, given the higher density (2.72
g/cm3 vs. 2.46 g/cm3, respectively) and higher concentration of polarizable Ba ions in the
former, despite similar total concentrations of alkaline-earth ions. Cauchy fits to the data
are reasonable and agree well with manufacturer data, though it importantly extends
through 1064nm to include the near-IR wavelength range, and can be used to provide
better determination of indices at the wavelengths of interest. Based on these data,
refractive indices at 1064nm and 532nm were calculated, and yielded, respectively,
nw=1.5125 and n2w.=1.5294 for AF45, and nw=1.5049 and n2w.=1.5213 for OA-10G. The
resultant coherence length at normal incidence was 15.7μm and 16.2μm for AF45 and
OA-10G, respectively.
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Figure 3-2: Prism coupler dispersion data for AF45 and OA-10G, overlaid with Cauchy best fit
and manufacturer’s specification data for comparison.

A representative example of the Maker fringe patterns obtained from the
thermally-poled glasses is shown in Figure 3-3, which shows a smooth, high-quality twolobed pattern of second-harmonic signal symmetric about normal incidence at 0°. Such a
pattern is common for poled glasses, which reflects a system with a thin layer of
nonlinear optical activity on one surface. There was no evidence in any of the samples of
over-modulation features in the SH signal suggestive of significant SON activity at either
the cathode face or throughout the bulk of the sample (as observed on occasion in poled
glasses[75, 94, 152]). The absence of such features accords with standard poling
behavior of silica, and indicates a strong localization of (2) to a single, thin layer on the
anode surface. For comparison, the Maker fringe pattern from the quartz crystal is inset
in the same figure (in this case, L>>lc), exhibiting similar quality in the pattern and
affording the quantification of (2) relative to the standard.
In poled glass samples exhibiting a measurable second-harmonic signal, the
thickness of the nonlinear layer, Ld, was also determined by the Stack-Maker fringe
(SMFT) technique. An example of the analysis of SMFT data is exemplified in Figure
3-4, which shows the evaluated layer thickness determined through a range of absolute
angles of incidence (typically 20-50°), the mean of which was taken to be the layer
thickness. The SMFT results indicated depletion layers of the order of several microns in
these glasses, but did not extend as thick as a single coherence length. This fact is
corroborated in the stable functional form of the single-layer Maker fringe pattern; had Ld
approached or begun to exceed lc, it would have manifested an inward movement of the
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generally similar in magnitude to nonlinear coefficients reported for silica and other such
oxide glasses. All of these findings corroborate the work of Deparis[112], where the
higher poling temperatures relative to silica (~300°C) and alkali-rich analogs (150250°C) are derived from the substantially higher activation energies for ionic conduction
in these dense, mixed-modifier, multicomponent glasses.
Results of XPS evaluations of the anodic and cathodic surfaces (Table 3-2)
indicated that the primary mobile species responsible for the observed SON in both
glasses at Tpole* was sodium as inferred from its substantial accumulation on the cathodic
surface, despite the use of blocking cathodes. There was little to no evidence for
depletion of alkaline-earth ions on the anodic surface at Tpole*. A small amount of
fluorine—present in bulk AF45 in trace amounts (<500ppm-wt by EMPA)—was also
reliably detected on the anodic surface of poled AF45 samples, which suggests some
finite mobility for the anionic species under the poling conditions. In the case of OA10G samples poled with graphite foil, the foil was also independently analyzed by XPS,
and corroborated Na as the primary mobile species by its detection on the high-purity
graphite surface (absent from the as-received material).
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Figure 3-5:
3
Evolution
n of nonlinearr coefficient,  (2), and nonllinear layer deepth, Ld, as a
function of
o poling temp
perature for (aa) AF45 and (bb ) OA-10G.
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Glass

Max. (2)
[pm/V]

Ld
[μm]

(3)
[x10-22
m2/V2]

Vpole/Ld
[MV/cm]

EDC
((2)/3(3))
[MV/cm]

Measured
Intrinsic Eb
[MV/cm]

AF45

0.44

2.5

4.0

16.1

3.7

10.5–13.0

OA-10G

0.26

5.9

3.9

6.8

2.2

7.4–11.3

Table 3-1: Magnitude of internal field, EDC, estimated from the depletion layer depth (Vpole/Ld)
and calculated from (2) via the rectification model—both contrasted with independent
estimates of the intrinsic breakdown strength of the glass.
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Glass

AF45

OA-10G

Sample

SiO2

B2O3

Al2O3

MgO

CaO

SrO

Ba

Na2O

F

Unpoled surface (As-Received)

72.2

8.9

9.0

–

–

–

9.8

–

–

Anode side
Poled:
Tpole = 450±C Cathode side

69.5

10.5

8.7

–

–

–

10.3

–

1.0

65.2

9.3

9.4

–

–

–

12.1

3.9

–

Unpoled surface (As-Received)

75.9

6.2

8.9

0.2

6.2

2.3

0.1

–

–

Anode side
Poled:
Tpole = 400±C Cathode side

77.0

5.9

8.8

0.3

5.4

2.3

0.1

–

–

75.2

5.9

8.9

0.7

5.6

2.3

0.1

1.3

–

Table 3-2: XPS surface composition of samples poled at optimal poling temperature at 4kV for 30min., compared to that of unpoled
surfaces.
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3.5. DISCUSSION
3.5.1. SECOND-ORDER NONLINEARITY AND EDC VERSUS BREAKDOWN
Second-order optical nonlinearity was successfully induced in the two alkali-free
display glasses studied, with characteristics of a single, nonlinear-active depletion layer
attributable to the migration of sodium, and nonlinear coefficients ranging from 0.26–
0.44pm/V. Based on studies of poled fused silica [73, 145], the poling times (30min.)
and voltages (4kV) in this study should be close to the saturation value for polinginduced (2) in these systems, and thus are relevant to the discussion of maximum
internal field supported by these systems from thermal poling. However, even at their
peak, these values of (2) do not substantially exceed those measured in silica and other
such systems, which generally contradicts the hypothesis of larger (2) readily afforded in
high intrinsic breakdown strength systems.
As mobile cations drift away from the anode region, it is expected that the
resistivity of the surface layer will increase substantially, leading to a concentration of the
internal field in that region. To a first approximation, the magnitude of the internal field
may be estimated with assumption that all of the applied voltage drops uniformly across
this depletion layer, i.e. Vpole/Ld. This value of Edc may be taken as an estimate of the
limiting case for a uniform electric field in the anode layer. With depletion layer
thicknesses determined by the SMFT technique, estimates of the maximum internal field
by this approximation are given in Table 3-1. Notable in the case of AF45 is the fact that
the field calculated by this method significantly exceeds the intrinsic breakdown strength,
rendering such an approximation questionable.
Application of the rectification model of poling-induced nonlinearity provides a
more direct path to the magnitude of the internal field, where the third-order
nonlinearities of the glasses were calculated using Boling’s approximation. This
approach is based on a strong empirical correlation between linear refractive index, no,
and its nonlinear counterpart, n2, in a variety of glass systems[116]. Its validity has been
demonstrated for glasses of low-to-moderate index. The best-fit equation from the
empirical trend is given as:
10

391

n

1

(3-6)

ν
where n2 is the nonlinear refractive index, nd is the linear index (587.6nm), and nd is the
Abbé number. The nonlinear index in turn arises from third-order effects, and therefore
is proportional to the real part of the third-order susceptibility, (3), via:
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χ

ω, ω, ω, ω

n

/

n

(3-7)

Owing to dispersion effects, the (3) approximated by this method is not necessarily
ω, ω, ω, ω ∫
equivalent to that relevant for poling-induced SHG (i.e. χ
2ω, 0, ω, ω ). However, it should represent a reasonable approximation[115]. The
χ
results of these calculations for AF45 and OA-10G yielded (3) of 4.0 and 3.9 x 10-22
m2/V2, respectively—about twice that of silica. Applying the rectification model, the
internal field, EDC, in the glasses giving rise to (2) was determined, and the resultant
values are provided in Table 3-1.
The calculated values of internal field may be compared in Table 3-1 with
experimental values for the intrinsic breakdown strength measured in these two glass
systems. These data represent room-temperature characteristic strengths from Weibull
analysis of breakdown data for AF45[6, 146] and OA-10G[153], all measured under slow
voltage rise rates and at bulk thicknesses in the range of 5-20μm—the same thickness
range as the anodic depletion layers. Values of Edc determined from the rectification
model were in all cases significantly lower than the limiting estimate of Edc º Vpole/Ld, as
well as the best experimental value for the intrinsic breakdown strength of the glass by a
factor of 2-3. Had Edc been ultimately limited by these intrinsic dielectric strengths (13
MV/cm and 11 MV/cm, respectively for AF45 and OA-10G), maximum values of 1.6
and 1.3 pm/V might be inferred for (2) based on the estimated values of (3). The ratio in
peak (2) was also disproportionate to the ratio of intrinsic breakdown strengths between
the two glasses.
In totality, the above observations seem to suggest that intrinsic breakdown
strength—though commonly cited—may not necessarily be a valid quantitative measure
of a glass’ ability to support a large internal field under the conditions of thermal poling.
To further examine these ideas, we summarize the breakdown behavior of a variety of
bulk glass systems as a function of temperature in Figure 3-6, which includes breakdown
data for AF45 and OA-10G along with literature data for a variety of bulk
multicomponent glasses and silica, respectively. Where possible, data are given for
samples in the 5-20μm scale thickness range, and at slow voltage rise rates. Overlaid in
the same plot for comparison are maximum values of internal field at the respective
poling temperatures for a series of glasses—either reported directly, or inferred from
maximum (2) values and similar estimations of (3) via Equations (3-6) and (3-7).
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Figure
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A plotted are
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155],
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(3-8)
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where
w
A and
d B are con
nstants. Accounting aalso for the temperaturre-dependencce of
co
onductivity and substitu
uting a param
meter b = BkkT (k = Bolttzmann’s connstant; B deefined
in
n Equation (3
3-9), the resu
ult is a comb
bined equatioon of the forrm:
(3-9)
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To esttimate such behavior for at least onne of the currrent glasses, we use thee data
of Lee et al[146] for thee field-depen
ndence of cconductivity at differentt temperaturres to
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extract similar best-fit parameters for AF45. The data and resultant fit is shown in Figure
3-7, with fit parameters of C =0.858W-1m-1, j= 1.91μ10-19 J, and b = 5.4μ10-29 J-m/V.
Predictions for thermal breakdown strength of AF45 per Equation (3-10) are plotted in
Figure 3-6 along with predictions for Vermeer’s glasses.
The agreement of the theory with measured breakdown strength data is imperfect
in all cases, and typically predicts a lower strength (and a decrease in strength at lower
temperatures) than is commonly observed. Vermeer attributed this to the fact that the
approximation was derived in the limit of zero heat dissipation, and was corroborated by
a discrepancy in breakdown strength when testing with liquid vs. solid (Ag) electrodes—
the former being much more conducive to conducting heat out of the sample during
testing[154]. A similar heat-dissipation effect might be at work in comparison of the
theory with our data, as breakdown testing was routinely performed immersed in
dielectric fluid. That said, the theory does capture the major differences in behavior
clearly, and demonstrates the rapid decrease in observed breakdown strength expected
with increase in ambient temperature as the thermal mechanism begins to dominate. At
the far left of the plot, in contrast, are values that represent the “intrinsic” strength of the
glasses, commonly defined as the strength measured at temperatures, thicknesses, and/or
voltage ramp rates such that it depends on none of these factors—usually very low
temperatures (<<300K), low thicknesses (readily with nanoscale thin films, but possible
up to several μm), and impulse ramp rates (~μsec or less). Glasses with sodium present
only as impurities clearly show a much wider-range over which intrinsic breakdown
behavior is observable, though both the data (e.g. for silica, Philips 18) and theory
indicate a transition to thermal breakdown behavior at some temperature. The trend for
temperatures at which this intrinsic-to-thermal transition occurs seems clearly linked to
the increasing activation energy for alkali conduction as one proceeds from alkali-rich
compositions to silica to the alkali-free multicomponent glasses. However, a rationale for
absolute value of intrinsic breakdown strength, e.g. based on glass structure/composition,
is still unclear at the present time.
If we now evaluate the reported magnitude of internal field from a similar variety
of glasses in comparison to the breakdown strength data, some important observations
may be made. Perhaps not surprisingly, values of Edc well exceed both the measured and
predicted thermal breakdown strengths one might expect for the equivalent bulk glass at
that temperature. While the thermal breakdown mechanism is still “active”—by
example, often requiring stepwise or current-limited poling procedures in Na-rich
glasses[59, 60, 152]—it is phenomenologically distinct from Edc. The latter is an internal
field that builds as a result of the depletion of the very carriers leading to bulk conduction
and breakdown by this mechanism, and which are effectively removed from the layer
over which this field drops. Thus, we intuitively expect that the field in the depletion
layer will approach a level dictated by a more intrinsic, purely electrical limit specific to
the depleted glass network, rather than the thermal limit dictated by the passage of ionic
current in the analogous bulk glass. However, it is also evident from the figure that—
with the possible exception of silica—the fields also do not rise to meet the level of
experimentally-measurable intrinsic breakdown strength. Rather, the internal fields are
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commonly ~1/3 of the intrinsic strength, and within a consistent range of 2-5 MV/cm.
Mariappan reported a similar field magnitude of 4-5 MV/cm in a Na-rich bioactive glass
on poling at 200°C[22]. Of all of the glasses, silica seems to provide the best agreement
between Edc and intrinsic strength in Figure 3-6, where the reported fields are ~50-80% of
the bulk intrinsic strengths reported by von Hippel[156]. However, comparing with the
other glasses, it seems that silica may be much more the exception than the rule in
attempting to ascribe intrinsic strength as a genuine quantitative limit to Edc.
We consider the most plausible explanation for the consistent discrepancy
between the measured internal fields and intrinsic breakdown strengths to be nonlinear
electronic conduction effects taking place at high fields within the depletion region.
Although most oxide glasses are linear dielectrics up to fields of the order of 5x106 V/m,
deviations from Ohmic behavior begin to take place at higher fields. The approximately
exponential increase in conductivity often precedes dielectric breakdown but occurs at
field strengths of similar order (see for example, the data for AF45 in [146], wherein
nonlinear conduction is clearly evident at fields from 107108 V/m). Considered for the
high fields concentrated in the depletion region, such an increase in electronic
conductivity can be envisioned to shunt a significant portion of the applied field back
toward the underlying glass bulk, which acts like a series resistor in a voltage divider. At
steady-state, we therefore do not achieve the fields we might measure for intrinsic
breakdown, but rather values wherein nonlinear conduction becomes substantial and
initiates a comparable dynamic discharge that stabilizes the field to some significant
fraction of Eb in agreement with the fields reported in Figure 3-6. Qualitatively, this
behavior is most similar to the model of Corbari[93], who proposed a mixed ionicelectronic RC circuit to describe the steady-state Edc and account for the deficiency of
achieving high (2) value in high-index/high-(3) glasses. The model quite aptly describes
the competition between ionic and electronic contributions to conduction in bulk glass
and its inherent role in limiting Edc. In light of the comparison presented in Figure 3-6,
our findings indicate that nonlinear electronic conduction can contribute a similar
limitation and in fact has potentially even more widespread applicability in the realm of
poled glasses.
3.5.2. CHARGE MIGRATION CONSIDERATIONS
The two glasses in this study are considered nominally alkali-free, however,
direct measurements have indicated sodium concentrations in the range of 440 and
110ppm-atom in AF45 and OA-10G, respectively. Such concentrations are not
uncommon for these commercial compositions, but represent values that are not routinely
encountered in the literature on poled glasses. Silica and other research-grade glasses are
often substantially purer with ~5ppm or less of Na, while alkali-bearing glasses have
much higher concentrations on the order of several atom percent. Accordingly, it is of
interest to apply relevant charge migration models to the current systems to evaluate their
applicability in this intermediate concentration range.
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Models of thermal poling of glass typically take as their starting point the singlecarrier space-charge model derived by von Hippel from work on alkali halides[160].
Myers originally proposed it to account for poling behavior of silica, and Thamboon
found it to apply to the case of a high-purity lanthanum phosphate glass with extremely
low (<1ppm) alkali[110]. However, this model has subsequently been found to be too
simple to account for the dynamic behavior of poling in silica[70, 72], and seems
particularly inapplicable to the case of more alkali-rich systems where it substantially
underpredicts the depletion layer depths for Na[22].

3

Density (g/cm )
Molecular weight (g/mol)
Molar volume (cm3/mol)
Nv bulk (atoms/cm3)
ppm‐at Na
Nv‐Na(atoms/cm3)
Relative Permittivity, er
ﬂDepletion layer depth
ä106 (μm)

AF45
2.72
76.59
28.16
2.14ä1022
440
9.41ä1018
6.2

OA‐10G
2.46
66.64
27.09
2.22ä1022
110
2.45 ä1018
5.3

0.54

0.98

6.87ä1010

4.93ä1010

ﬂ Maximum field:
(V/m)

Table 3-3: Select physical parameters of glasses studied and resultant
calculations from single-carrier model for an applied poling voltage of 4kV.

Application of this model to the current glasses is summarized in Table 3-3,
where substantially thinner depletion layer depths of <1μm and maximum fields of the
order of 1010 V/m are predicted. The large discrepancy with observed values of Ld and
Edc indicates this model is likewise too simple to apply to the case of the current glasses,
and indicates at least two charge-carrying species necessary to account for observation.
Extensions to account for additional charge carriers typically allot for either the
introduction of extrinsic positive charge carriers at the anodic interface (e.g. H+, H3O+) or
the counter-migration of anionic species (e.g. O-, e-) within the glass network. The
additional motion of such species allows for charge compensation in the depletion layer,
thus allowing for its continued growth to micron-scale lengths while stabilizing the
internal field to a steady-state value via this dynamic discharge process. On poling in air,
substantial evidence has now been found to indicate the injection of protonated species,
as observed directly by SIMS[71] and cited to explain the gradual subsurface migration
of the anodic layer observed in SHG microscopy experiments[50]. This model has been
able to provide qualitative accounts of observed behavior in silica[76]. On poling in
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vacuum, however, the availability of H+/H3O+ species is presumed to be essentially
absent due to both the limited atmospheric supply, as well as the equilibration at high
temperature in high-vacuum prior to poling—a treatment expected to substantially
remove physically-adsorbed water from the glass surface. The limited supply of water to
the interface is expected to shift the compensation mechanism toward that of anion
migration, and prior workers have shown physical evidence for such a mechanism via the
emission of negative charges at the anode [161] and/or the liberation of oxygen at the
anode[84, 138, 139]. Referring to the XPS data in Table 3-2, the presence of detectable
fluorine on the anode surface can also be taken as direct evidence for anionic migration
on vacuum-poling of AF45 glass in the current systems.
Although the primary aim of this work was not necessarily to interrogate the
charge migration dynamics for these types of glasses, the potential impact of poling
atmosphere on the migration dynamics has been demonstrated previously, with
implications for the final (2) observed[72, 73]. As the value of (2) was used to infer the
magnitude of Edc in the current study, it is relevant to our conclusions from the prior
section to check for the role of poling atmosphere. Accordingly, a sample of AF45 glass
was also poled in air atmosphere at 450°C, 4kV, for 30 min. using a sputtered Pt thin film
as anode, where early evaluations indicated the optimal poling temperature of 450°C
found for poling in vacuum was the same for poling in air. Electrical contact was made
to the film with a Pt ball probe so as to leave the vast majority of the film exposed to
atmosphere; as H+ is known to readily diffuse through Pt, this was considered a
reasonable test for the potential effect of poling atmosphere. Subsequent SHG analysis
indicated a notably higher (2) and Ld of 0.62pm/V and 5μm, respectively. A resultant Edc
of 5.2 MV/cm was inferred from the rectification model, which is slightly higher than the
3.7 MV/cm value found for poling in vacuum, but again still well below the intrinsic
strength of the glass at room temperature, and consistent with the general range of
internal field values found for the glasses represented in Figure 3-6. Thus, we do not find
any inconsistency with our primary conclusion from the previous section suggesting
little-to-no improvement in Edc or (2) achievable in silica with the use of high-breakdown
strength glass—most likely attributable to nonlinear conduction effects at fields values
limiting Edc to a substantial fraction of the breakdown strength. The change in χ(2) does,
however, corroborate a shift in the dynamics of nonlinear layer formation depending on
the nature of the charge compensating species, such as H+ from poling in air. These
observations are consistent with prior evaluations in poled silica[72, 73, 76], but
additional work would be necessary to further characterize the charge migration
dynamics of these systems in detail.

3.6. SUMMARY
The thermal poling behavior for two compositionally-different alkali-free
boroaluminosilicate glasses was thoroughly characterized. Such glasses have recently
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been shown to exhibit remarkably high DC breakdown strengths and make good
candidates for high-energy-density dielectric devices. Despite such high intrinsic
breakdown strengths however, a significant increase in poling-induced nonlinear
coefficients was not realized. The most plausible explanation for the discrepancy is
nonlinear conduction effects taking place within the depletion region at the poling
temperature, and limiting the stored internal field to a substantial fraction of the intrinsic
breakdown strength. This contradicts the typical assumption that intrinsic breakdown
strength serves to directly limit Edc—an important fundamental consideration in the
continued pursuit of glass compositions with high second-order nonlinearity for optical
devices.
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CHAPTER 4: DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN STRENGTH OF ALKALI-FREE GLASS
WITH SURFACE MODIFIED BY THERMAL POLING

4.1. ABSTRACT
The ability to induce and store high electric fields within the near-surface
structure of glass by thermal poling has been almost exclusively studied for applications
in nonlinear optics. With this work, we pursue a novel approach to thermal poling as a
surface modification strategy with the hypothesis that the high internal field induced by
poling might be used to improve or otherwise influence the observed dielectric
breakdown strength of glass. The breakdown strength of such “electret” systems has
never been reported in glass, and only sparsely studied in dielectric polymers. The results
of this study include a comparison of breakdown behavior in both poled and unpoled
variants of a high dielectric-strength barium boroaluminosilicate glass (Schott AF45),
with specialized methods developed to prepare poled samples of ultra-thin (12-47µm)
format suitable for dielectric breakdown testing.
Second-harmonic generation
measurements confirmed the presence of SON activity, and corresponded to high internal
fields ~108-109 V/m localized to the anodic near-surface region. Subsequent breakdown
testing, however, showed that the strength distribution was not detectably influenced by
the static space-charge polarization inherent to such samples, as evaluated by examining
the polarity-dependence of breakdown at different glass thicknesses, as well as testing of
“depoled” samples. While extrinsic surface defects from the poling process played a
minor role in causing a slight strength loss, the distortion of the applied field due to the
layer was concluded to play a much more substantial role in ultimately obscuring the
influence of the static field on breakdown. Although this finding subverts the hypothesis
that poling can be used to control or improve breakdown strength, it also suggests a
noteworthy stability in such glasses against space-charge effects that might otherwise be
expected to detract from breakdown performance and its use as a high-energy-density
dielectric material.

4.2. INTRODUCTION
Alkali-free boroaluminosilicate display glasses have been recently shown to
exhibit remarkably high dielectric breakdown strength [6]. Coupled with stable linear
dielectric behavior, low-loss, and enhanced permittivity, their properties make them
excellent candidates for high energy density dielectric materials. For the alkali-free
glasses, we have reported on maximum characteristic volumetric energy densities on the
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order of 38 J/cm3 following from characteristic breakdown strengths as high as 14
MV/cm at micron-scale thickness and at room temperature[6, 146]. To our knowledge,
this is the highest breakdown strength ever reported for a bulk glass, and is of the order of
intrinsic strengths of several glass systems when tested either at cryogenic temperatures,
at sub-micron thicknesses (e.g. pristine thin films), or with microsecond-scale voltage rise
rates (or combinations of the above) [157]. Such glasses also show a much wider
temperature regime for intrinsic breakdown behavior—up to and including room
temperature—along with breakdown strength virtually independent of voltage rise rate at
20±C[157].
In a distinct but related aspect of high-voltage behavior, thermal poling has been
recognized as a way of inducing and storing space-charge field in glass through the
migration of mobile modifier ions in the network. During the thermal poling process, a
glass sample is heated to modest temperature (below Tg, typically 250-450±C) and a large
DC voltage (several kV) is applied and held to initiate the migration of charge carriers—
primarily mobile modifier cations like Na+—away from the glass surface region near the
positively-biased anode to accumulate and discharge at the cathodic interface. In doing
so, a heterocharge region of largely immobile anions (e.g. non-bridging oxygens in oxide
glass) depleted of charge-compensating cations is formed on the anode side, inducing a
space-charge field localized primarily in that region. Upon cooling to room temperature
under voltage, the altered charge distribution becomes essentially fixed within the glass
matrix. Second-order nonlinear (SON) activity—usually forbidden in glass—has been
observed in glasses poled in such a way, and has been ascribed to the presence of the
strong internal field, Edc, on the order of 108-109 V/m. Per the widely-accepted
rectification model of thermal poling ((2) = 3 (3) Edc), the magnitude of such fields can
be inferred directly by evaluations of nonlinear optical coefficients. Proof of the spacecharge layer has also been directly observed using techniques such as the laser-induced
pressure pulse (LIPP) method [72, 162] and nonlinear optical profiling[103]. A primary
motivator for study in the ensuing years since its discovery has been focused on
understanding the poling mechanism in an effort to enhance the typically low SON
coefficients observed (on the order of 0.1-1pm/V) for use in a wider range of applications
in nonlinear devices[163].
In this paper, we apply thermal poling strategies toward a novel end pursuant to
the following question: can thermal poling be used to induce a large internal field, not
necessarily for SON activity, but rather as a surface modification strategy to improve or
otherwise control the observable dielectric breakdown strength of glass? In considering
this hypothesis, it should be recalled that dielectric breakdown has been largely
understood as a defect-driven, surface-mediated process. Similar to mechanical strength,
it is routinely evaluated using weak-link Weibull statistics, and the instability leading to
final catastrophic failure has been shown to initiate at the electrode interfaces through
local electric stress concentrations and charge injection. The process of thermal poling,
however, essentially creates a glass “electret” with a strong, stable internal field of the
order of the breakdown strength localized to the anode surface region. By analogy to
tempering processes in glass, thermal poling might therefore be thought of as a way of
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inducing a “residual stress” at the surface that could offset a subsequently applied
(electric) stress. Such an effect might be realized in thermally-poled glass electrets by
maximizing the poling-induced internal field and evaluating the polarity dependence of
dielectric breakdown—the latter being arranged either parallel or anti-parallel to the
poling field to either oppose or reinforce it.
In the literature, similar ideas have been proposed with poled polymer electrets.
Watson[164] evaluated the dependence of poling space charge on breakdown strength in
poly(methyl methacrylate) electrets with mixed results indicating a limited effect. The
work of Suzuoki and Ieda on poly(phenyl sulfide) and poly(ethylene) electrets, in
contrast, seems to indicate a detectable polarity dependence to impulse dielectric strength
dependent on poling direction and field magnitude [165, 166]. As applied to inorganic
glasses, Keller et al [167] has reported on a short study of space-charge effects
manifesting in the breakdown of alkali-rich glasses. This was accomplished by roomtemperature “pre-stressing” of glass samples at 1.301.35 MV/cm (equating to ~90% of
their thermal breakdown strengths tested at 25°C and long voltage rise times), for a
duration of a few seconds followed by a waiting period to allow samples to cool if
heated. A loss of impulse dielectric strength was subsequently observed, but could be
essentially recovered by annealing at 150±C for 3 hours, indicating a genuine, albeit
negative, influence of space-charge on observable dielectric strength.
In contrast to the above examples, the very low concentration and limited
mobility of charge carriers at room temperature in alkali-free glasses, coupled with nearintrinsic breakdown strengths even under slow voltage rise rates, indicates that they can
provide an ideally-stable, model system for evaluating the influence of space charge
fields on breakdown. Deparis has likewise shown substantially enhanced stability of
SON—orders of magnitude greater than silica—in such systems[112]. Thus, we use as a
model system the alkali-free barium boroaluminosilicate glass, Schott AF45. In a
previous work, we probed the intersection of the breakdown and poling phenomena by
evaluating the SON coefficients for two different alkali-free display glasses, including
AF45. Under optimal poling conditions, a maximum (2) of 0.44 pm/V was measured in
AF45, which corresponded to an Edc of 3.7 MV/cm using the rectification model of
thermal poling. This magnitude of Edc represents about 2530% of the best value for
intrinsic strength measured in this system, indicating that it should have detectable impact
on the measured breakdown strength. The limitation of Edc to a significant fraction of the
intrinsic breakdown strength has been ascribed to nonlinear conduction effects during the
poling process, as discussed in Chapter 3.
With this work, we test the idea that the thermal poling process can be
implemented as a surface modification technique to effectively control, or ideally
improve, the dielectric breakdown strength of glass. As with any surface modification
technique, we first take pains to establish a concrete experimental baseline and ensure
that the surface being studied is consistent and able to yield reproducible breakdown data
prior to modification. Results are thus presented for aspects such as surface composition,
surface morphology/roughness, and important experimental factors in breakdown testing
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of the unpoled glass. Samples of this glass are then modified using a thermal poling
protocol designed to maximize the DC field stored in the near-anode surface region under
conditions reported in Chapter 3, and using ultra-thin (10-50μm) samples suitable for
reliable breakdown testing. The success of the poling process is monitored by way of
second-harmonic generation (SHG) measurements, and the breakdown strength of such
poled glass samples is evaluated at different starting thicknesses and test polarities

4.3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Samples used in this study all began as pre-diced, commercially-available,
25.4mm x 25.4mm x 50μm-thick sheets of a nominally alkali-free barium
boroaluminosilicate glass (AF45; Schott Technologies Inc.). Its commercial availability
in such ultra-thin native formats represents a considerable advantage for such studies,
wherein the highly defect-free surface and bulk quality needed for optical displays lends
confidence in the reliability and reproducibility of dielectric breakdown testing. Its
approximate molar bulk composition is 63%SiO2 · 12%BaO · 16%B2O3 · 9%Al2O3 plus
minor components (e.g. <1%As2O3 as a fining agent) and trace-level impurities including
~440ppm-atom Na. Surface compositions in this study have been evaluated using x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) performed on a Kratos Axis Analytical Ultra equipped
with a monochromatic Al Kα (1486.6eV) x-ray source. To minimize potential effects of
surface charging, a low energy electron flood gun was directed at the surfaces during
spectral acquisition. High-resolution scans of signal peaks were performed at 20eV pass
energy over narrow binding energy ranges corresponding to the elemental peaks in
question. Since the glass in question contained a significant concentration of both barium
and boron, an overlap between the Ba 4p and B 1s peaks is present that complicates
analysis of composition by this method. An empirical curve-fitting method was
developed to deconvolute the spectra in this region, and is detailed in Appendix C along
with the determination of relative sensitivity factors applied in the quantification of data
for this glass. All quantifications and curve-fits were performed using CASA-XPS
software, and surface compositions were subsequently corrected for the presence of
adventitious carbon overlayer using the method proposed by Smith[147].
Due to the necessarily high voltages required to achieve breakdown in alkali-free
glasses, a typical experimental requirement is very thin glass specimens on the order of
550μm. A method for thinning glass samples in a reliable manner was developed, and
essentially constituted immersion etching of glass samples in dilute hydrofluoric acid
solutions. Samples were suspended in a poly(tetrafluoroethylene)(PTFE) mesh basket,
immersed in a solution of 5 vol% HF for 5-17 minutes, triple-rinsed in purified water,
rinsed with ethanol, then gently dried with nitrogen. This process—described previously
in [6]—was subsequently improved with the additional measures of (1) stabilizing the
temperature of the etch solution at 22–23±C in a water bath, and (2) stirring the etch
solution using a magnetic stirrer. These modifications were found to not only improve
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the reproducibility of the etching process, but also inherently alter the dynamics of the
etch process in such a way as to produce smoother final surfaces. The surface
morphology of test samples was evaluated using phase-shifting interferometry mode in
an optical profilometer (Wyko NT1100; Veeco), which has a specification accuracy of
0.3nm with the use of appropriate standards and scan averaging methods. The substantial
improvement in the etch process on surface roughness is summarized in Figure 4-1. The
thickness of thin test samples was measured individually and with high accuracy using
interference fringes in an infrared transmission spectrum obtained with a Fouriertransform infrared microscope (Hyperion 3000; Bruker Optics). The absolute value of
thickness obtained using this fringe-measurement technique was validated against an
array of standards co-evaluated by cross-sectional SEM—for details of this analysis, refer
to Appendix B. Sample thicknesses were assessed for a minimum of 9 spots in a 3x3
array across the sample surface area. Prism coupler evaluations (Model 2010/M;
Metricon) were also employed to qualify differences in refractive indices between test
samples.
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included (1) a minimal degree of handling in order to curtail the introduction of handlingrelated surface damage that could erroneously influence breakdown results; (2) a high
degree of lateral uniformity in poling quality, ideally out to the sample edges, since the
high fields during the breakdown test would tend to “seek out” the weakest point at or
near the test region, and (3) poling of such thin specimens in a geometry that limits
discharge/flashover around the specimen edges. Accordingly, the following procedure
was used. Test specimens received a sputter-deposited platinum coating (100nm) on the
anodic surface to serve as the positively-biased electrode., and were subsequently poled
in series contact with a much wider and thicker (1.1mm) support slide of the same alkalifree glass adjacent to the cathodic surface of the specimen (also Pt-coated on the
backside). Several workers studying the mechanism of thermal poling have shown that
this approach is viable due to the localization of the applied field primarily to the anode
side of the sample, resulting in a relative insensitivity to the total glass thickness between
the electrodes[38]. In effect, the total sample thickness at the time of poling was
approximately constant (1.1mm + 10-50μm), and the thicker glass support served as a
non-blocking cathode material for the thin test sample. The anode-side was presscontacted with a polished stainless steel plate and thermally poled in a vacuum furnace at
temperatures ranging from 350±C to 450±C at high-vacuum pressures of 1–3 x 10-6 torr.
Poling voltages and durations were fixed at 4kV and 30 minutes, after which samples
were cooled to room temperature and the voltage removed. Vacuum atmosphere was
employed to mitigate the possibility of flashover around the sample as well as the
injection of charge-carrying species from the atmosphere (e.g. H+) at the anode interface.
After poling, the thin samples could in theory be separated from the 1.1mm glass support
while largely preserving the anode-side modifications induced during poling. However,
one issue encountered with this geometry came from the tenacious electrostatic adhesion
of ultra-thin test samples to the support glass at the glass-to-glass interface, where it was
found that the delicate test samples could not survive the mechanical force applied to
them in attempts to separate them from the support slide. A practical solution was found
by uniformly roughening the support slide (but not the test sample) with 180-grit
diamond paper to mitigate the effective contact area at the interface. After poling, the
thin test samples could then be cleanly separated from the support by slowly and
carefully sliding a length of PTFE tape through the interface.
For breakdown testing, arrays of individual, 2.5mm-diameter, platinum test
electrodes were sputtered onto the cathode surface in a DC sputtering system (Bal-Tec
SCD 050) using a shadow mask. Samples were then immersed in a bath of dielectric
fluid (Galden HT-200; Solvay Solexis) onto an oxygen-free high-purity copper baseplate.
Individual test dots on the sample were contacted with a grounded, spring-loaded steel
pin, and high voltage was applied to the baseplate by a 30kV-max DC high voltage
supply (Model 30/20; Trek) and ramped at a constant linear rate of 250V/s. The
breakdown voltage was indicated by the large current impulse generated in the circuit
upon sample breakdown (tripping a circuit breaker), and corroborated by the strong
visible light emission, audible discharge, and visible damage to the glass accompanying
failure. Another routine measure taken was to test spots in alternating order across the
sample. In this way, half the spots tested had no previously-tested spots directly adjacent
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4.4. RESULTS
4.4.1. BASELINE CHARACTERISTICS
GLASS

AND

BREAKDOWN STRENGTH

OF

UNPOLED

Samples in this study presented two relatively unique aspects of sample
configuration: they began as ultra-thin (50μm) specimens, and were subsequently thinned
even further by etching in hydrofluoric acid solutions. A pertinent question therefore is
whether the resultant surfaces are both reproducible and representative of the original
glass, since many known effects may be active that can potentially alter the surface
through the manufacturing process and during etch processes. In this section, results are
presented on the characterization of the surface of AF45, with and without etching, as
well as assessments of the important trends in breakdown behavior for the unpoled glass
in order to accurately assess the subsequent influence of thermal poling.
As mentioned above, substantially reduced roughness was observed for the
improved etch process that included stirring and temperature-stabilization in a water bath.
The evolution of RMS surface roughness (Rq) as a function of etch time for this process
is reported in Figure 4-3(b), and shows Rq to increase as a slow, linear function of etch
time. Rq was generally <1.5nm for all samples, and found to be maximum for 1.3nm for
samples etched from ~50μm down to ~5μm (17 minutes). The implied alteration of the
etching dynamics from this analysis is almost certainly attributed to solubility issues
common to etching of multicomponent glasses. As seen in Figure 4-1(b) for the unstirred
solution, the surface etched under these conditions takes on an inhomogeneous, “patchy”
quality, and is consistent with the re-deposition of insoluble precipitates onto the glass
surface in solution (further corroborated by the visible whitening of the samples and the
release of translucent flakes on rinsing). Such behavior can passivate the etching
reaction, and can often lead to increased roughening or even forming a “frosted” surface
as reported for NH4F-buffered HF-etching of a similar alkali-free AMLCD glass[168].
The limited solubility of alkaline-earth fluoride compounds is the most likely cause of
this effect for unbuffered HF solutions[168, 169]. Stirring of the solution is therefore
concluded to aid in immediately removing loose insoluble material from the glass surface
and keeping it suspended in solution; in accord, the etch solution took on a turbid quality
during the process, while insoluble particles were observed settling out the solution at the
conclusion of etching. Roach [170] has raised the possibility that such particles
suspended in solution can actually lead to micro-impact damage on the sample surfaces,
with consequent strength loss relative to the case of particle-free etch solutions. While
this possibility was not fully explored in the current study, it is presumed to have minimal
effect due to the relatively slow and constant stir velocity used for all samples.
The measured thickness versus etch time is plotted for AF45 in Figure 4-3(a), and
is contrasted with other commercial thin glass systems (D263 and OA-10G). In all cases,
etching showed a linear time-dependence consistent with the immediate removal of
insoluble precipitates with stirring so as not to produce a diffusion-limiting surface layer.
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The slope of the best fit lines in each case represents the two-sided etch rate in μm/min.;
hence, one-sided etch rates for AF45, OA-10G, and D263 glasses were found to be 1.2,
1.0, and 0.4 μm/min.(19.8, 16.4, and 6.8nm/sec), respectively. Such etch rates are
substantially higher than SiO2 (~0.5nm/sec in 5% HF) and would not be expected to vary
with stirring[169]. However, as pointed out by Spierings, an exact rationale for the
compositional dependence of etch rates has not been conclusively established for
complex multicomponent glasses such as those presented in Figure 4-3(a), as it generally
arises from a mixture of tendencies for decreased connectivity with the addition of
modifiers and conflicting trends for the additional network-formers, B and Al.
As an additional validation important to reliable breakdown testing, the lateral
uniformity of the etch process was routinely evaluated by the measurement of 9 spots in a
3x3 array of spots across a given sample. The results of these analyses are summarized
for a large number of test samples in Figure 4-4. With few exceptions, deviations of
<0.5μm were routinely observed, and trended to larger values for longer etch times
(thinner specimens in Figure 4-4). These findings implied a systematic variability of less
than <5% typical for samples at 10-12μm (up to ~9% at 5μm) across a given sample as
result of the etch process. This level of uncertainty is therefore justified as error
propagated into the calculation of breakdown strength using a single, average value of
thickness.
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Figure 4-3: Evolution of (a) glass thickness vs. etch time in stirred 5%HF for several
commercially available thin glass systems, and (b) RMS surface roughness versus
thickness for AF45.
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Figure 4-4: Standard deviation of thickness measurements versus glass thickness (i.e. etch time) for
3x3 array of measurement spots across 25mm x 25mm etched samples.

Method

SiO2

B2O3

Al2O3

BaO

As2O3

63.3

15.7

8.6

12.1

0.40

1mm Thick, As-Received

64.2

15.3

8.9

11.1

NA

1mm Thick, As-Received

63.8

14.9

9.1

11.8

0.25

400μm Thick, As-Received

64.0

14.9

9.1

11.7

0.26

50μm Thick, As-Received

63.9

15.1

9.0

11.7

0.20

50μm Thick, Etched w. Stirringa

64.1

14.5

9.2

11.8

0.24

Vacuum fracture surface

65.1

14.5

8.8

11.6

–

1mm Thick, As-Received

74.3

9.1

9.1

7.4

–

400μm Thick, As-Received

72.2

8.9

9.0

9.8

–

50μm Thick, As-Received

70.2

9.7

9.1

10.9

–

50μm Thick, Etched, No Stirringb

92.3

2.1

2.9

2.7

–

50μm Thick, Etched w. Stirringa

79.8

8.0

6.8

5.5

–

Sample

Literature values (approximate)
ICP-ES

EMPA

XPS

a

-Etched in 5%HF for 15min. at 23±C
- Etched in 5%HF for 10 min. at ambient room temperature

b

Table 4-1: Compositional analyses of AF45 specimens using various bulk and surface techniques,
including influence of etching method. Values are reported in mole% oxide. NA = Not analyzed.
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The composition of AF45 bulk and surfaces were evaluated by several techniques
to determine the effect, if any, of the forming and/or etching processes with potential
relevance to breakdown. The results are shown in Table 4-1, where each dataset
represents the average of several samples and/or measurement points. Data for several
supply lots of differing thickness (1mm, 400μm, and 50μm) are compared in the table,
and show little variation between lots—especially in terms of bulk compositions
evaluated by EMPA. All of the EMPA data compare favorably to the literature
specifications, as well as ICP-ES data, for the bulk glass composition. XPS analysis of a
vacuum fracture surface of AF45 also showed good agreement with bulk compositional
data obtained by EMPA and ICP-ES per the curve-fitting procedure and relative
sensitivity factors outlined in Appendix D. From these results, it may be concluded that
the additional processing required to re-draw this glass to ultra-thin, 50μm format does
not impart a substantial change in bulk composition. Hence, bulk properties should
largely retain comparability with the standard specifications for this glass (density,
permittivity, etc).
Relative to the surface compositions, XPS analysis of as-received samples
showed some notable deviations from the bulk composition. The concentration of B at
the surface was consistently lower than the bulk in all of the evaluated lots, (though
similar for all lots), and a decrease in Ba concentration was noted. Both of these
observations are presumably attributed to volatilization from the surface of the glass
during the forming process, with the strongest trend between lots noted for the surface Ba
concentration. Since the thermal history is inevitably different for glass of differing final
thickness and possibly even manufacturing lot, such values might be expected to vary
through a limited range. The trend in surface compositions is consistent with this
interpretation, as thinner 400μm and 50μm specimens would be subject to faster draw
rates and thus should retain a larger concentration of volatile components as they cool
more rapidly through the glass transition range. The 50μm samples, formed by
reheating/redrawing flat glass stock, likely cools the fastest and hence exhibits surface
compositions closest to that of the bulk.
For specimens etched in HF solutions, results are also compared in Table 4-1. In
all cases, there is evidence of SiO2 enrichment at the surfaces. The enrichment is most
pronounced in the sample etched in unstirred solutions, where the silica content of the
surface is >90mole%; this is the resultant surface when a visible white precipitate was
built up during the static etch. With the addition of stirring, no precipitate layer was
evident during etching, and, while the final surface was still enriched in SiO2, the
proportions of the other network-formers were much closer to that of the unetched 50μm
surface. A lower concentration of Ba was still present after stirred etching, and is likely
attributed to some degree of leaching of this species from the glass surface in the acidic
solution. The extent of leaching was limited to a relatively thin depth, however.
Evidence for this is shown in Figure 4-5(a), where the sputter depth profile for Ba is
shown alongside that of the vacuum fracture and as-received surfaces. All of the Ba
profiles show the well-known “knock-in” effect that leads to an accumulation of Ba on
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sputtering, increasing up to a steady-state value and then leveling off. Such profiles
should not be interpreted as a depleted or leached layer, as the same profile shape also
appears on a vacuum fracture surface, and is quite common to divalent cations in
silicates. Examining the profile for the etched glass, however, shows that the Ba profile
matches that of the two controls surfaces after the first etch cycle, or ~5nm. In Figure
4-5(b), the Si profile is shown for the same samples, and corroborates a nanoscale, silicarich leached layer, roughly on the order of 5-10nm.
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Figure 4-5: Sputter depth profiles of (a) barium, and (b) silicon for etched AF45 in
comparison to control samples.

Considering the manufacturing process and subsequent etching, possibilities were
raised of a higher fictive temperature in thin as-received glass, as well as a thin leached
layer in etched samples. To further probe these aspects, the surfaces of the samples were
evaluated by FTIR reflectance spectroscopy and prism coupler evaluations. In FTIRRS,
assessment of the primary Si-O band position has been proposed as a sensitive measure
of both leaching[171] and fictive temperature[172-174] through corresponding changes
in glass structure. However, FTIRRS analysis yielded no indication of a measurable shift
in peak position for the as-received glasses as function of thickness, nor after etching.
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Samples of each thickness were also evaluated by prism coupler measurements of
refractive index, with results summarized in Figure 4-6. Differences between sample
indices by this technique were generally in the fourth decimal place and thus within the
accuracy limit of the measurement, the exception being the 1-mm as-received sample
where its slightly higher index (~+0.001) suggested an elevated bulk density consistent
with it being a slower-cooled glass. The lack of significant differences between samples
using these two optical techniques is likely attributable to insufficient surface sensitivity.
Thus, the influence of manufacturing and subsequent etching, while detectable by XPS, is
modest on a bulk/micron-scale, indicating structure and properties of the ultra-thin glass
consistent with thicker analogs except at the very surface. For studying surface-mediated
properties like breakdown, the presence of a nanoscale leached layer and ~10% SiO2
enrichment at the surface of etched glass is not necessarily ideal, but nonetheless remains
the best option available for reproducible testing as function of thickness when asmanufactured, thinner glass is not directly available.
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Figure 4-6: Prism coupler evaluations of various lots of AF45, as well as etched sample.

Using the etching procedure described above, the thickness dependence of
breakdown strength for various glasses was evaluated in the range of 50 down to 5μm on
etching from 0 to 17min in 5%HF. The numerical results of these analyses are
summarized in Table 4-2, and the evolution of the Weibull distributions as a function of
thickness are shown in Figure 4-7(a). A clear trend is observed in this system, where, as
thickness is reduced, the distribution both sharpens through a narrower range (higher
slope, i.e. higher Weibull modulus) and shifts toward higher field strength. One may also
note that this increase in both modulus and strength occurs despite the attendant increase
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in surface roughness from ~0.4nm up to ~1.5nm due to the etching process (see Figure
4-3). Generally, one might expect the microscopic asperities on a roughened surface to
increase the spread of a given dataset, as well as concentrate the applied field and
possibly reduce breakdown strength. However, the data suggested that surface
roughness—at least within this scale of 0.4 to 1.2nm—played a very limited role in
influencing breakdown strength. Support for this conclusion is similarly drawn from a
study conducted by Murata[153] on the breakdown of a comparable alkali-free display
glass, OA-10G (Nippon Electric Glass). In that work, custom re-draw specimens were
specially prepared by the manufacturer throughout the 5–50μm thickness range, and
compared with samples of equivalent thickness prepared using the same HF immersion
process as employed in the current study. Average roughness of the samples in that
study ranged from 0.4–1.2nm, and breakdown test conditions were identical to the
current study. Data from this work is reprinted in Figure 4-8 (courtesy of T. Murata), and
indicates that roughness in this range had no measurable influence on breakdown strength
within the level of data scatter. Vermeer showed similar results for Pyrex, where a 30second dip in 40% HF (presumably roughening the surface at the nanoscale) only
improved data scatter[175]. A counter-example came in the study of AF45 breakdown at
much larger surface roughness values (Rq~2 to 10nm) at constant thickness reported
recently by Lee[146]. Results in that case did show the expected inverse correlation of
decreasing strength and modulus with increasing roughness, implying that roughness can
become important if it is large enough. However, such conditions were purposely
avoided for the current study, as it was desired to reproduce as faithfully as possible the
characteristics of the original glass surface. A further inference that may be drawn from
the data in Figure 4-8 is the potentially limited influence of a nanoscale leached/SiO2enriched surface layer—most likely also present in the OA-10G glass (a CaO-MgO-SrO
boroaluminosilicate). While confidence in such conclusions could be enhanced with
further testing and/or if the data scatter could be reduced, for the time being the results at
least indicate that a self-consistent approach could provide a sound baseline for testing
the hypothesized effect of thermal poling.
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Figure 4-8: Breakdown strength versus thickness for as-drawn and HF-etched
specimens of OA-10G glass. Courtesy of T. Murata.

Characteristic dielectric strengths of AF45 were determined from the intercept of
linear fits to the Weibull plots of Figure 4-7. These data are combined with additional
data for AF45 (courtesy of H.K.Lee) prepared by an ultrasonic etch method, and are
plotted on a log-log scale in Figure 4-7(b). Data from both studies agree well, where the
thickness dependence of breakdown strength in glass generally follows an empirical,
power-law dependence, Eb ∂ d-n, and the slope of the data on a log-log plot corresponds
to the exponent, n. The results for AF45 obey this trend, and show a transition between
two qualitative regimes at ~20μm under the given test conditions: at low thickness, a
relatively weak dependence is observed (n~0.14), while a stronger dependence (n~0.86)
is observed in thicker specimens. The meaning of these exponents has been discussed in
detail by Lee[146]. In particular, the slope at greater thicknesses is close to 1—values
which would be expected in the limit of thickness strongly inhibiting the dissipation of
thermal energy and resulting in steady-state thermal breakdown. Deviations from the
exact value of 1 may be attributed to nonlinear conduction mechanisms, for which
evidence has been found to occur in this glass at room temperature in the form of spacecharge-limited conduction at high fields[176]. At low thicknesses, the small exponent is
tentatively attributed to a space-charge effect. By this mechanism, space-charge is
anticipated to build within the glass sample as the applied voltage is ramped, and
concentrates a large field in a thin region near the electrode such that the underlying bulk
thickness does not participate strongly in the build-up to breakdown. In this event, a
weak thickness dependence to Eb would be expected, analogous to the relative
insensitivity to thickness observed in the thermal poling of glass. Its manifestation during
room temperature breakdown testing is unexpected given the high activation energy for
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conduction in this system, but suggests finite charge carrier mobility in this system which
would likely translate to a ramp rate dependence in breakdown. In terms of the current
study, these findings indicate a potential issue for testing under slow voltage rise rates in
the possibility of altering the poling-induced charge distribution. Such effects could be
minimized by impulse breakdown testing in future studies.
As a final baseline check on the breakdown testing methodology, the polarity
dependence of unpoled, 12μm samples was evaluated. Identical strengths were found
for either polarity, as shown in Table 4-2, suggesting both uniform etching from both
sides of the samples immersed in the etch bath, and an insensitivity to the asymmetric
electrode patterning of the sample with respect to test polarity (i.e. test spots on one side
versus a continuous coating on the opposite side).
In summary, we conclude from the results in this section that


The improved etching process yields surfaces that are 2-3X rougher than
the as-received sample surface, with a nanoscale SiO2-enriched layer at
the immediate surface. However, despite the measured differences,
apparent breakdown strengths are essentially unaffected, and trend
primarily with sample thickness.



Surface roughness—at least at the scale of 0.5–1.5nm in the current
samples—does not seem to dominate the trends in breakdown strength or
Weibull modulus. Rather, both increase steadily as the thickness is
reduced, and indicates that small variations in surface roughness from
sample-to-sample should not dominate the observed distributions.



No inherent polarity-dependence was observed due to testing method or
specimen preparation.



Irrespective of etch methods, the trend in breakdown strength with
thickness appears quite consistent, and suggestive of a transition from a
thermal failure mode at thicknesses >25μm, to a higher-strength and less
thickness-dependent mode at thicknesses <25μm.

Given their apparent reproducibility, these results indicate a sound baseline for
evaluation of breakdown in poled samples. For the following section, results will be
presented for both 47μm (as-received) and 12μm(etched) thickness regimes to probe for
potential influence of poling under conditions wherein different breakdown mechanisms
may be active.
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4.4.2. THERMALLY POLED THIN GLASS AND BREAKDOWN STRENGTH
The thermal poling process was successfully implemented to induce second-order
nonlinearity in ultra-thin samples of AF45 glass suitable for breakdown testing.
Examples of the Maker fringe patterns for the samples are shown in the insets of Figure
4-9, which reflects a smooth lobed pattern consistent with a single nonlinear active layer
on the anode surface consistent with poling of thicker samples. If one assumes a
nonlinear layer thickness of 2.5μm from Stack Maker-fringe (SMFT) analysis of bulk
samples under analogous conditions, (2) coefficients relative to a quartz standard ((2) =
0.6pm/V) are estimated in the range of 0.4-1.0pm/V. SON coefficients in this range are
generally comparable to the 0.44pm/V found in thicker (400μm) bulk samples poled at
450°C and 4kV(see Chapter 3). However, it was interesting to note the estimated (2)
was notably higher for the 47μm specimen (~1pm/V). This apparent discrepancy has not
been resolved, but is suspected to be derived from variations in the nonlinear layer
thickness; unfortunately, attempts to directly evaluate layer thicknesses were
unsuccessful due to practical issues with mounting the very delicate, ultra-thin test
samples.
Weibull distributions of dielectric breakdown for poled glass specimens at two
different thicknesses are shown in Figure 4-9, where they are compared to distributions
found in unpoled glass. In addition, overlaid in the plots are data for both parallel and
anti-parallel polarity configurations for the poling and test fields, i.e. the poled anode
being positively- or negatively-biased, respectively, during the breakdown test. A
summary of the corresponding characteristic breakdown strengths and Weibull moduli
for the data are presented in Table 4-2 alongside the data for unpoled specimens. The
results indicated no detectable change in breakdown strength of 47μm-thick test
specimens, while the 12μm-thick samples exhibited a discernible strength loss
represented by a shift in the low-strength end of the distribution to lower fields.
However, the strength loss was notably independent of test polarity, which is inconsistent
with the hypothesized influence of the poling-induced internal field.
The interpretation of the breakdown distributions in Figure 4-9 is aided by
subsequent testing of control samples. For example, 12μm specimens were prepared that
were poled under identical conditions as above, but subsequently depoled by vacuumannealing the poling temperature for 1 hour. Maker fringe SHG analysis confirmed the
elimination of SON activity in such depoled samples, and thus the internal field
magnitude was essentially zero. As shown in Figure 4-10(a), however, the strength loss
persisted in samples that were depoled, overlapping the distributions found in the poled
samples at either polarity. These data indicate that the internal field created during the
poling process was not directly responsible for the observed change in breakdown
strength after poling; rather, an irreversible change induced or incurred in the course of
the poling process is suggested. In a similar fashion, breakdown data is presented in
Figure 4-10(b) for 12μm samples poled at 4kV and 30 min. but at a reduced poling
temperature of 350°C—conditions which have been previously shown and currently
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confirmed by Maker fringe analysis to yield no detectable SON in this glass. In the
figure, it is clear that such “negligibly-poled” samples essentially replicated the original
strength distribution of unpoled glass. These findings suggest that the strength loss
observed in Figure 4-9 is also not attributable to factors common to the poling process,
such as additional sample handling to carry out the poling procedure, but rather an
irreversible alteration leading to strength loss as a direct result of processing at the higher
poling temperature.
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roughness; (2) ª Second-order nonlinear optical susceptibility referenced to quartz, and estimated based on a 2.5μm nonlinear layer thickness;  ª
Weibull Modulus; ∗ ª Characteristic breakdown strength;
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Figure 4-10: Breaakdown strength distributions
d
of con
ntrol samples: (a)) poled vs. depoleed (open circles); ((b) unpoled samplles vs. “negligiblyy-poled”
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ples poled at 350±C
C, where little-to-n
no second-order no
onlinearity is indu
uced (open trianglees).
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4.5. DISCUSSION
Taken as a whole, the findings of this study ultimately seem to subvert the
hypothesis that the internal field induced by thermal poling can serve as a method to
control breakdown strength. Rather, the only real change detected under the current
study was a modest, polarity-independent, and seemingly irreversible strength loss in the
higher-strength, 12μm sample set.
Addressing first the strength loss observed at the low-strength end of the
12μm.distribution, it is notable that such a strength loss occurs with minimal effect on the
high-strength end of the distribution. A likely prospect consistent with this observation is
the introduction of new surface flaws during the poling process. Such flaws would (1)
only serve to reduce strength relative to the pristine/etched surfaces, (2) would be
unaffected by depoling, as observed, and (3) the scatter in the location and/or severity of
such flaws could also introduce a stochastic element one might expect broaden the spread
of the strength distribution and decrease the Weibull modulus (as opposed to uniformly
shifting the distribution to lower strength). Qualitative evidence supporting the presence
of new flaws from the poling process was found by examining select samples in a
scanning electron microscope, wherein a variety of surface flaws were detected on the
sample surface under magnification, including micron-scale voids at the interface with
the platinum coating and unusual craterous defects on the cathodic surfaces (a rather
overt example of some surface defects on a poled sample is shown in Figure 4-11). In
terms of possible sources, the retention of full strength in the “negligibly-poled” control
samples indicates that such flaws were not acquired during routine sample handling and
do not manifest at the lower poling temperature of 350°C. Rather, a distinct possibility
might be localized breakdown/discharge events in the vicinity of the surface/interfaces
during the poling process. This was considered a particular concern for the cathodic
interfaces of thin samples in contact with the roughened support slide, wherein voids or
occluded gas pockets at that interface would likely be prone to breakdown at substantially
lower fields than the surrounding glass, and could populate the surface with flaws of
varying severity. All of this said, though, it might also be noted that the net strength loss
under discussion was relatively small, reducing the characteristic strength of the
population from 11 to about 9.5 MV/cm despite the much lower modulus, and generally
suggestive of moderate flaw severity.
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Figure 4-11: Example
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of this approach may be rationalized by taking more accurate account of the altered
response of poled glass to an applied field—specifically the disproportionation of the
applied voltage to the depletion layer relative to the bulk due to its altered dielectric
properties. This is the same phenomenon ascribed to the concentration of the poling
voltage within a thin depletion layer adjacent to the positively-biased anode during the
poling process. The field concentration follows from the migration of mobile, chargecarry cations out of the layer, with an attendant decrease in ionic conductivity. If one
assumes a uniform internal field, Edc, throughout the depletion layer responsible for SON,
the voltage distribution with the glass may be envisioned as depicted in Figure 4-12(a).
Assuming a 2.5μm depletion layer and based on the approximate Edc of 3x108 V/m
subsequently deduced above from SHG measurements, the actual voltage drop, Vdc, in
the depletion layer can be estimated at approximately 750V. The magnitude of Vdc is
much less than the total poling voltage (4kV), and, although a small reduction in Vdc is
attributable to equilibration in atmosphere[125] (illustrated in the figure), a larger effect
is likely attributable to inefficient charge storage from high-field nonlinear electronic
conduction as discussed in Chapter 3.
With the poled sample cooled to room temperature, one may expect that the ratio
of ionic resistivities in the layer and bulk will be of similar order of magnitude as it was
at the poling temperature (see, for example, the work of Dussauze[86] showing similar
activation energy for conduction in poled layers vs. unpoled bulk). Furthermore, despite
the fact that the layer thickness is usually a small fraction of the total thickness (td<<L),
the conductivity ratio is usually even smaller (sd << sbulk) and hence the resistance of the
layer is typically greater than the bulk (Rd > Rbulk). Such an effect will only be
exacerbated in ultra-thin samples, as L and therefore Rbulk are lower. On subsequent
application of a test voltage (as in breakdown testing), the applied voltage will partition
to the more resistive layer similar to a voltage divider (with ed º eb, as observed by
Dussauze[86]). In this model, the parameter Rbulk/(Rd+Rbulk) defines the voltage ratio—
the fraction of the applied voltage observed in the bulk. Depending on the layer vs.
sample thickness, the voltage ratio is likely less than 1-10% assuming a 1-2 order of
magnitude decrease in conductivity in the depletion layer—values that are not
unreasonable based on the literature[22, 86]. The resultant concentration of the applied
voltage in the depletion layer is illustrated schematically in Figure 4-12(b) for the two
different test polarities.
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Figurre 4-12: Siimplified scchematic of
internnal voltage ddistribution (aa) in poled
glass, immediately after poling ((dashed line)
and itts profile afterr equilibrationn in air (solid
line), and (b) tthe concentrration of a
subseqquently applied test volttage in the
deplettion region (s
sd<<sb) duringg breakdown
testingg at different ppolarities.
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the conclusion that the influence of the poling-induced internal field is likely
undetectable. There also seems to be little experimental recourse for this issue; for
example, substantial increases in poling voltage would likely encounter the same issue of
nonlinear conduction and field saturation that would not improve the magnitude of the
voltage drop across the nonlinear layer.
On a final positive note, the current findings might also be looked at in an
alternative way, in that it seems to indicate a remarkable stability of such glasses against
space-charge effects that might otherwise detract from breakdown performance. Even
when pre-processed under aggressive high-temperature/high-voltage poling conditions—
confirmed by SHG measurements to induce an altered charge distribution and high
internal field near the surface—virtually no effect on apparent breakdown strength is
realized. Likewise, even in the poled 12-μm samples exhibiting a detectable strength loss
at the low end of the distribution, remarkable characteristic breakdown strengths of
9.410.3 MV/cm are still obtained despite the presence of surface flaws. These
observations suggest an inherent stability in the breakdown strength of this system—
seemingly dictated most strongly by glass thickness effects on the breakdown mechanism
more than any other factor. Such indications predict strong performance under
accelerated lifetime testing, even if some degree of carrier migration and space-charge
build-up is allotted for, and would lend itself to suitability in high-temperature energystorage applications.

4.6. SUMMARY
This study was designed to assess the possibility of applying thermal poling
strategies toward a novel purpose: controlling the dielectric breakdown strength of glass.
Using a model high-dielectric breakdown strength glass, a careful baseline was
established for the behavior of unpoled glass. Poled glass samples of ca.10 and 50µm
thickness were then prepared, with second-order nonlinearity confirmed, and attributable
to a large internal DC field localized to a thin surface layer per the rectification model of
poling—our hypothesis being that this static field could interact with the applied field and
produce a polarity dependence in observed breakdown strength. Subsequent testing of
these glass “electrets,” however, showed no tangible influence of the stored space charge
field on the experimental breakdown strength at either polarity or thickness, and the
negligible influence was confirmed by studies of “depoled” samples. Extrinsic surface
defects from the poling process played a minor role in causing a slight strength loss, but
the distortion of the applied voltage due to the layer was concluded to play a much more
substantial role in ultimately obscuring the influence of the static field on breakdown.
Although this finding subverts the hypothesis that poling can be used to control or
improve breakdown strength, it also provides indications of noteworthy stability in such
glasses against space-charge effects that might otherwise be expected to detract from
breakdown performance. In other words, even when pre-processed under aggressive
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high-temperature/high-voltage poling conditions—confirmed by SHG measurements to
induce an altered charge distribution and high internal field near the surface—virtually no
effect on apparent breakdown strength was realized. This can have important
implications for glass in high-temperature, high-energy density dielectric applications.
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CHAPTER 5: STRUCTURAL AND COMPOSITIONAL MODIFICATION
MULTICOMPONENT GLASS SURFACES BY THERMO-ELECTRIC POLING

OF

5.1. ABSTRACT
Described with this work is a strategy for the substantial modification of glass
surface composition and structure based on electrolysis of the glass network during subTg thermo-electric treatment, and experimental validations of the proposed concepts are
reported for a model alkali-free boroaluminosilicate glass system. The parameters of the
treatment take lessons from strategies employed in thermal poling (optimized for secondorder nonlinearity) and anodic bonding (optimized for interfacial adhesion) phenomena,
but are optimized instead for surface modification wherein both second-order
nonlinearity and interfacial adhesion are substantially weaker. Through direct analyses
with a battery of experimental techniques, we show empirical support for the electrolytic
mechanism manifest in the model glass system by the migration of both cations (Ba2+,
Na+) and anions (O-, F-) from sites within the glass network, resulting in anodic oxidation
and a nanoscale glass surface layer adjacent to the anode composed of essentially only
the network-forming elements (B2O3-Al2O3-SiO2). The depletion layer depth is
qualitatively correlated to the oxidation potential of the electrode material in accord with
the electrolytic mechanism, and there is minimal contribution from extrinsic ions such as
H+/H3O+ in the structure of the depletion layer to compensate for the migration of
modifier out of the region. We also show by FTIR and Al K-edge XANES evidence for a
local restructuring of the glass intuitively necessary to accommodate the charge balance
requirements of the network on exodus of the modifier, and which is consistent with the
migration of anionic species from sites within the glass network—in this case, primarily
charge-compensating sites around tetrahedral Al and B. The exact nature of the structure
and resultant properties of such substantially-modified surfaces remain a point of further
study, but preliminary indications of refractive index reduction and enhanced corrosion
resistance of the network-former-rich anodic surfaces are reported.

5.2. INTRODUCTION
The surface properties of glass are critical to a wide variety of advanced
applications, and have led to an ever-increasing demand for novel methods to modify
glass surface structure and composition as a pathway to enhanced properties. The thermoelectric treatment of glass is one such method suitable for achieving substantial and
lasting modification of glass surfaces, and has been studied significantly in recent years.
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Common examples of such treatments include thermal poling—in which normallyforbidden second-order nonlinearity (SON) is induced in glass—and anodic bonding—in
which a metallic or semiconducting electrode material is bonded to glass. While the
goals of these treatments are quite different, the mechanisms are similar, and are based on
the thermally-activated drift of mobile cations under the influence of a high field
localized to the region near the positively-biased electrode (anode). In the case of
thermal poling, it is generally accepted that anions within the glass structure—species
such as non-bridging oxygen (NBO) sites—are essentially immobile, and thus as the
cations drift away from the anode region, a space-charge polarization will be set up that
can be quenched into the glass to provide SON. In contrast, successful anodic bonding
typically assumes a combination of both electrostatic adhesion and oxidation of the
electrode/glass interface—presumably from the migration of oxygen anions within the
glass network to the anode—to facilitate a strong, permanent bond. This latter effect
would signify genuine electrolysis of the glass structure in the region near the interface
by the dissociation and counter-migration of cation/anion pairs within the glass
network—or what may be referred to as “network electrolysis” to differentiate from other
uses of the term.2
A key difference between the two methodologies is therefore whether oxygen
anions in the network can or will migrate during the poling process, and can be expected
to produce very substantial differences in the nature and properties of the surface
depletion layers.
In the former case typical of thermal poling, a static DC field is
generated that is localized to the anode layer, and results in SON-activity confined to this
layer. Assuming a minimal degree of anion migration or cation injection, the glass
structure can be envisioned to have correspondingly limited degree of alteration—to first
order, resembling a “relic” network, with original cation sites preserved in the network by
the pinned anion sites. The standard presumption of electroneutrality for the glassy
network is locally violated, as the altered cation distribution is “quenched-in” by cooling
under voltage, effectively storing the space charge. However, these effects are largely
reversible, with the internal field and SON activity decaying over time, and able to be
eliminated by heat-treatment (“depoling”). The electrolyzed layers in anodically-bonded
glass behave much differently. Polarization studies of anodic bonding indicate that the
interfacial layers are charge-neutral[87, 92], in accord with the near-complete
compensation of space-charge by way of electrolysis. As both mobile cations and
oxygen anions are removed from the network, a virtually pure network-former-rich layer
would be expected to form, along with extensive structural rearrangement in order to
maintain the coordination and charge-balance requirements of network-forming elements
in the glass. The rearrangement can be envisioned to help achieve a lower energy
structural configuration, with the compensated network much closer to local
electroneutrality. The final result, however, is quite distant from the “relic” network
2

Many literature resources discussing “electrolyzed” or electrolytically‐altered glass surfaces often make
reference to the deliberate electrical dissociation of water and its subsequent injection/interaction with
glass (e.g. see[64]). In the glass structure, this is tantamount to an ion‐exchange reaction rather than true
electrolysis of the glass network.
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mentioned above. Since both cations and anions are removed from the glass structure,
the process is also essentially irreversible. In anodic bonding, the interfacial strength of a
bonded article does not decay with time, and is stable to high-temperature heattreatment[56, 133]. There is also generally no need to cool to room temperature with the
voltage still applied in anodic bonding, hence they rarely are. Anodic bonding can even
be performed in alternating fashion, where for example, silicon is anodically bonded to
one surface of a glass wafer, then the stack is flipped and a second silicon wafer is
bonded to the opposite side. Evidence has been shown that the modifications induced
during the initial electrolysis of the glass are not “undone” with the second treatment,
which speaks to the extensive modification of the structure in this layer[56]. If such a
layer could be induced to form at a “free-standing” glass surface rather than a buried,
anodically-bonded interface, novel properties that might be anticipated could be
dramatically altered transport and corrosion properties, modified optical properties,
substantial alteration of dielectric characteristics, and even the possibility of unusual
surface structures and physicochemical properties from the sub-Tg “synthesis” of this
layer.
Although much work has been done in the field of thermo-electric treatments,
there is generally no model to account for the interplay between space-charge storage
versus anion migration, or the role of glass composition in dictating this balance.
Notably, the existence of oxygen anion migration has even been debated. The vast
majority of research in support of such a mechanism has been in alkali-rich silicate
glasses. One of the most definitive early instances was shown by the work of Carlson
and collaborators[84, 136] showing the viability of electrolytic surface modification in an
assortment of alkali silicates toward a network-former-rich layer (essentially SiO2). A
similar electrolytic mechanism has been observed in alkali-rich borates[85, 140]. Krieger
and Lanford[65] subsequently challenged these ideas of oxygen transport in electrolyzed
soda-lime glasses by careful measurements of O profiles using nuclear methods. Their
data seemed to indicate no oxygen migration to the interface, and they concluded that the
charge-carrying species must instead be electrons. In more recent works, the mechanism
of oxygen anion migration has gained increasing evidence. Extensive depletion and
interfacial oxidation has been observed in anodic bonding of alkali silicates and
borosilicates [67, 134, 135, 137], with similar reports of significant structural alteration in
alkali-rich thermally-poled alkali glasses by vibrational spectroscopy[138, 139]. Evidence
for the liberation of molecular O2 at the anode has also been reported[84, 138]. In glasses
with much lower alkali content, evidence for an electrolytic mechanism was reported in
anodic bonding of an alkali-free display-type glass to single-crystal silicon[133]. In that
work, a “barrier” layer depleted of divalent modifier cations (Ca, Mg, Sr, and Ba) was
discerned in an aluminoborosilicate glass, along with a much thinner SiO2 layer at the Sito-glass interface indicative of oxygen migration. The composition of the depletion layer
in the glass was essentially purely Al2O3-B2O3-SiO2, which they reported as being
“unable to be synthesized by any other known glass-forming processes”—a report that
exemplifies the power of the proposed strategy to achieve novel surface compositions,
and potentially access a vast, heretofore-unexplored realm of surface structure/property
relationships in glass.
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Within this context, we proposed to capitalize upon the mechanism of network
electrolysis as an innovative pathway to glass surface modification. Stated succinctly, the
two primary novelties of this work may be summarized as follows:
(1) The method by which we propose to achieve surface modification is through
critical design of the poling scheme, which, unlike most studies, should be
optimally devised to activate oxygen anion migration (rather than maximize
second-order nonlinearity), while simultaneously both suppressing anodic
bonding and mitigating alternative compensation mechanisms that might
occur with greater ease and thus could supplant anion migration (e.g. H+
injection). The parameters of such an optimization are outlined below, and—
in light of the demonstrated versatility of the similar ion migration processes
in an extremely wide variety of poled glass compositions—may be considered
general guidelines for an arbitrary, ionically-conducting oxide glass.
(2) We then validate this approach by application to a model alkali-free glass
system. Using direct analytical methods, we thoroughly examine the
composition and structure of modified glass surfaces under a variety of
conditions, with experiments designed to substantiate the hypothesized
electrolytic mechanism, as well as rule out competing possibilities, all the
while corroborating the critical nature of the parameters used. Success in this
regard is achieved not by a property such as high interfacial bond strength or
second-order nonlinear coefficient, but rather by showing extensive and
lasting modification of the glass surface composition and structure consistent
with the hypothesized mechanism of network electrolysis.
5.2.1. OPTIMIZING FOR SURFACE MODIFICATION
A starting point for any study of thermo-electric poling treatments typically
begins with optimization of the poling parameters, generally including temperature,
voltage, time, electrode material and atmosphere. A multitude of studies have shown that
these parameters can have a critical effect on the nature of the observed phenomena and
the magnitude of the second-order nonlinear coefficient [38, 68, 72, 73, 80, 83, 178]. The
optimized parameters can also vary substantially for different glass compositions,
depending largely on the ease of cation transport. However, based on a careful review of
thermal poling studies, we have formulated a window of possibility for “optimizing” the
treatment toward the end of glass surface modification. These guidelines are given
below, discussed along with their justification:
(1) High poling temperatures. A consistent theme taken from the thermo-electric
treatment literature is a critical role of poling temperature in dictating whether
oxygen anion migration is also observed. In alkali-rich silicates, the “optimal”
temperatures for maximizing SON are ~150-250°C[59, 60, 107], while all of
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Carlson’s studies of comparable silicates were performed at >400°C[35, 84, 136].
Krieger and Lanford’s claims for the absence of anion migration, meanwhile,
occurred for treatments at relatively low temperature (150°C) in a soda-lime
glass[65]. Similarly, the optimal poling temperature for Pyrex has been reported
to occur at or around 250-280°C[58], while the anodic bonding of Pyrex to Si
requires a minimum of 250°C, and is much more often performed at temperatures
of 300–500°C[56]. In our own work (Chapter 3), as well as in work by
Deparis[112], optimal poling temperatures for alkali-free boroaluminosilicates
occur in the range of 400-450°C, while anodic bonding of such glasses to Si is
reported at temperatures of 575°C[133]. This strong correlation with poling
temperature can be understood on the basis of the very low inherent mobility of
oxygen anions, requiring substantially more energy to activate its transport
through the glass network. Thus, maximal anion migration and network
electrolysis should be achieved at poling temperatures higher than those at which
SON is optimized. By their very nature, they are competing effects, as the
migration of anions would serve to compensate the storage of space charge and
yield lower nonlinear coefficients. Poling temperatures can still be below the
glass transition range, thus limiting the extent of reconstructive motion and the
possibility of phase-separation/crystallization in the surface layer.
(2) Prospective design of the electrode/atmosphere scheme to both mitigate the
injection of mobile cations and suppress anodic bonding. The use of ionblocking electrodes forms the starting point for the ion migration processes in the
poling and anodic bonding processes, and is commonly defined by minimizing the
supply of mobile cations to the interface. This can include ions from the electrode
material itself, but can often also occur by inadvertent injection of cationic species
from the atmosphere. A common example is poling in air, where protonated
H+/H3O+ are injected at the anode, and subsequently plays a major role in ion
migration processes. If severe enough, these “non-blocking” electrode effects can
limit the formation of a high-field depletion layer, and the relative ease by which
this mechanism occurs could largely supplant compensation by way of anion
migration. Proper design of the poling scheme can mitigate these effects,
however. This might include the use of proton-blocking electrodes (e.g. Al/Cu
bilayer films[65, 66]) or an atmosphere with very limited water supply, such as
high-vacuum or a dry inert gas, both of which have been shown to be suitable[69,
72, 84]. Furthermore, not only should the electrode material itself resist
supplying cations to the glass, but it should also be very difficult to oxidize such
that anodic bonding is suppressed. By way of example, silicon electrodes may
suffice for second-order nonlinearity studies, but would likely bond to the glass
under high temperatures favoring anion migration and would likely be unsuitable.
Ideally, the network electrolysis reaction would liberate oxygen anions as O2 at
the electrode rather than anodically-bonding to the glass surface through an
interfacial oxide (see [84]).
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(3) High-voltage. Applied voltages of the order of several kilovolts should exceed
any voltage threshold that might be present to initiate the formation of a depletion
layer, and would only serve to increase the driving force for electrolytic alteration
of the glass.
The parameters summarized above clearly take lessons from strategies employed
in thermal poling and anodic bonding phenomena, but are optimized instead for surface
modification wherein both second-order nonlinearity and interfacial adhesion will be, by
design, substantially weaker or absent. The synergistic effect of these poling parameters
should also be emphasized, in that the lack of prospective design to optimize any one of
the above parameters for a given glass—for example, not properly inhibiting H+
injection, or poling at too low of a temperature—could seriously compromise the
possibility of observing electrolytic surface modification.
5.2.2. APPLICATION TO A MODEL GLASS SYSTEM
Given an optimized set of process parameters in accord with the guidelines above,
the hypothesis of electrolytic modification in the near-surface region would encompass
the extensive depletion of both cations and anions from the network, with a
corresponding major modification of the glass structure in the electrolyzed layer. In an
attempt to prove such effects, direct compositional and structural analyses of the
surface/interfaces were performed, to the end of showing that (1) the anodic electrode
interface does indeed oxidize during poling, with the oxygen being derived from the glass
as a result of the poling process; (2) the modified surface layer at the anode is composed
of essentially only network-forming species, with minimal compensation from ions
extrinsic to the glass (e.g. H+) to satisfy its structural requirements, and (3) the glass in
the anodic layer is not only heavily compositionally altered, but presents structural
characteristics indicative of anion migration. This last point is key, as some local
relaxation/rearrangement would be required in the vicinity of anionic sites in order to
charge-balance the network upon the exodus of both cations and anions if our hypothesis
is true. Though often a considerable experimental challenge, direct evaluations of glass
structure in the surface layer—rather than inferences from glass composition or current
dynamics alone—can provide the most direct/definitive manifestation of such a
mechanism. Due to the complexity of the observed phenomena, the discussion is largely
restricted to empirical evaluation, but we compensate by taking great effort to establish a
sufficient totality of evidence so as to make an unambiguous case for our hypothesis. For
this chapter, the focus will be maintained largely on the modifications specific to the
anode-side surfaces of poled glass; modifications at the cathodic surfaces not
immediately germane to this discussion will be restricted to a supplemental section.
For this study, we focus on a nominally-alkali-free barium boroaluminosilicate
glass (AF45; Schott Technologies, Inc.) as a model system. Multicomponent glasses in
the RO-B2O3-Al2O3-SiO2 family are often employed as active matrix liquid-crystal
display and solar photovoltaic substrates, but are also candidates for next-generation
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energy storage applications due to remarkably high dielectric breakdown strengths and
energy densities[6, 146]. Unlike alkali-rich counterparts, there are very few reports of
poling and/or electrolytic behavior in alkali-free multicomponent glasses with alkalineearth elements as the major network modifier. It is also helpful that we have recently
characterized the thermal poling and second-order nonlinear characteristics of this glass
(Chapter 3), which helps in the selection of suitable process parameters optimized for
surface modification.
In preface to the experimental results, it is helpful to briefly review the structural
characteristics of the glass to provide perspective on how network electrolysis should be
expected to manifest in this system. The barium boroaluminosilicate (Ba-BAS) glass in
the current study has a molar bulk composition of 12%BaO · 15%B2O3 · 9%Al2O3 ·
63%SiO2. In this compositional range, the predominant silicate network is composed of
corner-shared [SiO4] tetrahedra, with B and Al serving the role of network-former and
intermediate, respectively. Of the two, B is relatively stable as either trigonal BO3 (3coordinated) or tetrahedral [BO4]- (4-coordinated) configuration, while Al is unstable in
trigonal configuration and exhibits a strong preference toward the formation of 4coordinated [AlO4]- tetrahedra to integrate with the silicate network. The networkmodifying species, Ba, enters the structure as a weakly-bound cationic species in close
association with the tetrahedral [TO4]- sites (T=tetrahedral B or Al), with each divalent
Ba2+ ion providing for local charge-compensation of 2 [TO4]- units in its immediate
vicinity within the structure. As both B[4] and Al[4] require charge compensation, there
is a competition for available modifier between B and Al, often with a preferential
partitioning to Al sites. While this disproportionation is not necessarily simple
throughout the full quaternary compositional space, it can be approximated to first order
to charge-compensating first only Al as [AlO4]- [179-182]. The demand of Ba by Al will
occur in equimolar proportions of BaO:Al2O3, thus the majority of the Ba2+ present
(~75%) can be presumed to associate with [AlO4]-. For a certain amount of “excess”
beyond this proportion occupied by Al, modifier will then be available to convert B[3] to
B[4], i.e. from 3- to 4-coordinated state. A parameter, R, is defined which captures the
preferential partitioning of modifier to Al followed by converting B[3] to B[4]:

For the bulk composition of this glass, the calculated R is 0.19. According to the
standard Dell and Bray model for boron speciation in binary borates and borosilicate
glasses, R values up to ~0.5 will convert strictly from B[3] to B[4] units, with a
maximum in the B[4] fraction occurring at even R higher values depending on the
SiO2/B2O3 ratio[183]. Although deviations from this model have been identified in more
complex aluminoborosilicates, it usually serves as a reasonable starting point for
estimates of the boron speciation, particularly at low values of R (<0.3)[179, 184]. This
has been found to be particularly true when the field strength of the cation is rather low,
as is the case with barium. Yamashita has studied this effect in SiO2-rich
aluminoborosilicates, and identified the tendency for the formation of NBO in lieu of
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B[4] conversion to increase in the order (K2O> Na2O>) BaO> SrO> CaO> MgO [185].
A similar field strength trend toward B[4] formation has also been identified in binary
alkaline-earth borates[186]. With this Ba-BAS glass, the value of 0.19 is low enough that
it should provide a very reasonable approximation for the fraction of B[4], with the
remainder present as B[3]. The low proportion of Ba in comparison to B and Al in total
suggests very limited excess modifier available for NBO formation on Si. This
supposition is corroborated by an analysis of Si-O bands in Raman spectra and O1s peaks
in XPS for this glass, and agrees with at least one study of an analogous barium
boroaluminosilicate glass, in which it was shown by NMR and Raman that, at lowmodifier content similar to the current glass, barium distributes exclusively among the
boron and aluminum units with no detectable NBO formation[179]. Beyond the majority
elements discussed, minority species are also scattered throughout the structure, including
a low (0.19at%) concentration of arsenic (As) as a fining agent, trace/impurity-level
species such as sodium (Na), water (H2O), and fluorine (F), and the possibility of some
small fraction of higher-coordinated Al (e.g. Al[5]).
With this portrait for the parent glass structure in mind, an interesting structural
aspect to this study arises in that the vast majority of barium modifier is not associated
with non-bridging oxygen sites (as in most alkali-glasses studied for poling), but rather to
charge-balancing Al and B in tetrahedral sites within the silica network. Thus, if oxygen
anions indeed migrate from structural sites according to the network electrolysis concept,
we hypothesized it will likely manifest most detectably as a change in the environment of
these species. Of the two, [AlO4]- is the most concentrated anionic unit in the structure,
followed by [BO4]-. To our knowledge, the potential for oxygen anion migration derived
from [AlO4]- sites has never been evaluated, and the speciation of aluminum in silicates in
the absence of compensating modifier remains a strong point of contention in the
literature. We attempt to probe this aspect of the glass using 27Al MAS-NMR and Al Kedge XANES as element-specific probes for local structural modifications around these
sites in accord with our hypotheses.

5.3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
5.3.1. SAMPLE AND THERMO-ELECTRIC TREATMENT PARAMETERS
The samples in this study were a nominally alkali-free barium boroaluminosilicate
(Ba-BAS) glass, Schott AF45 (Schott Technologies Inc.). Its approximate molar bulk
composition is 63%SiO2 · 12%BaO · 15%B2O3 · 9%Al2O3 plus minor components (e.g.
<1%As2O3 as a fining agent) and trace-level impurities including ~440ppm-atom Na.
Samples were generally either 400µm or 1mm thick, with comparative evaluations
indicating an insensitivity of the anodic surface modification to total glass thickness in
accord with standard thermal poling phenomenology.
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The press-contact electrode geometry was employed throughout this work, which
allowed for a smooth, high-quality interface between the glass and the electrode material
during poling. This configuration also facilitated removal of the electrode without
complex etch steps, thereby preserving the modified surface for analysis. To explore the
role of electrode material in the poling process, several different electrode materials were
evaluated. Generally, platinum was considered a strong material of choice, due to its
high intrinsic resistance to oxidation, reports of poor adhesion to glass in anodic bonding
studies[56], as well as its large ionic radius and divalent oxidation state—factors
conducive to limited oxidation and good ion-blocking performance at the anodic
interface. Two separate Pt-based electrode designs were employed, all prepared under
cleanroom conditions in the Penn State Nanofabrication Facility (courtesy of A.
Mieckowski). The first electrode design was created by depositing 100nm of Pt metal
deposited directly onto Si substrates, where the native oxide was removed by a pre-etch
in hydrofluoric acid and in-situ sputter-cleaning in vacuum prior to film deposition. On
high-vacuum heat-treatment at 600°C in the poling apparatus, the Pt/Si film stack
spontaneously converted to the silicide, PtSi, as identified by its Raman signature. These
electrodes—referred to hereafter as “PtSi” electrodes—were the most susceptible to
oxidation after formation of the PtSi phase, as substantiated by its spontaneous formation
of SiO2 on storage in ambient air. The second Pt-based electrode was true metallic Pt
film prepared by sputter-depositing 100nm of Pt onto thermally pre-oxidized Si
substrates (1μm thermal SiO2). Due to the thick SiO2 buffer layer, the silicidation
reaction was suppressed and the Pt metal phase was stable under all conditions of heattreatment. These electrodes are referred to as “Pt film” electrodes. A third electrode
material used was a high-purity graphite foil (ESPI; Super-Conductive grade). These
electrode materials have been listed in order of increasing resistance to oxidation—an
anticipated factor in the proposed electrolytic modification of glass surfaces. To make
electrical contact to the PtSi or Pt film anodes during poling, a fixture was used that
contacted the top of the films directly with a stainless steel screw (as opposed to
contacting through the bottom of the Si substrates) at a point far from the glass interface.
For the graphite foil, a 1” by 1” segment was cut and the segment sandwiched between
the glass sample and a polished stainless steel substrate. On the cathode sides, either
sputter-deposited Pt films or segments of the same high-purity carbon foil were used to
experiment with blocking and non-blocking cathode materials, respectively. At the
conclusion of poling, most samples could be separated from the electrodes with minor
mechanical force, indicating weak anodic bonding.
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Figure 5-1: Schematic of sample/electrode configuration for vacuum thermo-electric poling.

Poling treatments were performed at temperatures ranging from 300° to 600°C.
All processing was performed in high vacuum (0.5-3 x 10-6 torr) inside a tube furnace to
minimize the injection of positive charge-carrying species from the atmosphere (e.g. H+)
at the anode interface that might serve as an alternative compensation mechanism. The
temperature of the sample was monitored directly with a thermocouple in intimate
contact with the cathode side of the glass sample. As the samples were heated in
vacuum, the chamber pressure typically rose by ~1-2 orders of magnitude due to
thermally-induced desorption of gases (mostly water) from exposed surfaces within the
hot-zone. Samples were therefore equilibrated at the requisite poling temperature until
the system pumped back down to working pressures in the 0.53 μtorr range prior to
poling. Poling voltages in the range of 2-6kV were applied using a high-voltage supply
(Model 610C; Trek), with poling currents monitored using the supply ammeter
(sensitivity in the ~μA range). Voltages were applied in an instant-on fashion, with a
settling time specification of <1μs for 0.1% for a step change of 10kV with this voltage
supply. Poling times were held constant at 30 minutes throughout this study.
Voltage, current, temperature, and pressure data channels were all monitored
throughout the process using custom logging routines created in Labview (National
Instruments). A typical readout from the data channels during the poling period is shown
in Figure 5-2. On initiation of the high voltage, an initial peak in current is observed that
decays to a much lower current value in accord with normally observed current decay in
glass poling. A slight increase in chamber pressure is also observed due to voltageinduced gas desorption[187]. After the poling period elapsed, the furnace was turned off
and cooled to room temperature. The voltage was turned off only after samples were
cooled to the range of 20-50°C, and the chamber vented with dry nitrogen. Data logged in
the fashion of Figure 5-2 provided mainly qualitative assessments of the poling process.
At high temperatures, substantial leakage currents were noted in the system, while at
lower temperatures, insufficient sensitivity of the micro-ammeter led to minimal current
signal in this highly resistive glass—both aspects which unfortunately limited the
usefulness of current signals recorded during poling.
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Figure 5-2: Ty
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minimal influence of this correction, while as-received samples generally had more
typical apparent concentrations of 8-13% of surface carbon.
In addition to surface analyses, sputter depth profiles were also performed in the
XPS system, wherein samples were sputtered in 10–100s cycles with 4keV Ar+ ions
rastered over a 2 mm x 2mm area in order to access successive in-depth regions. After
each sputter cycle, spectra were acquired over narrow binding energy ranges at 80 eV
pass energy using a ~200-mm diameter X-ray beam centered within the sputter crater.
The average sputtering rate in this configuration was ~0.11 nm/s, as determined by
optical profilometer measurements of sputter craters subsequent to profiling. The sputter
rate was assumed to be constant and was used to determine an approximate depth scale
for the XPS profiles. Since XPS is insensitive to light elements such as H, a check for the
role of H in poled depletion layers was also pursued by secondary-ion mass spectroscopy
(SIMS) depth profiles of select samples at an external facility (Evans Analytical Group;
East Windsor, NJ). Analyses were conducted on a quadrupole SIMS specially designed
for interrogation of insulating samples, with highly-optimized charge compensation and
acquisition procedures employed to minimize the diffusion of mobile species (e.g. H, Na)
toward or away from the surface during analysis[188]. Hydrogen concentrations were
calibrated against H in a SiO2 film standard as determined by hydrogen forwardscattering (HFS) spectrometry. The quantification methodology has an absolute error bar
of ±10% since that is the uncertainty in the HFS measurement; however, the relative error
between successive measurements is specified much lower at ~3%, and is the more
appropriate uncertainty in discussing comparative data (as in the case of H in poled vs.
unpoled glass).
Fourier-transform infrared reflectance spectroscopy (FTIRRS) was used to
evaluate the poling-induced changes in glass surface structure. Measurements were
conducted on a Bruker Hyperion 3000 micro-FTIR system equipped with a high
performance MCT (HgCdTe) detector. Reflectance spectra were obtained in the mid-IR
range of 4000 to 580 cm-1 using a 15x infrared microscope objective focused on a clean
analytical area of approximately 100μm x 100μm, as delineated using a set of knife-edge
apertures. The angle of incidence for this objective is approximately in the range of 2030° from vertical, and should be sufficiently near-normal to discount any potential
polarization effects. Spectra were acquired for multiple spots per sample in 200-scan
passes at 2 cm-1 resolution, and a gold mirror was used as a standard reference for all
measurements. In addition to the reflectance measurements, the same surfaces were also
evaluated by attenuated total reflectance (ATR) measurements. Spectra acquired in this
mode exhibit surface sensitivity similar to reflectance measurements, but produce spectra
more directly analogous to absorbance measurements. These spectra were acquired using
a nitrogen-purged single-bounce diamond ATR accessory (MVP-Pro; Harrick) and a
Bruker IFS-66 spectrometer system with a DTGS detector in 200-scan passes at 6 cm-1
resolution. To facilitate spectral comparison, data were normalized to an approximately
uniform penetration depth by multiplying by υ/1000, where υ = wavenumber (cm-1).
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Confocal micro-Raman spectroscopy aided in the evaluation and identification of
phases formed at the electrode-glass interface after their separation. Unpolarized Raman
spectra were collected in back-scattered geometry with 488nm Ar-ion laser excitation on
a WiTec CRM200 confocal spectrometer equipped with a thermoelectrically-cooled CCD
detector and a 100X (N.A.=0.9) objective. Spectra were acquired using either 600 or
1800 lines/mm diffraction gratings and integration times of 10–20 seconds.
In order to further probe for evidence of structural alteration in the poled nearsurface region, we use Al K-edge X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Spectroscopy
(XANES)—also referred to as Near-edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS).
This technique has been shown to be sensitive to the local environment of aluminum in
crystals and glasses, especially as it pertains to coordination number, and is pursued to
support the hypothesis of altered environment of Al consistent with anion migration.
XANES data were collected by Dr. Tom Regier on the High-Resolution Spherical
Grating Monochromator (SGM) 11ID-1 beamline at the Canadian Light Source (Regier
2007). A 45mm planar undulator source in combination with a high-energy 1700
line/mm grating was used to gather x-ray absorption spectra at incident photon energies
ranging from 1550-1650eV in steps of 0.100.25eV steps, with dwell times of 1-2s, and
an approximate energy resolution of 0.8eV. Samples were loaded into the chamber at
high-vacuum (10-7-10-9 torr nominal), and the reference flux incident on the sample was
monitored using a mesh detector. X-ray absorbance in the samples was monitored by the
detection of emission processes corresponding to the filling of the core holes after x-ray
excitation. Total electron yield (TEY) was monitored by the drain current into the
sample stage, while a micro-channel plate detector provided total fluorescence yield
(TFY) spectra. In addition, an energy-discriminating silicon-drift detector was also used
to simultaneously collect full x-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectra at each incident energy
with ~100eV resolution from 200-2000eV. The total emission signal detected at each
energy gives a TFY spectrum similar to the micro-channel plate detector, while
integration of the XRF signal over a narrower range of emission energies (e.g. the XRF
signal associated with the primary Al K emission or other inelastic emission peaks)
gives a partial fluorescence yield (PFLY) spectrum. PFLY spectral analysis can offer
advantages for reducing core-hole lifetime broadening effects in high-resolution
spectra[189], improved detection of dilute species[190], and mitigating self-absorption
effects in acquisition of bulk spectra[191].
Due to differences in escape depths for the electron vs. fluorescence emission
processes, there exists an inherent difference in the surface sensitivities of the different
detection modes, and this issue is clearly relevant to whether the proposed structural
alterations may be suitably detected. Generally, electron yield spectra tend to be quite
surface-sensitive due to their limited escaped depth, yielding information from the
topmost 5-10nm similar to XPS. TFY/PFLY spectra in contrast are considered more
bulk-sensitive, typically yielding emission from the top 0.51μm or more at normal
incidence. While TEY acquisition therefore offers a clear advantage for surface studies,
a significant source of interference can arise from sample charging effects in highlyinsulating samples. These effects can be difficult to compensate, and as a result, useful
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TEY data could not be obtained at this endstation for poled glass samples (but could be
successfully obtained for powdered reference compounds mounted on conductive carbon
tape). The surface sensitivity of FLY spectra can be improved, however, through the use
of angle-resolved measurements, particularly down to glancing angles of incidence. To
illustrate this point, an approximate calculation of x-ray attenuation length as a function
of incidence angle is shown in Figure 5-3, as calculated from the CXRO database3 using
the bulk composition of the Ba-BAS glass (density = 2.72 g/cm3[193]). At normal
incidence, the attenuation length in this energy range is approximately 2.1μm. However,
at glancing angles of 5°—the lowest practically achievable on this endstation—1/e
attenuation lengths measured normal to the surface are approximately 160nm near the
absorption edge. These depths corresponds to the point at which around 63% of the
incident intensity has been absorbed in its exponential decay from the surface; the 1/e2
depth at 5° is ~220nm, at which 86% of the incident intensity has been absorbed. For
modified surface layers on the order of 10-100nm, angle-resolved measurements down to
these angles of incidence can therefore offer an appreciable degree of signal from the
altered layer structure, with the caveat that some contribution from the underlying bulk
will always be present. For this study, the angles of incidence were varied between 90°
and 5°, where only the SDD detector had line-of-sight to the sample at all angles.

3

Database calculator available as a web resource through the Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory‐
Center for X‐ray Optics (CXRO), and derived from [192].
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appropriate detector angle geometries and assuming the bulk composition of the Ba-BAS
glass as the scattering matrix for all samples.
27

Al Magic-Angle Spinning Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (MAS-NMR)
measurements were performed in collaboration with Linda Thompson and Jon Stebbins
at the University of Stanford. The acquisition parameters for the studies were essentially
identical to those employed in their studies of small amounts of high-coordinated Al in
metaluminous and peraluminous calcium and potassium aluminosilicate glasses[196]. As
NMR is typically quite sensitive to these types of species, the NMR measurements were
pursued in an attempt to gain insight into the potential for change in Al coordination in
the poled layer. However, it is also recognized that NMR is virtually insensitive to
surfaces, and typically special means have to be devised in order to increase the surfacespecificity of the signal. We attempted this by poling ultra-thin 50µm stock of the same
glass at 600°C, 4kV, for 30 minutes, thus increasing the inherent surface-to-bulk ratio of
signal derived from Al in the sample. The thin glass was poled in series with a wider and
thicker segment of the same glass, under the assumption that the localized changes to the
anode is insensitive to the total thickness, in accord with many poling studies[38]. The
thin glass was subsequently separated from the support glass slide and crushed in a
mortar and pestle for NMR analysis. The 1D MAS-NMR spectra were collected at room
temperature with a Varian Unity/Inova spectrometer at a 14.1 T field, using a
Varian/Chemagnetics “T3” probe with 3.2 mm zirconia rotors spinning at 20 kHz,
referenced to aqueous Al(NO3)3. Spectra were acquired using a single pulse excitation
with pulse widths of about 0.2 µs, corresponding to about 30° radio frequency tip angles
in the solid. Delays of 0.1 s were used between pulses to optimize the signal-to-noise
ratio. Multiple delay times were evaluated, but there was no differential relaxation
observed among signals that might indicate the presence of phase separation. Estimates
of aluminum speciation were performed by peak fitting with a Czsimple model using the
software package DMfit[197], where the spectra were fit with three peaks representing
Al[4], Al[5], and Al[6] coordination states. The background signal was not subtracted
from the glass spectra as the size and position of the small Al[6] peaks in the spectra were
wholly consistent with rotor background[196].
Additional evaluations of poled surfaces included assessments of surface
morphology by means of optical profilometry (Wyko NT1100; Veeco) in phase-shifting
interferometry mode. Selects samples were also evaluated in cross-section in a polarizing
microscope (Olympus BX60) at 50X magnification, with the sample placed in an
immersion cell and monochlorobenzene used as an index-matching fluid to minimize
interference from surface reflections. A tilt stage was used to optimally align the thin
surface layer parallel to the optic axis of the microscope, and a Babinet-Soleil-type
compensator was used to assess the amount of optical retardation present due to
birefringence in the poled sample. Attributed to tensile stresses associated with the poled
layer, the magnitude of the stress could be estimated assuming the stress-optic coefficient
specified for the bulk glass (3.2nm/mm-MPa[193]).
Finally, as a check for
ordering/crystallization in the poled layer, glancing-angle XRD measurements were also
performed, though all efforts indicated the surface layer to still be amorphous. Direct
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TEM analysis of cross-sections could provide further confirmation, though analyses of
such electrolyzed layers in anodically-bonded glasses consistently show no evidence of
crystallization, either with glass of very comparable composition to this study[133], or in
other silicates[56].

5.4. RESULTS
5.4.1. SURFACE COMPOSITIONAL MODIFICATION CORRELATED
OXIDATION

TO

ANODIC

The first step in substantiating the proposed hypotheses is by direct evaluation of
the poled anode surfaces for evidence of large-scale depletion of network-modifier—in
this glass, the primary modifier being Ba2+. Plotted in Figure 5-4 is the surface
concentration of Ba on the anode-side surfaces as a function of poling temperature for
glass samples poled with Pt film electrodes. This data is overlaid with the dependence of
the second-order nonlinear coefficient on the same samples, as reported in Chapter 3
from quantitative Maker fringe analysis. Examination of the figure shows that χ(2) in the
poled samples is maximized at approximately 450°C, and the Ba concentration is
essentially constant and equivalent to the as-received surface on thermal poling up to this
temperature. At these temperatures, rather, an accumulation of Na was detected on the
cathode surface, which indicated that Na was the primary mobile species responsible for
second-order nonlinear (SON) activity. However, if the poling temperature is increased,
the concentration of Ba at the anode surface begins to decrease for temperatures above
450°C. Thus, the activated drift of Ba in this system correlates well with the decrease in
χ(2), the latter of which is generally attributed to the blocking condition being
compromised at the anode and the subsequent compensation of charge in the network.
The barium concentration continues to decrease in a systematic fashion with higher
poling temperatures, and for poling up to 600°C—just below the strain point for this glass
at 627°C—a minimum value of ~0.2atom% Ba is observed at the surface. The strength
of the effect is notable, as barium is a very large, divalent alkaline-earth cation with very
low mobility. The increasing extent of modifier depletion with poling temperature
accords well with the hypothesis of a process window at temperatures beyond the peak in
χ(2), but below Tg, that should exhibit a shift to the electrolytic mechanism. With the use
of suitable blocking electrodes, similar effects are expected to occur in other poled glass
systems that show a drop in χ(2) on poling at high temperature. For example, we have
observed similar effects of alkaline-earth migration on high-temperature poling of sodalime float glass, and which has been corroborated in the literature[137, 138].
For the data in Figure 5-4, we also plot for comparison the surface composition of
a no-voltage control sample. This sample was similarly press-contacted with a Pt film
electrode and identically heat-treated in vacuum, the only difference being the absence of
an applied voltage. Subsequent XPS analysis shows that the surface Ba concentration
matches that of as-received glass—a result which indicates that the induced effects are
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O

Surface composition by XPS (atom%)
Si
B
Al
Ba

F

65.1

20.8

5.7

5.3

3.1

—

Vacuum H.T.
(in contact with Pt film)

64.4

21.1

6.1

5.3

3.1

—

Reducing H.T.2

64.6

21.9

5.3

5.3

2.9

—

Reducing H.T.2
plus Vacuum H.T.1
(in contact with Pt/Si)

64.6

22.1

5.1

5.4

2.9

—

Poled3, 400°C

65.1

21.1

5.8

5.0

3.0

—

Poled, 450°C

65.1

20.3

6.1

5.1

3.0

0.3

Poled, 500°C

63.4

21.0

6.2

5.2

2.0

2.3

Poled, 550°C

63.2

21.6

7.2

4.6

0.7

2.8

Poled, 600°C

62.9

21.6

7.6

4.2

0.2

3.5

As-Received
1

1

2-

‐6

-Heat-treated at 600±C in 0.5-3x 10 torr for 2 hours
Heat-treated in forming gas (5%H2/95%N2) at strain point (627±C) for 2 hours
3
- Poled with Pt film electrodes at 4kV for 30 minutes

Table 5-1: Surface composition as a function of temperature for various treatments, including samples
poled with Pt film electrodes at different temperatures.

Summarized in Table 5-1 are the surface composition results for the poled
samples, where it is shown that, in addition to the decrease in Ba, the XPS spectra also
showed an accumulation of fluorine at the anodic surface. The native F concentration in
this glass is estimated at <500ppm-wt according to best estimates from electron
microprobe analyses of the bulk glass, and its distinct trend with poling temperature
indicates its migration to the anode was likewise induced by the poling process. The role
of fluorine in silicate and aluminosilicate networks is clearly anionic in nature, and has
generally been interpreted in terms of network depolymerization via the replacement of
bridging oxygen bonds, schematically similar to the way water enters silicate glass
network by the replacement of bridging oxygen bonds with OH- [198]. The migration of
F- anions has also been previously recognized in certain halide-rich glasses lacking
mobile alkali[88, 89]. Thus, its migration and accumulation at the anode provides clear
substantiation for anionic transport from sites within the network at high poling
temperatures. However, more germane to our hypothesis is whether oxygen anions are
similarly transported from sites with the glass network to the anodic interface during the
poling process. Evidence for this is found in examination of the Pt film electrode surface
after its removal from the glass. As exemplified in the inset of Figure 5-5, it was
observed that the originally-pristine metal surface took on a whitish, corroded appearance
in the regions in contact with the glass during the poling process; all other regions not in
contact with the glass retained the original metallic appearance of the Pt film. The
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apparent severity of the corrosion increased with increasing poling temperature.
Subsequent analysis of the electrode surface by Raman spectroscopy confirmed the
nature of the interfacial modification as being due to oxidation of Pt during poling, as
summarized in Figure 5-5. Platinum metal shows no first-order Raman vibrations, thus
the as-deposited Pt film exhibits a featureless spectrum (Figure 5-5a) which is shown to
be unaffected by heat-treatment alone at 600°C (Figure 5-5b). Used as a poling
electrode, regions of the film not in contact with the glass were similarly unaltered by
heat-treatment (Figure 5-5c), while the region in contact with the glass during poling—
and exhibiting the corroded appearance—showed a strong series of sharp peaks in the
300-800cm-1 region. The inset of Figure 5-5 unambiguously assigns the peaks to a
platinum oxide phase, identified by Graham as Pt5O6 [199]. Thus, we have identified
evidence for both an electrolyzed, modifier-free layer on the glass surface and an
interfacial oxide layer on the Pt electrode, the latter of which is clearly indicative of
oxygen migrating out of the glass during the high-voltage poling process. As to the
source of oxygen—e.g. anionic sites within the network, or otherwise—this topic will be
revisited further in the ensuing sections.
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Figure 5-5: Raman specttra of surface of
o Pt film elecctrode surfacess (a) as-deposiited, (b) vacuuum
d at 600°C for 1 hour, and (c,d) after use as press-contact electrode aat 600°C, wheere
heat-treated
(c) is a regio
on that was no
ot in contact with
w the glass [[see image] annd (d) is in thee poled/corrodded
region in co
ontact with thee glass. (Inset)) High-resoluttion scan of thhe spectrum inn (d), identifyiing
the phase ass Pt5O6[199].

ven more draamatic exam
mple of bariuum depletionn and concom
mitant interffacial
An ev
xidation is observed
o
witth the use off an alternatte electrode material thaat is more reeadily
ox
ox
xidized—specifically, PtSi
P
electrodes. Summ
marized in Figure 5-66(a) is a Raman
an
nalysis of th
he poling intterface simillar to the daata shown foor the Pt film
m electrodess, i.e.
Raman
R
spectrra collected from the su
urface of the electrode affter its use aas a press-coontact
poling electro
ode and subssequent sepaaration from
m the glass. The series oof Raman sppectra
sh
how that thee Pt/Si film--on-substratee stack sponntaneously coonverts to a PtSi film inn-situ
with
w the therm
mal treatmen
nt that takes place duringg poling at 6600°C[200]. This conveersion
taakes place irrrespective of
o an applieed voltage oor contact w
with the glasss, and is a wellkn
nown alloying reaction expected un
nder inert atm
mospheres aat this tempeerature[201, 202].
PtSi is thus the actuall electrode material inn these expperiments, aand to maiintain
ex
xperimental consistency
y, all poling experiments
e
s using this eelectrode weere conductedd at a
fiixed poling temperature
t
of 600°C. The subsequuent anodic oxidation off these electrrodes
iss summarizeed in the XPS
X
data off Figure 5-66(b), and prrovides simiilar evidencce for
ox
xygen comiing from thee glass durin
ng poling. In the regioon in contacct with the glass
du
uring poling
g, the much greater O 1ss peak indicaates a substaantial uptakee of oxygen from
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th
he glass as a result of the poling prrocess, whille the Si 2s and 2p peaaks both shoow an
in
ncrease in hiigher bindin
ng energy peeak structuree at +2eV wiith respect tto the peaks from
th
he substratee—findings consistent with
w
oxidattion of the PtSi phasee to SiO2 aat the
in
nterface. Ou
utside of thee region con
ntacting the glass, the S
SiO2-related peaks are m
much
lo
ower but still present, an
nd can be atttributed to soome degree of native oxxidation of PttSi to
SiO2 in ambieent air prior to XPS anallysis.
(a)

(b)

Figure 5-6:: Analyses of
o PtSi electrrode surfacess. (a) Series of Raman spectra show
wing
spontaneous conversion to
o the PtSi phasse on vacuum heat-treatmennt at 600°C, w
with or withoutt an
g
Thus, PtSi is the electrode maaterial. (b) X
XPS
applied voltaage, or contaact with the glass.
evaluation off electrode surrface after polling, and com
mpared to as-prrepared Pt/Si stack (i.e. Pt) for
reference. Although
A
all regions
r
of thee electrode weere converted to PtSi (see Pt 4f peaks), the
region in con
ntact with the glass during poling
p
shows a marked incrrease in the O 1s peak, as w
well
as an increase in higher binding
b
energ
gy peak structture of Si 2p and 2s peakss consistent w
with
xidation of thee PtSi phase to
o SiO2.
interfacial ox
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XPS depth
d
profilee studies of the
t Ba-BAS glass surfacces poled witth PtSi electrrodes
d in Figure 5-9.
5
Similar to the Pt fillm electrodees, poling at 600°C withh PtSi
arre presented
ellectrodes led
d to a near-zzero surface Ba concentrration, as weell as an accuumulation of F at
th
he anodic su
urface and ox
xidation of the
t PtSi elecctrode consiistent with thhe electrolyssis of
th
he network. However, trreatment witth this electrrode differedd in a few nooteworthy asspects
frrom the Pt fiilm electrodees:


As thee PtSi oxidizzed, the resu
ultant SiO2 laayer developped at the innterface was more
strong
gly bonded to the glass surface
s
than the PtSi eleectrode. As a result, the SiO2
interfaacial layer detached
d
from
m the electroode rather thhan the glass upon separaation.
This situation
s
is illlustrated sch
hematically in Figure 5--7, and was ccorroboratedd by a
step-in
ncrease in thickness
t
on
n the anodicc glass surfaace at the eddge of the ppoled
region
n (Figure 5-8
8). A match
hing depresssion was fouund on the eelectrode surrface,
with some
s
residuaal SiO2 also left behind (see XPS of used PtSi surface in F
Figure
5-6(b))). In the co
orresponding
g depth proffiles of the aanode side gglass surfacee, this
layer manifests ass a thin SiO2-rich “skin”” on the glasss surface thhat was not a part
of the original glaass. The app
proximate thhicknesses off the SiO2 skkin was estim
mated
from the
t depth at 50% of thee peak value , and were iin the range of 5-20nm. The
estimaated thickness values weere used to ooffset the deppth profiles ffor the remaaining
elemeents in the glass,
g
effectively aligninng the originnal glass surrfaces at zerro, as
shown
n in Figure 5-9.
5
The co--alignment oof the other eelements in tthe offset proofiles
indicaates this metthodology is sound, as w
we presume ttrivalent eleements like B and
Al to be
b essentiallly immobile.

Figure 5-7: Schematic
S
of anodic oxidaation of Ba-B AS glass withh PtSi electroode. (a) Electtrode
geometry prio
or to poling (see Figure 5-1); (b) Forrmation of S
SiO2-rich interfacial oxide and
electrolyzed glass
g
layers du
uring poling; (c)
( Detachmennt of oxide layyer with glasss, yielding a S
SiO2rich
r
“skin” within the poled
d region of th
he anode-side glass surface,, with a depression and resiidual
n PtSi surface..
oxide layer on
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Figure 5-8:: Optical proffilometer heig
ght image of ppoled glass suurface, anode side, at edge of
poled region
n (schematic shown
s
above, see Figure 5-77), corroboratiing increased thickness duee to
SiO2-rich in
nterfacial layerr (Dz = +28nm
m)



m depletion depths weree much thickker with PtSi than with P
Pt film electrrodes
Barium
under the same co
onditions, an
nd in most caases substanntially exceeded the thickkness
of thee SiO2 layer. Due to thee well-knownn knock-in eeffect that diistorts the spputter
profilee of alkalin
ne-earth elem
ments in glaass[203, 2044], elementss like Ba wiill be
preferrentially retaained at thee surface duuring sputtering and thherefore show an
artificcial increase in concentraation with ddepth until spputter equilibbrium is reaached.
By itsself, this shou
uld not be in
nterpreted ass a depleted layer, as thee enrichmentt with
depth may also be
b observed in the profiiles of vacuuum fracture surfaces (F
Figure
5-9). However, the poled anode
a
surfacces all show
w similar prrofiles shifted to
deeper depths, con
nsistent with
h a genuine depletion laayer. We appply an estim
mation
of thee layer thick
kness, again based on thhe point at w
which the noormalized prrofile
crossees the 50% value, but which
w
also hhappens to bbe very close to the suurface
concentration for the as-receiived and vaccuum fractur
ure surfaces pprior to knoock-in
enrich
hment. The results indiicate Ba deppletion layerrs in the rannge of 10-1220nm,
and varying as a strong functtion of polinng voltage. The layer thhickness datta for
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the PtSi-poled samples are summarized in Figure 5-10, and shows an
approximately quadratic dependence on poling voltage.
It may also be noted in Figure 5-9 that there is no overt evidence for a reduced O
concentration in the oxygen profiles for the poled anode layer. However, these data must
be interpreted with caution, and should not be read as a conclusive indication that anion
migration is not occurring since the O profiles are likely subject to distortions from
sputter-profiling and/or matrix effects. Such distortions are common for sputtering
multicomponent glasses and complex oxides[204-206], often inhibiting direct
interpretation of small shifts in measured relative concentrations, especially against a
large background concentration (~3-4atom% oxygen anions vs. ~63atom%O
background). In Figure 5-9, matrix-induced distortions in the depth profiles seem to
similarly extend to the data for B and Al. These trivalent species are strongly entrained
within the glass structure, and should have negligible ability to migrate within the
network. However, all of the sputter depth profiles show a “hump” in the profile
correlated to the width of the barium depletion layer. This is almost certainly not an
accurate reflection of the concentration of these species in the poled layer, but much more
likely speaks to an altered structural role for B and Al in the modified layer matrix.
Similar distortive effects are also evident in the SIMS profiles presented later in this
section, and are inherent issues in the quantification of sputter depth profiles. For
accurate profiling of oxygen circumventing sputter- and matrix-induced effects,
alternative techniques usually must be sought (e.g. resonant RBS [65, 66]), and might
present an informative follow-up study.
Depth profiles for all of the electrode materials under equivalent poling conditions
are compared in Figure 5-11, which also includes a profile for a sample poled with a
graphite electrode. Unlike the other electrode materials, samples poled with graphite
showed minimal evidence of barium depletion at 600°C, and the graphite electrodes
showed no evidence of surface oxidation by XPS. Thus, a qualitative correlation is
clearly established between the thickness of the Ba depletion layer and the resistance of
the electrode to oxidation.
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Figure 5-9: XPS sputter depth profiles of poled glass surfaces (anode side), poled with PtSi anodes,at
varying applied voltages (600±C, 30min.). The profiles are offset in the x-axis to align the “original”
surfaces to a depth of zero per the Si profile, in accord with the formation of a SiO2-rich overlayer at the
anodic interface (see text). Data are given in raw atom percent except for Ba, which was normalized to
the sputter equilibrium value.
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Figure 5-10
0: Quadratic dependence of
o layer thicknnesses on poliing voltage (laayer thicknessses
estimated frrom XPS depth
h profiles as described
d
in thhe text)

Figure 5-11
1: Comparison of Ba depth
h profiles for series of diff
fferent electrodde materials, all
poled at 600°C for 30 minutes
m
at the indicated volltage. Data aare normalizedd to the sputterequilibrium value to facilitate comparisson.
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An important question in regard to this work is the possibility for alternate
sources of oxygen from the glass that might serve to spontaneously oxidize the electrodes
and could alternatively explain the observed interfacial oxidation. Although we did not
observe any such spontaneous redox effects in the absence of an applied poling voltage in
control samples (see Figure 5-4), it is relevant to our hypothesis to provide additional
confirmation of whether such effects have a role in the observed modifications. For
example, this glass contains a small percentage of arsenic as a chemical fining agent in
the elimination of seeds (bubbles) from the glass in the manufacturing process. Such
variable-valence species are capable of being a substantial source of oxygen via the
reduction reaction As(5+)2O5 → As(3+)2O3 + O2. It has also been proposed that such redox
reactions can induce spontaneous inward diffusion of modifier species, purportedly even
low-mobility alkaline-earth species[207].
A test for the contribution of such spontaneous redox reactions was pursued by
heat-treatment in a strongly reducing atmosphere of forming gas (5%H2/95%N2) at the
strain point for 2 hours. Such a reducing atmosphere would be expected to shift the nearsurface equilibrium of the glass strongly toward the reduced (As3+) oxidation state. The
attendant liberation of free oxygen from the glass in the surface region can not only test
the effect of this redox ration on the surface Ba concentration, but would in theory
preclude its ability to participate in subsequent thermochemical reactions at a metal-glass
interface. We therefore list in Table 5-1 surface compositions for glass samples subjected
to (1) such a reducing heat-treatment in forming gas, and (2) a reduced sample that was
subsequently heat-treated in contact with a Pt/Si electrode at 600°C for 2 hours. Within a
presumed 10% error of XPS quantification, no discernible effect of such heat-treatments
on surface composition was observed, and no effect on the electrode was observed.
Another important compositional verification required to validate the idea of
electrolytic alteration is the role of cations like H+/H3O+ in the poled layer. Such species
can serve to alternatively compensate the structure in the absence of virtually all other
modifiers, and could arise from either injection at the anode surface or even from the
electrolysis of bulk water within the glass structure, as proposed in the literature
(e.g.[133]). The bulk water content in this glass is approximately 1400ppm-mol H2O
based on infrared transmission measurements and using the practical extinction
coefficient reported by Illievski[208].
To address this possibility, we show in Figure 5-12 the hydrogen SIMS depth
profile results for samples of both an as-received control and a poled anode surface. The
poled sample in this case was chosen to produce a relatively thick, ~60nm modifierdepleted layer (PtSi electrode, 600°C, 4kV), but likewise also possessed a thin SiO2-rich
“skin” as shown in previous data. The profiles show that both as-received and poled
glasses start with a high concentration of H on profiling inward from the surface. This
feature is attributable to water adsorbed to the surface of the samples at the start of the
SIMS measurement. At the greatest depths, a steady-state value of ~2000-3000 ppm-at H
is found in both poled and control samples. This level agrees well with the bulk water
content determined from IR absorbance (1400ppm-mol H2O → ~2800ppm-at H as OH-),
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crross-validatiing the SIM
MS quantification. Att intermediaate depths, the poled glass
saamples exhib
bit a discern
nible subsurfface peak inn the profile,, indicating a certain am
mount
of “excess” H present in the
t poled an
node surface.. In order too provide a bbetter quantittative
acccount of this feature, we
w show in Figure
F
5-12 aan overlay oof the profilees—a view w
which
highlights thee very similaar shapes at the beginninng and end of the profilles attributabble to
su
urface hydraation and th
he bulk wateer content, aand both of which mayy be construed as
background contributions
c
s. We therefore determiine a ∆H diffference proofile to isolatte the
“eexcess” H present
p
in the
t poled laayer, and w
which wouldd be directlyy relevant too the
discussion off H participaating in the Ba-depletedd glass struccture follow
wing poling. The
reesults of thiss subtraction
n are shown
n at the botttom of Figurre 5-13, alongside the S
SIMS
data for the other elemeents in the glass.
g
The SIMS profilles for the rremaining gglassy
ellements acco
ords well with the XPS profiles alrready shownn, noting a S
SiO2-rich layyer as
well
w as a surfface layer deepleted of viirtually all B
Ba. For quallitative compparison to thhe asreeceived proffiles, the x-aaxes are offfset in the ssame manneer as Figure 5-9 to aliggn the
orriginal glasss surfaces to zero.

Figure 5-12
2: SIMS depth
h profiles for hydrogen
h
on ppoled anode suurface (PtSi electrode, 600°°C,
4kV, 30min
n.), compared to as-received
d control, alonng with schem
matics of anodde layer structuure
(see Figure 5-7). An ov
verlay of the profiles
p
highliights the simiilar backgrounnd contributioons
o surface hydrration and bu
ulk water conttent, the diffeerence profile being shown in
attributed to
Figure 5-13.

∆ profile fo
or the poled glass surfac e shows a sm
mall accumuulation withiin the
The ∆H
Ba-depleted
B
layer,
l
and ju
ust below thee approximaate location of the originnal glass surrface.
Thus,
T
H doess have a detectable presence in thee poled layeer. Howeveer, due to thhe +2
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oxidation state of barium, it may be noted that monovalent H+ would have to accumulate
to, at minimum, double the bulk concentration of Ba2+ to provide structural charge
balance in this layer (or to even greater concentrations if species such as H3O+ is
presupposed). What is instead observed is a rather modest concentration of H, peaking at
~1.5 atom% at a depth 10nm below the original surface. Even allotting for ~10% relative
error in the quantification routine, these findings suggest an insufficient concentration of
protonated species to “offset” the charge deficit created by the exodus of barium from the
depletion region. In addition to the low peak concentration, it may be further noted that
the concentration drops rapidly with depth, and approaches zero at a depth of ~40nm. At
this same depth, Ba is still depleted to less than 1 atom%, as may be roughly inferred
from the XPS and SIMS profiles. Thus, even the excess H that is present does not
account for the entire depth of the depletion region either (estimated at 60-70nm).
There were also no other cationic species identified in either XPS or SIMS analyses to
provide a comparable modifier role in the glass structure, and SIMS analysis further
confirmed the near-complete depletion of Na from the anodic surface region as well. The
result is an anodic layer composed of essentially only the network-forming species, B2O3Al2O3-SiO2, presumably in the same ratios as the parent glass.
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Figure 5-13
3: (top) SIMS
S depth profille of poled annode surface (PtSi electrodde, 600°C, 4kkV,
30min.), co
ompared to as-received con
ntrol (dotted liine), with proofiles offset too approximateely
align origin
nal glass surffaces. (botto
om) Subtractinng backgrounnd contributioons, a hydroggen
difference (∆
∆H) profile is plotted for th
he poled anodee surface.
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5.4.1. STRUCTURE OF MODIFIED GLASS SURFACE LAYERS

5.4.1.1. Vibrational spectroscopy of poled surfaces
With this section, vibrational spectroscopy results are presented to evaluate the
magnitude of structural alteration and, to the best extent possible, provide a sound
structural basis for the observed changes in spectra. It is helpful to keep in mind
throughout the following analysis that the modified layers were all “optically thin” with
respect to anticipated information depth of infrared measurements—typically considered
as 0.5-2µm depending on the absorptivity at a given wavelength—and so some
convolution of signal from the layer with the underlying bulk must be anticipated. To
facilitate this analysis, we focus on glasses poled with PtSi electrodes at 600°C, as these
samples possessed the thickest modified layers and therefore offered the greatest
opportunity for structural interrogation. Moreover, although spectra are displayed as a
function of poling voltage, this should be more appropriately interpreted as a function of
layer thickness. From the XPS profiles, it is clear that the altered layers have an
approximately constant, Ba-depleted composition of virtually only network-forming
elements. We therefore assume a correspondingly consistent infrared spectrum for the
altered layer, with the observed changes in IR spectra attributed to the increasing
contribution of signal from the altered layer relative to the underlying bulk (as opposed to
a glass structure in the poled layer that is evolving with voltage).
Plotted in Figure 5-14 is the infrared reflectance spectrum for the as-received BaBAS glass in comparison with anode-side surfaces of the poled at various voltages in the
range of 1600-580cm-1. This mid-IR spectral region contains a number of strong
absorption bands associated with the glass structure, resulting in corresponding peaks in
the reflectance spectrum. Interpretation of vibrational spectra generally proceeds from
left to right, proceeding from high-to-low wavenumber (i.e. high-to-low vibrational
frequency). Beginning with the as-received glass, there is peak structure in the range of
1300-1500cm-1 that is generally assigned to O-B-O stretches for boron-related species
within the silicate network. At lower wavenumber, a large, broad reflectance signal from
1000-1100cm-1 with its peak at ~1075cm-1 is observed, with a complex shape and a
shoulder on the low wavenumber side. Peaks at these frequencies are generally ascribed
to symmetric and asymmetric stretches of bridged T-O-T species (T: tetrahedral Si, B or
Al) [186, 198, 209]. Peaks associated with non-bridging Qn species on Si generally also
appear in this region, albeit shifted to slightly lower wavenumber (~950-1000cm-1 in
silicates), though very few NBO are anticipated in the parent glass. There is also a peak
that appears near 775-800cm-1, which is assigned primarily to the cage motion of T-O
about bridged oxygens[198, 209]. As both Al and Si have similar mass, the resonance
frequencies of T-O-T and T-O vibrations reside in the same spectral region. Thus, the
spectral bands in this glass will primarily reflect the structure of [SiO4] tetrahedra due to
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itts SiO2-rich composition
n (64mol%S
SiO2), but suubtly modifieed by the brroad Al-O reelated
modes
m
also present in the glass[20
09]. Peakss at lower frequenciess (<700cm-1) are
generally asssigned to bending vibrattional modees, particularrly the motiion of oxyggen in
brridged T-O--T bonds[210]. Assignm
ments of sppecific band structures bbeyond the bbroad
su
ummary preesented abov
ve is generaally challengging in multticomponentt, multi-netw
workfo
ormer glasses due to
t their in
nherent strructural com
mplexity aand overlapp of
in
nhomogeneo
ously-broadeened modes.

Figure 5-14: (a) FTIR refleectance spectrra in the 1600--600cm-1 rangge for the anodde side surfacees of
poled Ba-BAS
S samples at different polin
ng voltages (P
PtSi electrodees, 600±C, 30m
min.). Spectraa are
normalized an
nd offset for cllarity. (b) Shiift in primary peak position as a function of poling volttage.
(c) Magnified
d view of shiftt in rocking peeak vibration aat ~800cm-1.

Evalu
uation of Fig
gure 5-14 ind
dicates a proonounced chhange in the IR spectra aat the
an
nodic surfacce due to thee poling pro
ocess. Mostt immediatelly evident inn the spectraa is a
sh
hift to higheer wavenumb
ber and sharrpening of thhe primary aabsorption ppeak in the 110001150cm-1 ran
nge, along with
w a deepen
ning separattion with an (apparent) shoulder/peaak on
th
he lower waavenumber side at ~95
50cm-1. Ass pointed ouut in Refs.[[211, 212], such
variations in spectra com
me about from
m complex rreflectivity iin “opticallyy thin” layerr/bulk
sy
ystems. Qu
ualitatively, however,
h
th
he spectral cchanges are similar to thhose observved in
leeached/corro
oded surfacee layers in silicates
s
as iits becomes modifier-depleted/SiO2-rich
an
nd the Si-O spectral sign
natures shift to resemblee vibrations oof tetrahedraa within the ffully-
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polymerized network
n
of fused
f
silica (~1122
(
cm-1 ). The magnnitude of thee peakshift inn this
caase of the po
oled glass iss relatively large—appro
l
oximately 20cm-1 at 6kV
V (~120nm--thick
laayer), as sho
own in Figurre 5-15—and
d is consistennt with the vvery markedd cation deplletion
att the anode.

Fig
gure 5-15: Ap
pparent shift in primary Si -O peak posittion as a funcction of
lay
yer thickness.

The sp
pectra in Fig
gure 5-14 alsso exhibit a notable channge in the hhigh-frequenccy B-1
O peak structture between
n 1500 and 1250cm
1
froom the polingg process. IIn the as-received
glass, the vib
brational strructure is cllearly compposed of at least 2 com
mponents, w
with a
-1
-1
reeflectance peeak located at
a ~1373 cm
m and a shooulder at ~12290cm . Wiith the increeasing
in
nfluence of the
t poled lay
yer, there is a substantiall change in thhe ratio of thhe 2 componnents,
with
w the high
her-frequenccy componeent becomingg increasinggly promineent and the latter
co
omponent sttaying rough
hly constant.. To furtherr evaluate thhis spectral trrend, it is heelpful
to
o additionallly consider the reflectaance spectraa obtained ffrom the caathode surfacce of
poled samplees. At this surface, XPS
X
analysess indicated an enrichm
ment of moddifier,
in
ncluding botth Ba and Na,
N with the use of an iion-blockingg Pt film catthode. Thuss, the
saame initial parent
p
structu
ure might bee anticipatedd to exhibit a reverse treend if modiffier is
in
nduced to acccumulate and enter thee glass struccture. The rreflectance sspectra from
m this
an
nalysis are summarized in Figure 5-16. As show
wn in these sspectra, as (11) the primarry SiO peak shiftss to lower wavenumber
w
and broadenns, attributabble to the foormation of NBO
an
nd depolymeerized Q3, Q2 species in
n the silicate network; annd (2) the B--O peak struucture
(iinset of Figu
ure 5-16) sho
ows a reductiion in the raatio of the higgh vs. lowerr frequency ppeaks
in
n opposition to the trend on the anod
de side.
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The implications of changes in these vibrational modes can be inferred from
studies of analogous systems, including alkaline-earth borates and aluminoborates.
Infrared spectral studies of binary borates assign the features at these frequencies to
stretches in triangular borate units, including B-O stretch in [BO3], as well as, at higher
modifier contents, B-O- stretches in for a NBO on trigonal B[3] units [186, 213, 214].
The B[4] fraction could be quantified by comparing the integrated intensity of the entire
[BO3] peak structure with that of [BO4]- modes at lower frequencies (800-1150 cm-1)
[186]; unfortunately, however, the latter modes are not directly discernible in this glass
due to the overlap with modes from Si and Al tetrahedra, precluding a similar direct
analysis of B[4] → B[3] conversion. However, a study of infrared spectral features by
Strzelecki in very comparable barium boroaluminosilicates showed a notable correlation
between the intensity of the B[3] peak and the B[4] fraction[179]. In that study, the BaO
concentration was varied while keeping all of the remaining network-formers in the same
ratio—a situation consonant with the depletion of Ba (and O) in the poled anode layer. In
the lowest BaO content glass, NMR confirmed the B[4] fraction was reduced
significantly to ~20%, with a prominent increase in the intensity of the high-frequency
[BO3] peak structure consequently observed, indicating a potentially useful intensity
correlation. Polyakova has studied similar trends in the Raman spectra of barium
aluminoborates, noting a very strong correlation between the intensity of the 14001450cm-1 band with the B[4] fraction at several different Al/B ratios[215]. Thus, despite
our inability to directly observe/quantify peaks related to the B[4] in the spectra, these
studies substantiate an interpretation that the single-peak intensity is correlated to the
relative concentration of [BO3] versus [BO4]-. While the nature of this assignment is
inherently tentative, the observed spectral trends agree well with this assignment: at the
Ba-depleted anode side, the peak intensity increases, which would signify a relative
increase in [BO3] concentration, while the opposite trend is observed at the modifierenriched cathode side.
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Figure
F
5-16: Changes in normalized
n
in
nfrared reflecttance spectra for anode-sidde surface—w
where
modifier
m
is strongly
s
depleeted—versus cathode-side surface—whhere modifierss Ba and Naa are
strongly
s
enricched. (Inset)) Magnified view of refleectance data in the 1500--1250 cm-1 rrange
associated
a
witth B-O stretch
hes.

ning to Figu
ure 5-14(c), an additionaal comment on the spectra may be nnoted
Return
in
n the broadeening and shift
s
toward
d higher freqquency of tthe peak located initiallly at
-1
~775cm
~
in the as-receeived glass. This peaak evolutionn has been associated with
in
ncreased bond strain and
a
porosity
y in silica nnetworks[216], and im
mplies incom
mplete
sttructural relaaxation in th
he modified
d surface layyer during suub-Tg polingg, resulting in an
ellevated level of bond strrain and freee volume in the networkk with the exxtensive deplletion
of barium. Qualitative corroboratio
on is foundd upon polaariscopic exaamination oof the
saamples. In Figure 5-17
7 is shown a cross-sectiional image from a reprresentative ppoled
saample (Vpolee= 4kV) in a polarizing microscope.. Inspected this way, sttrain in the ppoled
laayer will maanifest as a residual strress in the pplane of thee surface, leeading to opptical
birefringence via the ph
hotoelastic effect.
e
Thee purple huue in the im
mage arises from
in
nspection in series with a full-wave tint plate, w
which allow
ws for discrim
mination bettween
teensile and co
ompressive stress statess. The appaarent stress ssense near thhe anode layyer is
teensile in naature, which is verifieed by the change in sense (yelllow/additivve ↔
blue/subtractiive) on 90° rotation of the sample with respecct to the fulll-wave platee axis
(F
Figure 5-17aa vs. Figure 5-17b). Due
D to the nnanoscale thiickness of thhe altered laayers,
th
his examinattion can only
y be taken ass an indirect evaluation oof the stress state in the ppoled
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laayer. Howeever, the fact that differeential strainn is apparentt and localizzed to the annodic
su
urface layer where bariu
um is depletted from thee glass struccture does suupport the aabove
in
nterpretation
n of the infraared spectrum
m. Using thhe stress-opttical coefficient specifieed for
th
he bulk glasss, the stresss magnitudee of the imaage may be roughly esttimated at 8MPa,
which
w
is relaatively modeest and is ag
gain consisttent with parrtial relaxatiion at the ppoling
teemperature.

Figure 5-17: Polarized
P
micrroscopy imag
ges of poled B
Ba-BAS glass cross-sectionns. Sample suurface
w axis—in booth cases indicating
orriented (a) paarallel and (b)) perpendicullar to full-wavve plate slow
teensile stress in
n the surface pllane.

s
in th
he higher-freequency regiion from 40000-1500cm
m-1 for
The reflectance spectra
th
he same sam
mples shown
n in Figure 5-18(a). Inn terms of thhe major coomponents oof the
glass structurre, this specctral region is largely ttransparent tto infrared light. Thuss, the
reeflectance sp
pectrum maanifests a cu
urve more sttrongly dicttated by thee real part oof the
reefractive ind
dex (i.e. norm
mal dispersiion) at infraared wavelenngths. How
wever, there are a
feew pointed observationss to be mad
de for this rregion as weell. First, thhere is a geeneral
decrease in th
he relative reflectivity
r
of
o the surfacces with poliing voltage, which denootes a
reeduction in the
t real part of the refracctive index inn this regionn for the modified layer. The
in
ndex reduction is easily understood based on thhe depletion of the highlly polarizable Ba
io
on from thee surface lay
yer. Secon
nd, the 36000-3300cm-1 location is where hyddroxyl
sp
pecies will exhibit
e
the most
m
promin
nent absorpttion peaks.
While suuch peaks arre not
detected in any
a of the reeflectance sp
pectra, in F
Figure 5-18(bb), we show
w the absorbbance
sp
pectra for th
he glass as determined
d
by
b attenuated-total refleectance (ATR
R) measurem
ments
with
w a diamond ATR acccessory. Theese spectra aappear to exxhibit an impproved sensiitivity
ov
ver the reflectance meaasurements for these abbsorption peeaks, where OH stretchhes at
3500 cm-1 arre detected in
i both as-rreceived andd poled surffaces. Exam
mination of these
pectra indicaate virtually no increasee in the OH stretches foor the thinneest poled layyer at
sp
2k
kV, while th
here is a modest but con
nstant increaase in intensiity of the OH
H band for tthe 4,
5, and 6 kV surfaces. In
n general, OH
O vibrationns in silicatee glasses wiill depend on the
hy
ydrogen-bon
nding enviro
onment, with
h peaks occuurring near 33570cm-1 (22.8µm), 27700cm-1
-1
(3
3.6µm) and 2325cm (4.3µm), reespectively associated with nearlyy-“free”, weeaklybound, and strongly-bou
s
und hydroxy
yl species[2 17]. Howeever, these sspecies geneerally
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occur in proportion for fixed composition and low total water content5, allowing the bulk
water concentration to be determined from IR transmission measurements using simply
the peak absorbance of the free hydroxyl peak (3575cm-1 in this glass) and an appropriate
“practical” molar extinction coefficient[208]. The results of this “single-band” method
indicated a bulk water concentration of 1400ppm-mol H2O, or dissolved as 2800ppm-OH
encompassing OH species of any kind. Assuming a constant depth of penetration for
both the as-received and poled glass in the ATR measurement, the increased peak
absorbance of the 3575cm-1 band detected in the poled surface indicates an approximately
73% increase in H2O concentration relative to the bulk water content, or a relative
increase of about 1000ppm-mol H2O integrated over the entire depth of penetration. If
this “excess” H2O is confined instead to the Ba-depletion layer for the 4-6kV samples,
the corresponding concentration in the layer is estimated to be in the range of 0.51.0mol% H2O (i.e.1-2atom%H as OH). These findings roughly corroborate the
conclusions from the SIMS profile data for H, denoting an insufficient amount of
hydroxyl-related species to offset the charge deficit created by the depletion of Ba2+. We
also note in Figure 5-18(b) the fact that the OH band intensity does not trend with poling
voltage/layer thickness, and rather seems to saturate at a relatively constant level.
As a final comment on Figure 5-18, there is also a small additional peak evident
in the spectra located at 2340cm-1. In Figure 5-18(c), we show the ATR spectra for this
peak, which clearly shows the intensity of the sharp, slightly asymmetric peak increasing
with poling voltage. Absorption peaks near these frequencies are relatively rare in glass,
and can be assigned to the asymmetric υ3 stretching mode of molecular CO2 [218-220].
We postulate the appearance of this peak to be due to a finite amount of “adventitious”
carbonaceous species at the sample/electrode interface immediately prior to poling. With
the migration of oxygen to the anode, such species would likely readily oxidize to CO2
but cannot escape from the system due to the intimate electrostatic contact at the
interface. It is suspected that the gaseous CO2 subsequently becomes trapped in the layer
structure as the PtSi electrode oxidizes and the SiO2-rich overlayer grows out and overtop
from the glass-electrode interface. If this interpretation is correct, the increasing
concentration with layer thickness may correspond to the solubility limit of CO2 within
the SiO2-overlayer as it grows. Based on this interpretation, the structural role of this
species in the anodic depletion layer is expected to be insignificant, as (1) it is presumed
to be specific to the overlayer; (2) molecular CO2 is believed to exist in glass by weak
proximal association with bridging oxygens within the network volume[220], and (3)
there is no evidence of carbonate, CO32-, vibrational modes which would signify CO2
actually entering the glass network structure [198, 218-220]. If present, these modes
would appear as a series of distinct vibrational peaks in the 1600-1675cm-1 range. We
also note that the peak position for the CO2 stretch is located at 2340cm-1, which is
substantially shifted from the frequency for the free gas molecule (2348cm-1) and
indicates the CO2 was not trapped within microvoids or bubbles. Rather, the peak
5

At low total water content (<1000ppm‐wt H2O), it is generally accepted that H2O is dissolved almost
completely as OH rather than molecular H2O—an assumption applied as well in the determination of
practical extinction coefficients.
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frequency is known to shift substantially depending on the matrix in which the CO2
molecule is dissolved[221]. Sandford studied the influence of the dissolution matrix on
CO2 peak characteristics, and indicated that shifts to lower frequency can be attributed to
either (1) sites that are substantially larger than the molecule, as cramped sites produce
shifts to higher frequency, or (2) weak chemical complexes that tend to weaken the C=O
bond, while maintaining it distinctly as CO2 [221]. The frequency shift therefore
suggests a low-density glass matrix, possibly in the SiO2 overlayer. A similar peak
position has been reported for CO2 dissolved in a low-density SiO2-rich phase in sol-gelsynthesized 3Al2O3-2SiO2 mullite[222], while the same peak usually appears at much
higher frequency (2351–2352 cm-1) in dense, fully-polymerized aluminosilicates when
CO2 is equilibrated with the melt[218, 219, 223].
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Figure 5-18: (a
a) Infrared refflectance spectra in the 40000-1500 cm-1 rrange for varioous poling volltages.
b,c) Attenuated
d-total reflectaance spectra for
fo the OH andd CO2 stretchinng regions, respectively.
(b

Additional insightts into the naature of the anodic modiification maay be gained from
a short leach
hing study deesigned to probe
p
the naature of the modifier-deepleted layerr that
occurs at thee poled ano
ode in comp
parison to aan ion-exchaange-depleteed (H+/H3O+-formodifier)
m
leached layer. Not only does
d
this proovide a furthher basis forr establishinng the
+
ab
bsence of H as a charrge-compenssating mechaanism in thee anodic layyer, but proovides
qu
ualitative in
nsight into th
he hydrolyticc resistance of the anodde. The resuults of this study
arre summarizzed in Figuree 5-19. Sam
mples were im
mmersed in warm solutiion of strongg acid
(aaqua regia, 1HNO3:4HCl:5H2O) at
a 45°C for increasing durations oof time, andd the
FTIRRS specctra checked
d at specific intervals. F
Figure 5-19(aa) shows thee results obtained
or the as-recceived/unpolled glass. The evolutionn of the specctra in this gglass is typiccal of
fo
an
nalogous leaaching studiies of silicattes, where thhe Si-O streetching peakk shifts to hhigher
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frequency with a deepening valley on the low-frequency side. In terms of the primary
Si-O structure of the spectra, the changes in the spectra are qualitatively similar to those
occurring in spectra for the modifier-depleted anode layer of poled glass. However, they
differ strongly in the high-frequency region, where the leached samples show a strong
uptake of H+/H3O+ in the structure in exchange for the native modifier species (Ba2+)
manifesting in the 3500-3300cm-1 region. A rudimentary comparison of the “leachingdepleted” versus “poling-depleted” surfaces of the same glass is shown in Figure 5-20.
These spectra were selected in that they exhibit similar characteristics in the 1600-600
cm-1 range of the spectra; however, they clearly exhibit drastic differences in the highfrequency OH region from the markedly different structural role of H+/H3O+ in leached
versus electrolyzed layers—present in the former, but essentially absent in the latter.
Thus, even this simple comparison points to the fact that electrolyzed layers are
structurally dissimilar from leached/ion-exchanged layers in their H content, and provides
further evidence that alternate mechanisms—such as anion migration—occur to
accommodate the loss of modifier.
Finally, in Figure 5-19(b), we show a series of spectra for a poled anode surface
(4kV) subject to the same acid treatment as the unpoled glass. The spectra are virtually
unchanged for the entire duration of the study, with only a slight increase in the 3575cm-1
OH stretching region evident after 64–128 minutes in the strong acid solution.
Benchmarked against the unpoled glass, the very limited ingress of H+/H3O+ at low pH
follows from the reduced possibility for ion-exchange in the network with the nearcomplete removal of modifier from the surface layer. However, it is also suggestive of a
restructured, highly-polymerized network, since the structure is not readily permeated
with H+/H3O+ either exchanging into anionic defect sites “left behind” with the removal
of modifier, nor aggressively penetrating to satisfy an unrequited structural charge deficit
within the depleted layer. These observations further support a stable, electrolyzed
structure in the anode layer, and moreover speak directly to enhanced barrier properties
relative to the parent glass.

(b) POLED ANODE

(a) UNPOLED
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Figure 5-19
9: Evolution of
o infrared refllectance specttra for Ba-BAS glass leacheed in warm aqqua
regia for vaarious duratio
ons. (a) unpolled, versus (bb) poled anodde surface (4kkV, 600°C, PttSi
anode).
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Figure 5-20
0: Qualitative comparison of reflectance sspectra for leaaching-depleteed versus polinngdepleted surrfaces of Ba-B
BAS glass, selecting spectraa of similar chharacteristics inn 1600-600 cm
m-1
region (a) Unpoled
U
glasss leached in warm
w
acid for 332 min., comppared with 4-kkV poled anodde;
(b) Unpoled
d glass leached
d in warm acid
d for 64 min., compared witth 6-kV poled anode.

5.4
4.1.1. Alum
minum enviro
onment by A
Al K-edge XA
XANES and N
NMR
From its composiition, we haave already advocated tthat the preddominant annionic
sp
pecies occup
pying barium
m in this parrticular glass should be [AlO4]- tetrrahedra, followed
by
y [BO4] and
d with very limited non
n-bridging oxxygen formaation on Si, if any. Woorking
un
nder the hyp
pothesis thaat the electro
olysis reactioon pulls oxyygen anionss out of the glass
sttructure coin
ncident with the extensiv
ve depletion of modifierr, we postulaated that it shhould
manifest
m
mosst detectably
y as a changee in the environment off Al, since vvirtually all oof the
Al
A present in
n the structu
ure would be
b affected. A clear ssignature forr the electroolysis
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concept would thus be a very local rearrangement of Al with its nearest neighbor(s) to
achieve a lower energy state as the oxygen anions depart the system with their charge—
an early hypothesis being a potential change in coordination state of Al toward nearly all
Al[5]/Al[6]. As the poling process takes place below the practical glass transition range
(defined by the strain point), the supposition of only a partial/local relaxation in the
immediate vicinity of Al seems justified in accord with physical aging phenomena, while
limiting the possibility of larger-scale mass transport or reconstructive phase transitions
(e.g. phase separation, crystallization) typically requiring higher temperatures. We
attempt to evaluate these hypotheses using targeted structural evaluations of the Al
environment by means of MAS-NMR and XANES, as both of these techniques have
been shown to be sensitive to aluminum coordination.
To begin, we start with the 27Al 1D-MAS-NMR spectrum for the unpoled BaBAS glass is shown in Figure 5-21. The spectrum shows that the vast majority of Al in
the glass is present as Al[4], which accords well with expectations for this composition.
However, there is a poorly-resolved shoulder of intensity that is attributed to a native,
minority concentration of higher-coordinated Al[5]. The estimated concentrations of Al
speciation based on the prescribed fitting procedure was 94.6% Al[4] and 4.7% Al[5] in
the as-received glass, which agrees well with analogous studies of bulk glasses with
similar composition[184, 196, 224, 225]. The NMR results obtained for the speciallyprepared 50µm poled glass sample is also shown in Figure 5-21. In the poled sample, the
speciation of Al was estimated at 95.3% Al[4] and 4.1% Al[5]—virtually identical to the
as-received glass within the estimated error of 0.5% for this measurement using this
instrument. A clear peak near 0 ppm was also present in both samples. Although this
peak is indicative of Al[6], it has been largely attributed to rotor background for this
measurement, and more to the point was identical in both poled and as-received samples.
Thus, within the detection limits of this method, there was no detectable change in NMR
spectrum due to the poling process. Though disappointing, the lack of a measurable
difference between the poled and as-received glass is decidedly unsurprising given the
incredibly low ratio of surface-to-bulk signal, even with samples this thin. For example,
the thickness ratio ~100nm/50µm ≈ 0.2%, and there is only ~5 atom% Al in the bulk
glass, making measurable detection of Al environment in the poled layer unlikely.
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Figure 5-21
1: 27Al MAS--NMR spectraa for as-receivved (unpoled)) Ba-BAS glaass, as comparred
with a specttrum for a 50µ
µm thick poled
d sample.

To achieve
a
greatter surface-ssensitivity, w
we pursued X
XANES anallysis at the A
Al Ked
dge. This teechnique hass been shown
n to be quitee sensitive too the local ennvironment oof Al:
a shift of the edge and wh
hite line peak
k to higher eenergy has bbeen repeatabbly demonsttrated
fo
or higher-co
oordination Al
A species, and oscillat
ations in thee XANES reegion can aaid in
differentiating
g subtle chaanges in Al environmennt. Multiplee scattering ccalculations have
aiided in interrpretive aspeects of this technique[2226, 227], butt for the most part the thheory
iss not as weell establish
hed as in th
he EXAFS region of tthe spectrum
m and is sttill in
development.. However, qualitative comparison
c
ccan nevertheeless providee insight.
ES data for the as-receiived barium boroaluminnosilicate glaass are plottted in
XANE
c
to
o the spectra of the referrence compoounds. The A
Al[4]
Figure 5-22, where it is compared
mpounds, allbite and an
northite, bothh showed qqualitatively similar XA
ANES
reeference com
feeatures. Th
he energy of the absorp
ption edge, defined froom the infleection point,, was
lo
ocated at 15
565.1eV, fo
ollowed by a single w
white line peeak at 15666.4eV, withh two
in
ntermediate features on
n the high-en
nergy side, and a poorrly-resolved shoulder nnear a
brroad peak att 1583eV. The
T white lin
ne resonancee has been asssigned to 1ss → 3p transsition
[2
228], and th
he much hig
gher intensitty of the whhite line in albite is coonsistent with its
grreater silica content, as observed in the calcium
m aluminosiliicate glass ssystem[229, 230].
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Turning to the Ba-BAS glass, it is clear the XANES spectrum shared the same features of
the Al[4] compounds, with a prominent white line with a broad feature at 1583eV. This
spectral shape has been very consistently linked to 4-coordinated Al [227, 230, 231]. The
absorption edge of the glass was also at the same energy as the Al[4] reference
compounds at 1565.1eV. However, the white line peak was notably shifted to higher
energy for the glass, with its peak at 1567.1eV. In conjunction with the NMR data, this
suggests that the edge position may be a more definitive indicator of Al coordination than
the white line peak position, while peak positions have been primarily reported in studies
of model compounds[228, 232]. The cause of the higher peak energy for the white line is
not exactly clear, but may be possibly attributed to the nature of the cation (Ba2+) in the
environment of Al in this glass, as the relative shift of the peak is not apparent in
analogous studies of sodium and calcium aluminosilicates [229, 230, 233]. A future
analysis with a more directly analogous reference compound (e.g. synthetic celsian, a Bafeldspar) may help clarify this issue. In contrast to the glass and the Al[4] compounds,
corundum shows a much different XANES spectrum. The edge and white line peaks are
shifted by +2.0 eV relative to the Al[4] minerals. In addition, an intense peak at +4.4eV
with respect to the white line is observed, followed by a series of smaller spectral
features.
The edge and peak locations taken from this data are summarized in Table 5-2
and are compared with select literature values. The absolute error on the energy scale is
estimated to be ±0.2eV from the calibration to Al foil, however, the relative error
between measurements important to spectral comparison is likely closer to ±0.1eV. We
apply the labeling conventions of Ildefonse[232] in identifying the peaks in Figure 5-22
and Table 5-2. The data obtained agree marginally with the literature values, and seem to
exhibit a consistent ~1eV discrepancy in absolute energy position, despite adjustments
for energy calibration with Al foil to 1559eV. The reason for this discrepancy remains
unknown, however, many aspects of XANES features can be described in terms of
relative changes in spectra and feature positions, so the ability to draw conclusions is not
explicitly jeopardized.
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Figure 5-22
2: Al K-edge XANES specctra of AF45 glass in comp
mparison to moodel compounnds
(Anorthie, albite:
a
Al[4]; Corundum:
C
All[6])
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Albite
Anorthite
Corundum

Ba-BAS glass
As-Received
Vacuum HT
Poled Anode
4kV, 5°
5kV, 5°
6kV, 5°

Edge
1565.1

A
1566.4
1565.4
1566.4
1565.9
1568.4
1567.4
1567.7

B
1570.2
1569.5
1570.3
1568.9
1572.4
1571.6
1571.4

C
1574.0
1573.5
1575.0
1573.3
—
—
—

D
~1579.7
1579.0
~1579.8
1578.2
—
—
—

E
1583.8
1583.0
1583.6
1583.1
—
—
—

1565.1
1565.1

1567.1
1567.1

—
—

—
—

—
—

1583
1583

1565.1
1565.1
1565.4

1567.1
1567.1
1567.2

—
(1571.8)
(1571.6)

—
—
—

—
—
—

1583
1583
1583

1565.1
1567.5

Ref.
Ildefonse 98
Li 1995*
Ildefonse 98
Li 1995*

* - Original values reported for Al foil calibrated to 1560eV; 1 eV was subtracted for comparability.

Table 5-2: Summary of XANES spectral feature positions in comparison with select references.

A series of XANES spectra collected for different angles of incidence/detection
are shown in Figure 5-23 . All of the data were corrected for the influence of the angle
dependence of self-absorption with the assumption of a fixed solid angle of detection.
Changes between spectra were mostly subtle, but systematic. As the angle of incidence
was decreased down to near-glancing angles the signal from the altered layer would be
expected to increase relative to the underlying bulk, and the XANES spectra show a
further divergence from the spectrum for the as-received glass. Likewise, as the poling
voltage is increase from 2 up to 6 kV, the layer thickness grows substantially, and the
XANES spectra show a similar trend. We therefore take the observed spectral changes to
be a genuine result of the increasing signal contribution from the poled anode layer with
either angle or voltage. It may also be noted that the 6kV sample appears to exhibit a
slightly higher white line intensity. The peak position was shifted by approximately
+0.1eV in the case of the 6kV/5° spectrum, but this is within the presumed error for the
energy axis. Rather, the most reliable change in the spectrum was the emergence of
second peak—peak “B”—on the high-energy side of the white line. In Figure 5-23, the
PFLY spectra determined from integration of the Al Kα emission line are also shown for
the spectra at the most glancing angles, but were essentially the same as the TFY spectra
except for a slight improvement in signal-to-noise ratio.
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Figure
F
5-23: Changes in normalized
n
TF
FY spectra ass a function oof angle of inncidence for ppoled
anode
a
surfacees (PtSi electtrode, 600°C)). All specttra are corrected for angle-dependent selfabsorption
a
effeects to fluoresscence yield.

ANES
Differrence spectra were calculated to aiid in evaluatting the chaanges in XA
sp
pectra, wherre the spectru
um of the ass-received gllass at normaal incidencee was taken aas the
su
ubtraction sttandard. Th
hese data aree shown in F
Figure 5-24, matrixed aaccording to both
in
ncidence ang
gle and polin
ng conditions. The spec tra magnify the subtle cchanges occuurring
in
n the spectraa of Figure 5-23. Clearly
y, the samplee under the m
most favorabble conditionns for
detection (6kV
V, 5° incideence) yielded
d the most siignificant chhanges in thee XANES reegion.
Near
N
the hig
ghly-sloped absorption edge,
e
slight shifts or cchanges in ccurvature lead to
su
ubstantial in
ntensity diff
fferences, so
o small peaaks in this region are less signifi
ficant.
However,
H
a large negatiive peak ariises in the 6kV/5° sam
mple consisttent with a welldefined edge shift. This shift was co
orroborated in 1st and 22nd derivativve spectra, w
which
ndicated an edge shift of
o +0.3eV. Shifts
S
of thee absorptionn edge and/oor peak enerrgy to
in
higher energy
y in XANES
S data have been
b
consisttently linkedd to increasees in coordinnation
nu
umber (e.g. Al[5] ~+1eV
V; Al[6] ~ +2eV)
+
and a parallel incrrease in the iionic charactter of
Al
A bonding to
o its near-neeighbors [22
28]. There iis also a subbtle increasee in intensityy of a
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pre-edge peak that is notable primarily in the difference spectrum for the 85°/6kV
sample. Most prominently, though, the difference spectra in Figure 5-24 highlight the
growth of the pronounced shoulder from the “B” peak in poled samples as function of
either angle or voltage. The peak in the difference spectra is located at 1571.6eV, which
is +4.5eV higher than the white line.
The increase in the intensity of this “B” peak relative to the white line has been
observed in studies of the XANES spectra for glasses in the CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 (CAS)
system [229, 230], and which Cabaret has attributed to multiple scattering from several
atomic shells[227]. Although the full multiple scattering calculations have not assigned
this peak a specific structural “fingerprint,” qualitative comparison of our spectra with the
CAS system shows a very similar trend with the shift to the peraluminous regime at
fixed, high SiO2 content. This suggests a possibly similar environment for Al in the
poled anode layer in comparison to melt-derived, highly peraluminous aluminosilicate
structures. We also note that a high “B” peak intensity also appears at ~+4.4eV in Al[6]
compounds with distorted octahedral sites—a prime example being corundum (Figure
5-22). In this event, the increased intensity of the peak has been attributed to a split white
line specific to the distorted octahedral site that is absent in symmetric octahedra, for
example, in Al-perovskites[234], and is well-reproduced in multiple scattering
calculations for Al[6] compounds[227]. As high-coordinated Al such as Al[5] and Al[6]
have been implicated in the structure of peraluminous glasses, this last report is also
consistent with a genuine restructuring of the Al environment due to network electrolysis.
At the highest energies in the XANES region (>1580eV), the difference spectra
also begin to substantially deviate from zero with decreasing incidence angle and
increasing poling voltage. We estimate that this effect is less a true structural indicator,
but is nevertheless related to the increasing influence of the poled layer—as more signal
comes from the poled layer where Ba is depleted, the average Z is correspondingly much
lower and it is observed that the self-absorption correction does not completely correct
for the dampening of the oscillations at the high-energy side of the XANES region. This
is likely attributed to the strong change in scattering matrix between the depletion layer
and underlying bulk, leading to an escalating ineffectiveness of the self-absorption
correction as more of the altered layer is detected. Although its influence is difficult to
quantify, the deviations are small enough to suggest it will not substantially alter a
qualitative reading of the data. However, it might also be noted that the reduction of
average Z in the in the poled layer relative to the bulk would likely increase the
attenuation length and detract from the surface/bulk signal ratio of the measurement,
hence the effective surface-sensitivity of the measurement is lessened by the nature of the
depletion in this system. The fact that changes in the XANES spectra are still detectable
perhaps indirectly speaks to the relatively substantial magnitude of the structural
alteration.
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Figure 5-24: XANES
X
differrence spectra fort
f varying ppoling voltages and angles oof incidence, where
th
he spectrum of
o the as-receeived glass at normal inciddence taken aas the subtracction standardd (HT:
Control
C
samplee, vacuum heatt-treated in co
ontact with Pt film electrodee). The approoximate positioons of
th
he absorption edge and whiite line peak positions
p
are iindicated, andd spectra have been smoothhed for
cllarity using an
n 8-point Savittsky-Golay filtter.
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5.5. DISCUSSION
5.5.1. OVERVIEW OF EVIDENCE FOR ELECTROLYSIS
The totality of evidence in this study presents a very strong case for anion
migration and electrolysis in the anodic surface region of poled glass. Using direct
analytical methods applied to the electrode and glass surfaces, we observe indications for
all of the following mechanisms acting in parallel:
1) Anion migration, with oxygen emerging from the glass to oxidize the
positively electrode (non-spontaneous/only under high voltage) and
simultaneous accumulation of F at the anode;
2) Near-total cation depletion of modifier species—Ba2+ and Na+—from a
nanoscale, near-surface layer on the anode side of the glass, with the
depletion-layer thickness strongly coupled to both the poling voltage and
electrode material, stable to heat-treatment, and commensurate with the
decrease in χ(2) under high-temperature poling conditions;
3) Minimal cationic compensation. For example, a small amount of H+ is
present and apparently drifts into the glass from the surface during poling, but
its concentration is shown by both SIMS and FTIR to be insufficient to satisfy
the charge requirements of the network in the absence of the native modifier
elements;
4) A significant restructuring of the network, which accords with an electrolytic
migration of both cations and anions;
From a charge-balance standpoint, the compositional and structural data presented
makes it difficult to rationalize our observations without the removal of anionic sites from
the network per the electrolytic mechanism. In preface to further discussion, we consider
the following alternative mechanisms and rationales for their exclusion:


In thermally-poled glass, the requisite of strict local charge-neutrality throughout
the glass network is not necessarily a foregone conclusion. It is the violation of
local charge-neutrality by cations drifting away from the vicinity of “immobile”
anions and the attendant separation of charge that forms the very basis for
inducing a static DC field and observing second-order nonlinearity. However,
this process is clearly less efficient at higher poling temperatures (where χ(2) is
observed to diminish), and more importantly generally requires a very minor
concentration of migrated charges—of the order of ppm Na+—to achieve the
electric field magnitudes observed in poled glass. This is evident in poling studies
for this Ba-BAS glass, as well as many other glasses.
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This supposition may be verified using the available data for χ(2) at 600°C with
the Pt film electrodes (Figure 5-4), where a susceptibility of 0.26 pm/V was
determined. Assuming the validity of the rectification model of poling-induced
SON (χ(2) = 3 χ(3) Edc) and a χ(3) = 4.0 m2/V2 from the Boling approximation (see
Chapter 3), an internal field of 2.2 MV/cm may be calculated. Even if we assume
in the worst case that all of the SON is localized to the Ba-depletion layer (ca.
60nm) and that a single-carrier migration model applies, it can subsequently be
estimated that only 1.2 x 1018 elementary charges/cm3 would need to be depleted
from a layer this thick to achieve the calculated field. This corresponds to
~0.16% of the charge deficit created by the absence of divalent Ba. Thus, the
“departure” from strict charge-neutrality allotted to observe the measured χ(2) is
very limited, and the extensive depletion of ~3.5atom% Ba from the glass
structure near the anode clearly cannot proceed unchecked without some
mechanism of compensation.


It was shown by several methods that the injection of protonated H+/H3O+ species
at the anode was successfully mitigated by our process methodology. If we
assume the ∆H profile from Figure 5-13 is all present as H+, integration of the ∆H
profile indicates its drift into the glass can only account for ~10% of the total
charge deficit from Ba2+. Thus, the presence of protonated species in the poled
anode layer—while not zero—is insufficient to account for the structural charge
requirements in the depletion layer in a manner similar to ion-exchanged/leached
layers. The success of specific efforts taken to mitigate H injection corroborates
several other poling studies [65, 67, 84].
In terms of a source for the “excess” H content that was detected in poled
samples, it may be recalled that the SIMS data showed a subsurface peak in
concentration (~10nm below the original glass surface), while the IR data
suggested very similar net concentrations for depletion layers of quite different
thickness. These characteristics are inconsistent with the electrolysis of bulk
water distributed in the glass as a predominant source. This mechanism has been
suggested in literature[133], and would entail the reaction H2O → H+ + OH-,
followed by the migration of OH- toward the anode. However, such an effect
would be anticipated to accumulate with a maximum concentration at the anode
surface, and would also likely trend with poling voltage. Instead, a more probable
source for the observed data is an inward drift of H+ from water resident on or
about the glass surface just prior to poling. This mechanism would yield a
subsurface peak in concentration, with the finite “reservoir” of surface water
yielding an apparent voltage-independence. Such an inward injection/drift of H+
from pre-existing surface water to form a subsurface peak has been observed in a
number of other poling and anodic bonding studies[65-67]. However, since the H
peak is so close to the surface of the anode layer, a slow ingress/hydration of the
depletion layer could also be possible, and more work would be required to
differentiate the exact source.
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the depletion region being left unaccounted for based on the compensation mechanisms
discussed. Given this substantial excess of negative charge, another question that may be
asked is whether the deficit can be overcome through the “removal” of electrons from
network sites in lieu of oxygen anions, essentially creating a highly-defective network
populated with trapped holes. Although small concentrations of electronic defects are not
atypical to glass, at the high temperatures and the concentrations discussed, this
mechanism is equivalent to a very extensive population of deep, thermally-relaxed traps,
or what is tantamount to changing the formal oxidation state of the remaining networkconstituents (Si, B, Al, or O). To our knowledge, this has never been observed in oxide
glass, and especially at the concentrations under consideration. Given the fact that we
also observed direct evidence of anodic oxidation during poling, the results of this study
provide an unambiguous case for the counter-migration of oxygen anions in the network
to alleviate the substantial excess of negative charge in the layer.
5.5.2. GLASS STRUCTURE CONSIDERATIONS
With the removal of barium and oxygen from the anode layer structure, the charge
imbalance in the layer is alleviated to bring the structure closer to electroneutrality.
However, the simple extraction of oxygen from network sites would lead to significant
over/under-bonding and coordination defects in the structure for the remaining networkforming elements. In this way, the larger-scale charge imbalance alleviated by
electrolytic migration induces a much more local charge-imbalance within the shortrange structural units constituting the network. It is these bonding/charge requirements
that provide the impetus for structural rearrangement in order to create a stable, threedimensional glass network. In this section, we present a discussion of the most likely
structural reconfigurations in light of the data gathered thus far, and based on structural
concepts in similar glass systems.
Throughout this discussion, a basic preface that must be considered is that the
altered anode layer structure is “synthesized” below the glass transition range, with a
temperature/time combination—30 minutes at temperatures below the strain point—that
implies an effective prohibition of larger-scale cooperative structural relaxations and
mass transport. This condition suggests that phenomena like alpha-relaxation, phase
separation, and crystallization should all be kinetically infeasible; instead, the structure
rearrangements should more likely be attributed to shorter-scale relaxation effects,
analogous to those observed in sub-Tg “physical aging” or beta-relaxation phenomena.
Implicit with this scheme is a degree of partiality/incompleteness to the relaxation in its
attempt to satisfy the structure. Corroborating evidence for the presence of residual strain
was reported from polarimetric evaluation of poled sample cross-sections, and can
similarly be inferred from the infrared spectra. The ensuing discussion therefore attempts
to capture central ideas about how the structure might rearrange to the satisfaction of
short-range units derived from the “parent” structure, with the caveat that some persisting
bonding/coordination defects, excess free volume, and/or residual strain in the network
will likely also be present.
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Referring to the discussion in the introductory section, it may be recalled that
barium in the initial glass structure is allocated primarily to charge-compensating [TO4]tetrahedra in the structure rather than to the creation of non-bridging oxygens (NBO).
The results from the 27Al MAS-NMR spectra for the bulk Ba-BAS glass corroborate the
simple allocation presented, where the vast majority (~95%) of aluminum is present as
Al[4] and would require charge-compensation from Ba2+ ions—about 73% of the total Ba
content. The remainder then largely enters the structure by converting B[3] → B[4], with
NBO being a very limited, minority presence. Thus, the anionic species of priority to this
discussion are [AlO4]-, as well as some [BO4]-, with an electrolytic mechanism requiring
oxygen anions to be extracted from these sites in the glass network concurrent with the
exodus of barium during poling.
The case of [BO4]- anions is addressed first, since the general stability of neutral
3-coordinated unit in silicate networks suggests as an intuitive explanation the reversion
of tetrahedral B[4] to trigonal B[3]. The conversion may be represented with the
following reaction:
Ba2+ + 2[BO4/2]- → Ba2+(↑cathode) + O2- (↓anode) + 2[BO3/2]
yielding two [BO3] units per O2- anion, the latter of which propagates within the glass
structure toward the anode. In this study, evidence for the B[4] → B[3] reaction is
inferred from the systematic changes in the B-O stretching region for [BO3] units,
particularly in light of analogous spectral studies. In comparing the spectra for both the
anode and cathode surface layers, the same “parent” network becomes respectively
depleted and enriched with modifier, and the observed intensity correlation is suggestive
of the conversion reaction. An identical mechanism of B[4] → B[3] conversion has also
been implicated in electrolyzed alkali borates[85, 140]. Due to the tentative nature of the
spectral assignments, an informative follow-up to clarify this mechanism could be
provided by XANES/NEXAFS analysis of the boron K-edge, since this technique could
provide the requisite surface sensitivity[235], and deconvolution methods exist for the
direct quantification of B[4] fraction from the total peak structure[236].
Turning now to the Al environment, the structure around [AlO4]- in the poled
layer poses an intriguing question, and with current data, cannot be defined
unambiguously. The common parlance of aluminosilicate geochemistry is to define a
ratio of RO/Al2O3 as a parameter to describe the relative proportion of modifier available
to stabilize Al as [AlO4]- within the silicate network. An RO/Al2O3 < 1 defines a
“peraluminous” glass, where there is a clear deficiency of modifier relative to Al. This
may be contrasted with metaluminous glass compositions (RO/Al2O3=1), where their
proportions are matched, or “peralkaline” compositions (RO/Al2O3 > 1) where the excess
modifier can then go to serving other structural roles such as depolymerizing the network.
From the compositional data presented, the modified layer at the poled anode in this
study can be considered extremely peraluminous (BaO/Al2O3 << 1, approaching ~1/50
from SIMS estimates). Aluminosilicate and boroaluminosilicate glasses of such
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Ba2+ + 2[AlO4/2]- + 4[SiO4/2] → Ba2+(↑cathoode) + O2- (↓aanode) + 2[AlS
Si2OIIIO9/2]
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Al environment in the network per the charge-balance requirements of its composition—
observations that all accord well with an electrolytic mechanism, even without a
definitive assignment to the structural environment of Al.
Within this scheme, an important additional point of clarification worth
discussion is how exactly O2- anions are transported toward the anode, as they likely do
not migrate through the network as a distinct, interstitial entity. Although no direct
evidence is available to address this issue, we envision the most plausible means to be a
cascade of successive breaking/reforming of bonds in the glass network such that an
anion-bearing structural unit in the network effectively propagates toward the anode. For
example, in glasses where the anionic species are mostly non-bridging oxygens (NBO),
the NBO can be envisioned to hop/migrate to an adjacent bridging oxygen site, thereby
breaking one of the bridging bonds and forming two new non-bridging oxygen sites. The
site left behind is very similar to an oxygen-deficiency center defect, and could locally
relax to reform a bridging oxygen with an adjacent NBO at the high poling temperatures.
The O2-/NBO anion thus propagates through the network toward the anode through a
cascade of small, bond-breaking hops and leaves in its wake a largely re-polymerized,
network-former-rich glass structure. In glasses with boron present, an additional
“structure-switching” mechanism of the manner proposed by Baucke and Duffy[85] is
similarly feasible, where O2- propagates along the borate sub-network by a cascade of
successive interconversions between boron coordination states ([BO3] ↔ [BO4]-). In the
current glass where the boron concentration is much lower than in the alkali borates
studied by Baucke, some combination of the two propagation methods may be
envisioned. An interesting follow-up study to probe oxygen anion transport could be an
evaluation of fully-polymerized aluminoborate or aluminoborosilicate glasses with
varying Al/B ratio, which could help elucidate anion transport along the borate subnetwork per these ideas.
Finally, the extremely network-former-rich composition synthesized near the
surface would be expected to exhibit dramatically different properties from the bulk
glass. The data presented shows indications of such altered properties in both (1) a
reduction in refractive index, with an anti-reflection effect tunable with polingvoltage/layer-thickness, and (2) a substantially improved hydrolytic resistance of the
glass surface at low-pH, consistent with the elimination of modifier from the surface
(thereby mitigating the mechanism of H+/H3O+-for-RO ion-exchange) and the limited
ingress of water consistent with a re-polymerized network structure at the surface. The
prior discussion regarding aluminous structural units also suggests that these surface may
be interesting from a purely glass science perspective, as the potential for sub-Tg
synthesis from a wide variety of “parent” glasses can potentially yield exceptional
compositions, and can be achieved with a minimal structural role for water (unlike sol-gel
synthesis methods, for example).
With the tentative suggestion of significant
concentrations of oxygen triclusters or high-coordinated Al formation to charge-balance
the anodic surface layer, such thermo-electric treatments can provide a very novel
pathway for improved understanding of these elusive structural units and their role at
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surfaces. Further work is planned to explore the properties of these novel surface
compositions and clarify aspects of their glass structure.

5.6. SUMMARY
A generalized scheme was proposed to achieve the goal of stable and significant
modification of glass surfaces based on the concept of network electrolysis, with
subsequent validation of this concept in a model barium boroaluminosilicate glass system
yielding unambiguous empirical support. Pronounced temperature and electrode
dependencies validated the outlined treatment strategy and are wholly consistent with an
electrolytic mechanism. Substantial evidence was shown for the migration of both
cations (Ba2+, Na+) and anions (O-, F-) from sites within the glass network was shown,
resulting in electrode-dependent anodic oxidation and a stable, nanoscale glass surface
layer adjacent to the anode composed of essentially only the network-forming elements
(B2O3-Al2O3-SiO2). SIMS and FTIR analyses reveal a minimal contribution from
extrinsic ions such as H+/H3O+ in the structure of the depletion layer to compensate for
the migration of Ba modifier out of the region, and the resulting charge deficit in the
network combined with the observed anodic oxidation gives strong support for the
electrolytic mechanism. A local restructuring of the glass network would be intuitively
necessary to accommodate the charge balance requirements of the structure on exodus of
cationic and anionic species from sites within the glass network. In this glass, anionic
sites were primarily tetrahedral Al followed by B, with evidence from FTIR and Al Kedge XANES providing tentative assignments of shifts to peraluminous short-range
structural units for Al and a B[4] → B[3] conversion in the structure. Although the exact
nature of the structure and resultant properties of such substantially-modified surfaces
remain a point of further study, preliminary indications of refractive index reduction and
enhanced hydrolytic resistance of the network-former-rich anodic surfaces were also
observed.
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Thermo-electric treatments are capable of a rich variety of interesting phenomena
in glass that we are only beginning to fully understand and explore. With the advent of
poling for second-order nonlinearity (SON), modified glasses have the previouslyimpossible opportunity to become the active medium in nonlinear devices, and a
challenge for the glass community will be continuing to understand and capitalize upon
what may be achieved by such methods for even newer applications.
In this thesis, we have evaluated several different novel approaches to the
modification of glass surface based on such treatments. With the introductory and
background chapters, an attempt was made to capture the breadth of this intricate field,
and summarize the critical—yet often underappreciated—role of treatment parameters in
dictating the observed phenomena. Following this roadmap, several hypotheses were
posed. The first was based on the now-“traditional” evaluation of thermal poling as a
means to inducing efficient second-order nonlinearity, with a novel approach of
investigating the role of intrinsic breakdown strength of glass for its role in limiting
second-order coefficients. Our work showed that this role is likely overestimated, and
understanding nonlinear conduction effects may be a better intrinsic design parameter in
the continued search for glasses with high nonlinearity. A second study attempted to
apply thermal poling in a wholly new way by encoding a strong electric field near the
surface to control the apparent breakdown strength of glass. Although a positive effect
was not realized, this work paves the way for continued work on understanding the
relationship between space-charge effects and breakdown. Finally, in the last chapter, an
exciting and novel approach to glass surface modification was forwarded based on a
mechanism of network electrolysis. In this work, substantial changes in the surface
composition and structure were realized, with the expectation of significant
corresponding changes in properties and potential for impact in the field.
Despite the gains made, there are clearly many as-yet unanswered questions
stemming from these studies, and particularly the significant potential raised bythe
approach posed in the last chapter. Some ideas for future work might therefore include:


A study following up on novel properties that may be observed with electrolyzed
surfaces. A prominent choice might be a more thorough study on the corrosion
of such surface in acidic and basic environments, in tandem with dissolution rate
evaluations of modified surface structures—a property that could be quite
substantially modified, and would help to substantiate the claim of a repolymerized network.
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Very little is known about the oxygen anion migration. Additional direct studies
of O concentration by resonant RBS could provide helpful quantitative support
for anion migration out of the structure, while a study of the electrolytic effects in
borosilicate or boroaluminosilicate compositions could help clarify the role of
transport along the borate sub-network proposed by Baucke.



Further clarification of the resultant structures that occur when oxygen is driven
out from network sites would also help to address some outstanding questions
with this work—studies such as B K-edge NEXAFS or further work with Al Kedge XANES under improved acquisition conditions.



Given the potentiality of extensive sub-Tg modifier-depletion and altered Al
environment, it would be very interesting to try to “synthesize” challenging
peraluminous compositions that might help address questions of Al speciation.
Thermo-electric treatments could be applied to electrolyze the surfaces of a series
of ternary aluminosilicate compositions—particularly either Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2 or
CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 glasses. Such studies could provide insight on features ranging
from the transport of O anions from poling, the experimental analysis of elusive
peraluminous structures, and the impact of differing “parent”
structure/composition on the subsequent structure and properties of an
electrolyzed layer.
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of atom percent, weight percent oxid
de, and molle percent oxxide. A proojection of sselect
co
ompositions onto the Al2O3-B2O3-SiO2 planne is also shown bellow, notingg the
prredominantlly silica-rich
h compositio
ons with varyying Al/B raatio in thesee systems. M
Major
co
omponent data
d
for AF4
45 and OA-1
10G were obbtained by eelectron miccroprobe anaalysis
(E
EMPA) (cou
urtesy of M.
M Angelonee). Values for AF45 represent thhe average of 3
different sam
mples (50μm, 400μm, an
nd 1000μm) , each of w
which were w
within 0.3wtt% of
eaach other (w
MPA
within 0.04wtt% for As2O3). The dataa for OA-100G was obtaiined from EM
of a sample of
o 100μm th
hickness. Trrace componnents (Na, A
As, Sn) in AF
F45 and OA
A-10G
were
w
determined by ICP--MS (courteesy of W. Caastro). Dataa for 1737G was obtaineed by
wet
w chemical analysis (co
ourtesy of R. Hengstebecck). The rem
mainder of thhe data repreesents
values culled from literatu
ure resourcees: 7059, 17337F[238] annd NA35[1122].
Table A-2 summaarizes select physical prooperties publlished for theese glasses.
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Atom %
AF45 (Schott)
7059 (Corning)
1737 F (Corning)
1737 G (Corning)
NA35 (NH Techno)
OA-10G (NEG)

Mole % Oxide
AF45 (Schott)
7059 (Corning)
1737 F (Corning)
1737 G (Corning)
NA35 (NH Techno)
OA-10G (NEG)

Weight % Oxide
AF45 (Schott)
7059 (Corning)
1737 F (Corning)
1737 G (Corning)
NA35 (NH Techno)
OA-10G (NEG)

O
63.1
63.0
63.5
63.4
63.3
63.3

Si
19.0
18.7
21.2
20.8
20.4
20.4

B
8.9
9.9
4.5
5.0
6.2
5.7

Al
5.4
4.5
7.1
6.8
5.9
6.6

Mg
—
—
0.4
0.6
0.6
0.2

Ca
—
—
1.5
1.5
1.8
2.9

Sr
0.048
—
0.4
0.4
0.8
0.9

Ba
3.5
3.7
1.4
1.1
0.8
0.1

As
0.19
0.23
0.12
—
0.12
—

Sb
—
—
—
0.30
0.06
—

Sn
0.0002
—
—
—
—
0.031

Na
0.044
0.074
0.042
0.030
0.043
0.011

SR
3.5
3.7
3.7
3.6
4.0
4.1

2+

SiO2
63.6
62.8
69.0
68.1
66.7
66.7

B2O3
15.0
16.6
7.3
8.2
10.1
9.2

Al2O3
9.1
7.6
11.5
11.1
9.7
10.7

MgO
—
—
1.4
2.0
2.1
0.5

CaO
—
—
5.0
4.9
5.8
9.6

SrO
0.163
—
1.2
1.3
2.6
3.0

BaO
11.9
12.6
4.4
3.6
2.6
0.2

As2O3 Sb2O3 SnO2
0.33
—
0.0007
0.39
—
—
0.20
—
—
—
0.49
0.03
0.20
0.10
—
—
—
0.101

Na2O
0.074
0.125
0.068
0.049
0.070
0.018

SRO
11.7
12.6
12.0
11.8
13.1
13.1

SiO2
49.7
49.0
59.2
58.5
58.5
60.2

B2O3
13.5
15.0
7.3
8.1
10.3
9.7

Al2O3
12.0
10.0
16.7
16.2
14.4
16.4

MgO
—
—
0.8
1.1
1.2
0.3

CaO
—
—
4.0
3.9
4.7
8.1

SrO
0.22
—
1.8
1.9
3.9
4.6

BaO
23.7
25.0
9.6
7.9
5.8
0.5

As2O3 Sb2O3 SnO2
0.84
—
0.0013
1.00
—
—
0.57
—
—
—
2.0
0.07
0.58
0.42
—
—
—
0.228

Na2O
0.060
0.100
0.060
0.044
0.064
0.017

SRO
23.5
25.0
16.2
14.8
15.6
13.3

Table A- 1: Bulk compositions of select commercial alkali-free display glasses in various formats from different manufacturers within the family of
alkaline-earth boroaluminosilicates. ND = None detected.
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Fixed Viscosity Points [°C]

Log Vol. Resistivity
[W-cm]

nd

Linear
CTE
[ppm/K]

250°C

350°C

500°C

1.5255

4.5

13.8

11.5

9.2

595

4.7

13.1

11.0

(8.9)

2.54

666

3.8

13.5

11.4

9.3

1737 G
(Corning)

2.54

668

3.7

AF32 eco
(Schott)

2.43

686

728

OA-10G
(NEG)

2.46

650

705

EAGLE XG
(Corning)

2.38

669

Density
[g/cm3]

Strain
Point

Anneal
Point

Tg

Soften.
Point

AF45
(Schott)

2.72

627

663

662

883

7059
(Corning)

2.76

1737 F
(Corning)

715

Dielectric
[1MHz, 25°C]]
tan d
er
[10-4]

6.2

9.0

969

1.5100

3.2

11.9

10.0

8.2

5.1

28

940

1.518

3.8

14

12

(9.9)

5.3

10

3.2

12.9

(10.9)

8.8

Table A- 2: Select properties of several alkali-free commercial display glasses, where available. Data for Schott and Corning glasses obtained from
respective websites and [239]. Data for OA-10G courtesy of T. Murata, Nippon Electric Glass.
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APPENDIX B. VALIDATION OF INTERFEROMETRIC MEASUREMENT OF THIN
GLASS USING INFRARED MICROSCOPY
The accurate measurement of glass thickness is an important experimental aspect
in establishing reliable figures on the breakdown strength of thin test samples. Even the
most high quality, physical benchtop micrometers give a rated precision of 0.0005” (0.5
mil), and therefore equates to an uncertainty of about 12.6μm at best (for example,
assuming no interferences from dust particles or wear and tear at the contact points).
This level of uncertainty is clearly untenable for samples on the order of 50μm or less. A
further advantage to using optical techniques is the fact that it is non-destructive and noncontact, giving confidence in the preservation of the sample surface condition from
unnecessary handling.
For these reasons, a method was developed and validated for the interferometric
determination of glass thickness using an infrared spectrometer. In the ideal case for this
measurement, a sample should be flat and plane-parallel, with normal incidence of planeparallel rays measured in transmission mode. However, for the sake of practical (and
minimal) handling along with automated data acquisition, a method based on infrared
microscopy was favored—this allowed thin glass samples to be mounted horizontally on
the stage (thus held by gravity alone, supported only along the sample periphery) and
translated via a motorized stage. Although use of the focusing optics in a microscope
technically violates the desired geometry of plane-parallel incidence, we show with the
following work that the effective deviation from true thickness is both minimal and
essentially repeatable under the studied conditions, and may be presumably accounted for
with a simple linear correction.
Briefly stated, the principle behind the measurement is based on the interference
pattern produced in a spectrum as a result of a transmitted beam interfering with a backreflection of itself from the surface of a transparent sample. As the wavelength is varied,
the intensity of transmitted light will oscillated from high to low as the wavelength varies
smoothly between half-integer multiples of the thickness, thus meeting conditions for
constructive/destructive interference. The resultant equation for determining thickness
has the general form:
1
2 ∆
Where n is the refractive index of the sample and Df is the peak-to-peak (or valley-tovalley) width. Algorithms for the automatic determination of thickness according to this
equation are routinely available in the spectrometer software package. The measurement
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iss best carried
d out using 2 or more friinges, coupleed with a reffractive indeex appropriaate for
th
he measured
d infrared ran
nge.

Figurre B-1: Exam
mples of interrference fringges in transpaarent range of infrared
spectrra of thin glasss specimens. (From top-tto-bottom) Thhickness = 8μ
μm, 30μm,
50μm
m, 70μm.

Shown
n in Figuree B-1 are examples
e
off the oscillaating interfeerence fringges at
different glasss thicknessees. The peaak-finding an
and automateed fringe evvaluation rouutines
were
w
generallly applied to
o the spectrrum within tthe transpareent range off 3550-29500cm-1.
Refractive
R
indices approp
priate for thiis range werre extrapolaated from priism coupler data,
where
w
n=1.50
063 for AF
F45 and n= 1.5024 for D263. In this wavellength rangee, the
reefractive ind
dex is slowly
y varying ass function off frequency, so use of thhe stated average
in
ndex value over
o
the measured range is reasonablle.
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To vaalidate the measurement
m
procedure, a series of gllasses with vvarying thickkness
an
nd two diffferent compo
ositions (AF
F45 and D2263) were prrepared. Thhe samples were
afffixed to a small substraate in such a way that thhere was a sllight overhaang—this allowed
fo
or both FTIR
R transmissiion and SEM
M cross-sectiional analyssis of the sam
me sample iin the
ex
xact same sp
pot. A scheematic of thee samples prrepared is shhown in Figuure B-2(a), aalong
with
w
represen
ntative exam
mples of theeir cross-secctional anallysis in a scanning eleectron
microscope.
m
(b)

(a)
FTIR transm
mission
Measure
ement
spot marked

(c)

SEM cross‐section
n

Figure B-2: (a) Schematiic of samplees prepared for validatioon of interfeerometric thicckness
measurement;
m
(b,c)
(
Represen
ntative, cross-ssectional view
ws of prepared samples in S
SEM.

The results
r
of th
he thickness fringe techhnique are ccompared aggainst the vvalues
ob
btained by SEM
S
in Figu
ure B-3. An
nalysis of thee plot indicaates that, desspite the facct that
th
he two meth
hods do not correlate ex
xactly, it is clearly eviddent that (1)) the deviatiion is
sm
mall, on the order of 5-1
10%, and (2)) for either gglass, the devviation is higghly linear inn this
raange. Linearr regression
n fit to the FTIR data indicated aan R2 value of 0.9997—
—this
su
uggests thatt, whatever is responsiible for thee slight shifft in value, it is apparrently
sy
ystematic an
nd reproducib
ble over thiss range.
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Due to the highly calibrated nature of the scaling in SEM, as well as its larger
dynamic range for thickness measurement, these values were taken to be the more
accurate. Therefore, by inverting the best fit line equation, a simple linear correction
emerges that may be routinely applied to FTIR thickness data to correct its apparent value
to that obtained by SEM:
xtrue = 0.948(xmeasured) - 0.9
This simple correction was applied to all of the thickness data measured in the
FTIR; the corrected data is also shown in Figure B-3. To maintain self-consistency, all
subsequent data was acquired in an identical manner, i.e. 15X focusing and collection
objectives, wavelength-appropriate refractive indices, and samples affixed flat and
normal to the stage in a mechanical jig. Data acquired in this manner is expected to be
accurate to at least within 5% or better.
80.0

70.0
y = 1.055x + 0.9519
R² = 0.9997

FTIR Thickness (um)

60.0

50.0

40.0

30.0

20.0
AF45
D263

10.0

Corrected data
1:1 line

0.0
0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

70.0

80.0

SEM Thickness (um)

Figure B-3: Comparison of FTIR microscope and SEM cross-section measurements of glass
thickness.
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APPENDIX C. DECONVOLUTION OF BARIUM 4P AND BORON 1S PEAKS IN
QUANTIFICATION OF XPS FOR MULTICOMPONENT GLASS
In the course of this research, a particular challenge was encountered regarding
the analysis of multicomponent glasses containing significant amounts of both barium
(Ba) and boron (B)—prime examples being Schott AF45 and Corning 7059. For kinetic
energies up to the Al-Ka line (1486.6eV), boron only exhibits one useful photoelectron
line, namely the B 1s peak, which typically resides in the vicinity of 189eV on the
binding energy scale. Unfortunately, barium also exhibits photoelectron lines in this
region—namely the Ba 4p peaks—which lead to a problem with peak overlap between
the B 1s and one of the two Ba peaks (specifically Ba 4p1/2). In general, the 4p peaks are
not the most intense peaks for Ba, but can interfere even at rather low concentrations due
to an inherently high cross-section for Ba (and consequently large RSF’s). Thus, in order
to apply quantification of compositional data and include boron with any degree of
confidence, specialized means had to be developed to account for this peak overlap. This
issue has been noted in the literature, particularly in the analysis of b-BaBO4
surfaces[240, 241], where unfortunately it was deemed prohibitive to further analysis and
deconvolution was not explored.
In attempting to apply a curve-fitting strategy to the overlapping peaks, a typical
procedure would likely involve fitting at least two peak components under the combined
structure from the B 1s and Ba 4p1/2 peaks, where the characteristics of the Ba 4p1/2 peak
may be constrained in shape and binding energy relative to a (non-overlapping) reference
peak to yield reproducible accounts of the B 1s peak area. All that would be required is a
validation of the appropriate relationship between the Ba 4p peak and the reference peak.
The most ready reference peak in this instance is the sister peak, Ba 4p3/2. In theory, the
area ratio between 4p peaks should be approximately 2:1 due to the degeneracy of the ptype energy levels, but in practice it is often found that peaks can deviate significantly
from this relationship. Hence, such area ratios are best determined empirically, and as
specifically as possible to a given matrix.
One approach applied in previous similar analyses of barium aluminoborosilicate
glass has been described by Strzelecki [179]. In this approach, it was proposed to assume
a fixed area relationship between the 4p1/2 peak and the 3d peaks—the latter being the
most intense peaks for Ba. With this assumption, the area contribution of the 4p1/2 could
be simply calculated, and subsequently subtracted from the total area of the combined
B1s/Ba4p1/2 peak structure. The area relationship between 3d and 4p peaks was
established from a BaCO3 reference sample, and was assumed to be the same for the
multicomponent glass. This approach, however, contends with a number of issues: (1)
relative to the 4p1/2 peak, the 3d peaks are much further away in binding energy than the
4p3/2 peak. Thus, measured peak areas may be subject to problems with intensity
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variations as a function of kinetic energy in the analyzeer not accouunted for byy the
in
nstrument traansmission factor;
f
and (2)
( the peakk relationshipp used for aarea estimatiion—
while
w
appealiing in its simplicity—n
neglects a coomplication that arises with the speecific
caase of Ba 4p
p peaks, in that
t
they aree known to exhibit addiitional fine sstructure thaat can
allters intensitty relationsh
hips. The fin
ne structure has been atttributed to a final-state eeffect
id
dentified as “giant Costeer-Kronig flu
uctuations,”[242] and leeads to appaarently signifficant
variability in
n the 4p1/2 peak areas between diifferent Ba--containing compounds,, and
su
uggests that BaCO3 may
y not be a valid
v
referencce for multiicomponent glass. Exam
mples
of the Ba 4p peak
p
structu
ure are suppliied in Figuree C-1. As a further poinnt (also notabble in
th
he figure), th
he fine struccture is obserrved to conttribute area iintensity to tthe Ba 4p1/2 peak
sttructure as a shoulder peak, and it was
w found inn practice thhat the magnnitude of thee fine
sttructure varied from sam
mple-to-samp
ple or spot-too-spot. Accordingly, beest practice w
would
be to curve-ffit the structture to quan
ntify its conntribution ratther than asssume it connstant
based on a refference mateerial.

Figurre C-1: Structure of Ba 4pp peaks for several
inorgaanic compouunds. Note the fine struucture
betweeen the Ba 4pp3/2 and Ba 4pp1/2 peaks idenntified
as “giiant Coster-Krronig fluctuatiions.” From [2242].

For th
he purposes of
o attemptin
ng to deconvvolute the Baa 4p1/2-B 1s peak overlapp and
acccount for all
a of the afforementioneed issues, thhe followingg strategy w
was proposedd: (1)
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esstablish an empirical relationship
r
between thhe Ba 4p ppeaks and itts attendantt fine
sttructure usiing an app
propriate reference—aa boron-freee silicate glass—withh the
co
onsequent assumption
a
d
peak relatioonships aree similar too the
that the determined
multicompon
m
nent glass in
n question; (2) using an additional silica refereence, establissh an
ap
ppropriate lineshape
l
fo
or the loss structure off the Si 2s peak whicch representts the
background for
f the Ba 4p
p3/2 peak an
nd nearby finne structure (especially important aat low
barium peak intensities); (3) apply the
t appropriate constrainnts in a curvve-fitting rooutine
an
nd empirically determin
ne the minim
mum numbe r of free paarameters reqquired to proovide
qu
uality fits off a variety of data for the multicompponent glasss with varyinng amounts oof Ba
in
n the spectru
um, and (4) establish adj
djusted relatiive-sensitivitty factors apppropriate foor the
qu
uantification
n of a vacuum
m fracture surface of thee barium boroaluminosiilicate glass uusing
th
his procedurre, referenced against EM
MPA bulk ccomposition data and XP
PS data for fused
siilica vacuum
m fracture surrfaces.
fi step waas accomplisshed with thhe use of ann appropriatee reference ooxide
The first
glass which is boron-freee and has a predominaantly silicatee matrix. T
The experim
mental
w used for this purpose, and had the molar ccomposition: 43% SiO2 ∙38%
glass K-919 was
BaO∙
B
19% mixed min
nor compon
nents (speci fically 3%C
CeO2∙ 3%M
MnO2∙ 3%F
Fe2O3∙
3%Co2O3∙ 3%
%NiO∙ 3%C
CuO∙ 1%Cr2O3). Sincee none of tthe minor ccomponents were
prresent in ap
ppreciable in
ndividual co
oncentrationss or had intterfering peaaks in the B
Ba 4p
reegion, this glass
g
was judged to be an appropriaate referencce for evaluaating Ba 4p peak
reelationships. Fracture su
urfaces of K-919
K
were pprepared annd analyzed, and examplles of
th
his peak-fittiing analysis are shown in
n Figure C-22.

Figure C-2: (lleft) Ba 4p sp
pectral region for K-919 reeference glass at different ppass energies showing
ne structure peaks; (right) Unconstrained
U
d fit to spectruum with compponents for Baa4p3/2, Ba
reesolution of fin
1/2
4p
p and 3 com
mponents for giant
g
Coster-K
Kronig fluctuattion (GCKF) ppeak structure..
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In dettermining th
he peak parrameters from
m the referrence, the only constraiint in
place was that the full-w
width-at-halff-maximum (FWHM) fo
for the 3/2 aand 1/2 peakks be
qual. It waas found thaat 3 compon
nents could be used to reproducibly fit the G
GCKF
eq
sttructure, and
d is qualitatiively consisttent with thhe spectra off other inorgganic compoounds
seeen in Figu
ure C-1 wheere approximately threee peaks aree observed for each oof the
co
ompounds. The resultan
nt peak paraameters weree fixed as coomponent coonstraints, annd, to
ch
heck the vallidity of thiss approach, the
t constrainned elementts were appliied to a fit oof the
Ba4p-B1s
B
reg
gion of the spectrum from
m the vacuuum fracture ssurface of A
AF45. The reesults
arre shown in Figure C-3 , where the constrained
c
ffit is observeed to be reassonable.

Figure C-3: Curve-fitting of vacuum fracture surfface of AF455 using com
mponents/consttraints
m analysis of reference
r
glasss, K-919.
deetermined from

Taken
n by itself, these
t
constraaints may hhave been suufficient to eevaluate thee area
co
ontribution of
o barium reelative to borron to first oorder. It wass found in practice, how
wever,
th
hat the repro
oducibility of
o the fit beccame questioonable whenn the barium
m concentratiion at
th
he surface was
w reduced, as in the casse of AF45 gglass poled uunder certainn conditions, or in
th
he case of sp
putter-deposiited thin film
ms of the sam
me glass[2433]. In these instances, tthe fit
3
qu
uality sufferred for the weak
w
Ba 4p3/2
peak amiidst the undderlying enerrgy loss struucture
frrom the Si 2s
2 peak, and
d, since the area of thee Ba 4p1/2 ppeak (overlappping B 1s)) was
directly consttrained to th
hat of 3/2 peaak, the validdity of the prrocedure cam
me into question.
Thus,
T
an imp
proved fittin
ng routine was
w devisedd that attem
mpted to fit the energyy loss
sttructure from
m the Si 2ss based on a fused sili ca vacuum fracture refference, withh the
in
nherent assu
umption thaat this relaationship is largely unnchanged oon moving to a
multicompon
m
nent glass. This
T assumption is reasoonable for m
most of the aalkali-free diisplay
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glasses shown
n in Append
dix A, which
h all reside iin the SiO2--rich corner of the RO-B
B2O3Al
A 2O3-SiO2 quaternary
q
diiagram.
Summ
marized in Figure
F
C-4 iss the methodd used to acccomplish thhis, which bbegan
with
w
a piecee-wise Lineaar/Shirley backgroundb
subtraction (linear undder the 2s peak,
Shirley underr the loss env
velope) follo
owed by thee free-fitting of a single ccomponent tto the
Si 2s peak an
nd three com
mponents to
o the loss strructure. Altthough mosst all components
hroughout th
his proceduree were a 35%
%Lorentziann/65%Gausssian hybrid llineshape—aa mix
th
fo
ound approp
priate for most
m
analysees on this innstrument aat 20eV passs energy—bbetter
reesults were obtained for
f the Si 2s
2 peak usiing an 85%
% Lorentziaan/15% Gauussian
liineshape. Th
he peak paraameters for the
t loss enveelope were thhen constraiined to that oof the
2s peak in ord
der to effectiively reprod
duce the totall lineshape. Due to the m
method by w
which
co
omponents at
a fit to expeerimental daata, reproduccing the Si 22s lineshapee in this wayy was
fo
ound to pro
ovide better fits for th
he multicom
mponent glasss than the use of thee raw
liineshape itseelf as a singlee fitting com
mponent.
(a)
a)

(b)

(c))

(d)

Figure C-4: (a) Si
S 2s spectral region for fu
used silica stanndard, and (b)) the same reggion with backkground
nstrained fits of (c)Si 2s peak
p
and (dd) loss structuure with 3 coomponents. T
The loss
subttracted; uncon
stru
ucture was sub
bsequently con
nstrained so as
a to reproducce the same liineshape with integrated area fixed
relaative to Si 2s peak.
p
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As a check, this loss structu
ure lineshappe was addeed to the coonstrained B
Ba 4p
omponents already determined fro
om the K-9919 referencce glass, annd this mixeed of
co
co
omponents was reappllied to the K-919 re ference glaass to reevvaluate the peak
reelationships for the Ba 4p and GCKF peaks. The param
meters for thee Ba peaks were
laargely unchaanged with th
he addition of
o the loss ennvelope struucture, with tthe resultantt fit is
sh
hown in Figu
ure C-5.

Figure C-5: Background-su
B
ubtracted curv
ve-fit of K-9119 reference gglass with constrained Ba 4p &
GCKF
G
elementts along with constrained
c
Si 2s peak and eenergy loss ennvelope elemennts.

The peak relatio
onships deteermined from
m this analysis are sum
mmarized inn the
fo
ollowing tab
ble, includin
ng the Ba 4p and Ba G
GCKF peakss, as well aas componennts to
acccount for th
he structure of
o the Si 2s loss
l
enveloppe.
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Component
Name
A Ba 4p3/2
B Ba 4p1/2
C BaGCKF1
D BaGCKF2
E BaGCKF3
F
Si 2s
G Si 2s EL1
H Si 2s EL2
I
Si 2s EL3

Position
178.587
192.674
190.376
186.000
183.353
153.512
172.082
166.492
177.082

Position
Constraint
FREE
A+14.09
A+11.79
A+7.41
A+4.77
FREE
F+18.57
F+12.98
F+23.57

FWHM
2.2522
2.2522
1.8908
3.848
1.1426
2.5381
9.188
6.1169
6.9799

FWHM
Constraint
FREE
A*1.00
A*0.84
A*1.71
A*0.51
FREE
F*3.62
F*2.41
F*2.75

Raw
Area
Line
Area
Constraint Shape
6399.45
FREE
GL(35)
1437.07
A*0.22
GL(35)
662.187
A*0.10
GL(35)
843.534
A*0.13
GL(35)
68.6187
A*0.01
GL(35)
8344.05
FREE
GL(85)
1418.49
F*0.17
GL(35)
500.643
F*0.06
GL(35)
584.083
F*0.07
GL(35)

Table C-1: Component relationships for Ba and Si peaks determined from analysis of silica and K-919
reference glass samples.

A final revision to the above parameters accounts for the aforementioned
observation that the relative intensity of the giant Coster-Kronig fluctuation seemed to
vary from sample-to-sample, rather than maintaining a fixed percentage of the area
represented in the Ba 4p peaks. With the assumption that the variations in intensity
relationship of these peaks does not couple (at least, significantly) into variations of the
relationship between the 4p peaks, it was found that fits of real data could be improved
with a revised constraint strategy: the GCKF peaks were still constrained together and
bound to fixed binding energy positions relative to the 4p peaks, but were allowed to
fluctuate together in intensity (via area, FWHM) based primarily on the fit of the largelyunimpeded peak (BaGCKF2) at intermediate position between the two Ba 4p peaks.
Fitting of the data in this manner was most appropriate using a 3-piece background
scheme: linear in the region from ~197 to ~182eV (up to just above the Ba 4p3/2 peak),
Shirley in the region from ~182 to ~160eV (inclusive of the Ba 4p3/2 peak and Si 2s loss
envelope), and linear in the region from ~160 to ~146eV (under the Si 2s peak). The
revised peak parameters and constraints are given below in Table C-2, and were found to
provide reproducible fits for all of the relevant samples investigated in this thesis.
Examples of fits to a vacuum fracture surface of AF45 and a Ba-depleted surface of poled
AF45 are shown in Figure C-6.
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Component
Name
A Ba 4p3/2
B Ba 4p1/2
C BaGCKF1
D BaGCKF2
E BaGCKF3
F
Si 2s
G Si 2s EL1
H Si 2s EL2
I
Si 2s EL3

Position
178.579
192.735
190.427
186.091
183.621
153.514
172.084
166.494
177.084

Position
Constraint
FREE
A+14.16
A+11.85
A+7.51
A+5.04
FREE
F+18.57
F+12.98
F+23.57

FWHM
2.2188
2.2188
1.9381
2.8682
0.8261
2.5364
9.1816
6.1126
6.975

FWHM
Constraint
FREE
A*1.00
D*0.68
FREE
D*0.29
FREE
F*3.62
F*2.41
F*2.75

Raw
Area
Line
Area
Constraint Shape
6256.87
FREE
GL(35)
1416.14
A*0.23
GL(35)
643.476
D*1.30
GL(35)
495.941
FREE
GL(35)
37.0781
D*0.07
GL(35)
8335.23
FREE
GL(85)
1416.99
F*0.17
GL(35)
500.114
F*0.06
GL(35)
583.466
F*0.07
GL(35)

Table C-2: Revised component relationships for Ba and Si peaks allowing the intensity of the giant
Coster-Kronig components to vary together but independent of the primary 4p peaks.

Based on subsequent application of this strategy, appropriate relative sensitivity
factors were determined that provided quantification to within ~1.0at% for vacuum
fracture surfaces of (1) fused silica, with composition assumed stoichiometric as SiO2,
and (2) AF45, with composition from EMPA data. A summary of these RSF’s are listed
in Table C-3, and a comparison of the compositions of the standards from this analysis
are shown in Table C-4. All other RSF’s employed were the standard library values
recommended by the Penn State Materials Characterization Laboratory, and based largely
on data from the PHI Handbook.
Component
O 1s
Ba 3d5/2
B 1s
Si 2p
Al 2p
As LMM

RSF
0.7034
6.5200
0.1386
0.3081
0.1750
4.2200

Table C-3: Relative sensitivity factors implemented for compositional
analysis of AF45 glass incorporating the prescribed fitting procedures.

SiO2
AF45

XPS
Target
XPS
Target

O 1s
66.7
66.7
62.2
63.2

Si 2p
33.3
33.3
20.0
19.0

Al 2p
—
—
5.4
5.4

B 1s
—
—
8.8
8.8

Ba 3d5/2
—
—
3.5
3.5

Table C-4: Compositions of standards determined by XPS using the determined fitting procedures
and relative sensitivity factors.
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Figure C-6: Exam
mples of data fitss for the Ba4p/B1
1s/Si2s spectral reegion using the prescribed
p
fit paraameters for AF45 glass. (a) vacuum
m
ffracture surface po
ossessing bulk concentration of Baa and B; (b) Samp
ple thermally poleed at 600±C and 44kV for 30min. w
with PtSi electrodees
ddisplaying significcantly lower surfacce concentration of
o Ba relative to B.
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